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Straumann is a global leader in implant and restorative dentistry
and oral tissue regeneration. For a brief overview of our company,

vision and mission, please see p. 12 ff

As part of Straumann’s Vision 2020 project, which was concluded 
in 2012, we analyzed trends and expert insights to assemble a  

picture of how our field, business and company might look in the  
next decade. A central challenge was to predict how technological  

advances and demographics would change dental practices. The story  
illustrating this Annual Report shares some of those insights.
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Operating anD net prOFit

prOFitabilitY

 Operating profit    net profit    excl. exceptionals

 return on assets (rOa)    return on equity (rOe)
 return on capital employed (rOce)

(in cHF million)

returns on assets, equity and capital employed in %

keY FigUreS

net revenUe
(in cHF million)

5-year cagr –1% 
(+4% in i.c.)

revenUeS bY regiOn

 europe    north america
 asia/pacific    rest of world

More on p. 131 ff

More on p. 131

More on p. 131 ff

More on p. 131

55% 25% 15% 5%

More on p. 22 ff

(in cHF million) 2012 2011 change
 (%)

net revenue 686 694 (1)

gross profit 5341 529 1

Operating profit (ebit) 1001 1201 (17)

net profit 751 981 (23)

cash generated from 
operating activities

115 140 (18)

capital expenditure 19 19 0

Free cash flow 95 121 (21)

value added
(economic profit)

(13) 30 –

1  excluding exceptionals
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 Operating cash flow
 capital expenditure   acquisitions & participations

More on p. 75 ff More on p. 143 f

as 31 December 2012 2011 change
(in %)

Headcount 2 517 2 452 3

(in cHF) 2012 2011

earnings per share (epS) 2.36 4.54

Ordinary dividend per share 3.751 3.75

payout ratio2 77% 59%

Share price at year-end 112.00 162.10

1  payable in 2013 subject to shareholder approval
2  excluding exceptionals
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2012 HigHligHtS

Down 1% in Swiss francs and 2%
in local currencies as market contracts

expands, reflecting production 
efficiency gains

cHF686 
M

78%

revenUe

grOSS Margin

global leadership underpinned

no.1
pOSitiOn

rises to 7% of revenue; 
continued committment to innovation; 
investment in development of digital 
solutions

innOvatiOn
pipeline

growth in Swiss francs in north 
america; dynamic emerging markets

12%

DriverS

proposal to maintain dividend at 
same level for 6th consecutive year

cHF3.75
DiviDenD

new organization in place; 
strategic options expanded with neodent; 
digital strategy reaches next level; 
new leadership

viSiOn  
DeFineD

FUtUre

r&D
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Dear SHareHOlDer,

preSent realitieS
2012 was a year of rapid change, missed targets and 
further disappointment. It began with promising 
growth and optimistic forecasts of gathering mo-
mentum. It closed with our revenue, profits and share 
price at their lowest levels in five years, calling for 
rigorous cost management at all levels and a new 
style of resolute leadership to implement change  
expediently and consistently.

Our biggest challenge throughout the year was in 
Europe (p. 28 f), where we generate more than half 
our sales. Ailing economies, austerity and high un-
employment reduced household income and choked 
consumer sentiment – a key indicator for our market, 
which relies on patients’ ability to finance non-reim-
bursed treatment. Reluctant to spend on out-of- 
pocket dental procedures, some patients postponed  

complex and elective procedures, while others opted 
for cheaper/inferior alternatives to our premium so-
lutions. 

Around the world in Japan (p. 32 f), implant dentistry 
was at the center of intense publicity and unbalanced, 
damaging reports in the media. Although Straumann 
was not specifically targeted, these campaigns and 
weak consumer sentiment depressed the market and 
our sales. Turmoil in the Middle-East was the other 
main factor constraining our revenue performance. 

In contrast, we continued to grow in North America 
(p. 30 f) and in other key growth markets like China 
and Brazil (p. 32 f). Unfortunately, their strong per-
formances were not enough to offset the shortfalls 
elsewhere. With our net revenue contracting almost 
2% in local currencies to CHF 686 million, we did not 
achieve our growth objectives for the year. We drew 
some encouragement from the first positive currency 

gilbert achermann, chairman of the board of Directors & acting ceO

letter tO SHareHOlDerS

Adapting to present realities and  
stepping into tomorrow’s world
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effect since 2007, which reduced our revenue contrac-
tion to just 1% in Swiss francs. 

With most of our major peers posting similar declines, 
we remained the world’s leading company in implant 
dentistry, although this fact is little consolation in 
view of the sluggish market. 

From a portfolio perspective, implants – our largest 
business – succeeded in stabilizing sales, Regenera-
tives posted solid growth, while the prosthetics/CAD-
CAM business fell short of its strong 2011 perfor-
mance. 

With softer sales and a cost base geared for growth, 
our margins contracted. While we achieved further 
efficiency gains in production and logistics (p. 63 f), 
our investments in Sales & Marketing (to capture 
growth potential in underpenetrated markets), and 
in Research & Development (to drive innovation) 
increased. Profits were squeezed further by a good-
will impairment resulting from up-scaling our Re-
generative business (pp. 131, F37), and the costs of 
initiatives to improve our cost base. Excluding these 
two exceptional items, our underlying EBIT margin 
was 15% and the corresponding net profit margin 
was 11%. 

adapting now to deliver  
greater profitability tomorrow
While these margins would be respectable in many 
industries, they are not levels that investors have 
come to expect from a company like Straumann in 
the medical device sector. I can assure you that we 
have taken measures to address this and are commit-
ted to improving our operating margin to a signifi-
cantly higher level in the mid term – even if the mar-
ket remains sluggish.

This commitment is based on the solid fundamentals 
of our business (p. 22 ff) and on initiatives taken in 
2012, which are highlighted below and in subse-
quent chapters. 

The weaker market and our revenue decline made it 
necessary to adapt, prioritize, downsize, and optimize 
our cost structure, keeping one eye firmly on the fu-
ture. We identified cost-saving measures including 
focusing our development portfolio, adapting our 

sales organization in markets that are heavily af-
fected by the economic slowdown, and optimizing 
our service functions. The primary goal is to reduce 
without compromising the Group’s ability to capture 
market potential and to achieve sustainable growth.

In the fourth quarter we announced a reduction of 
150 positions worldwide – through transfers, natu-
ral fluctuation and early retirement. Regrettably, 
redundancies could not be avoided and we have ap-
proached these with due regard to our social respon-
sibilities as an employer. Initial reductions were 
made in 2012 with the remainder to follow in 2013. 

Solid cash flow, strong balance
We continue to generate solid cash flows and have 
a strong balance sheet, in spite of using CHF 266 mil-
lion of our cash for strategic investments in 2012. 
Having reduced our excess liquidity, there was no 
need to extend the share purchase program we 
started in 2011. With cash and cash equivalents at 
CHF 141 million at year-end, we still have financial 
flexibility to take advantage of opportunities if they 
arise. 

lOOking intO tOMOrrOw’S wOrlD 
An important fundamental achievement in 2012 
was to complete our Vision 2020 project. On the ba-
sis of interviews, market intelligence and demo-
graphics, we have tried to foresee where current 
trends, thought and technological developments will 
lead in tomorrow’s world. Some key findings are 
summarized on p. 14 f and illustrated in the cartoon 
running through this report. Vision 2020 is more 
than a projection; it has provided us with a roadmap 
and a framework, showing us where we need to fo-
cus our resources and investments for sustainable 
success. 

inveSting in tOMOrrOw’S keY  
grOwtH regiOnS
The two largest markets for implant dentistry in 
terms of volumes sold are the US and Brazil. On the 
basis of penetration rates, demographics, personal 
wealth, dental care and esthetics, both offer greater 
opportunities for growth than traditional strong-
holds like Europe and Japan. China is also growing 
rapidly in this respect and has considerable poten-
tial.
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In 2012, we continued our growth strategy in these 
markets, adding staff in sales and marketing in the US 
(p. 31) and investing in Brazil and China. At the end of 
June we purchased 49% of Neodent (p. 35), the lead-
ing implant company in Brazil, for CHF 261 million, 
which is our largest acquisition to date. We also se-
cured the right to acquire the remaining 51% in the 
coming years. Neodent will enable us to address the 
huge non-premium segment in one of the world’s 
largest and fastest-growing markets and will offer a 
launch pad to other Latin American markets.

We have also built a leading position in the dynam-
ically-growing Chinese market, where we operate 
through our own sales subsidiary and a distributor, 
with whom we have a long-standing relationship.
Straumann is therefore well positioned to reap the 
benefits offered by these attractive growth areas, 
which we believe will ultimately outweigh the chal-
lenges posed by more mature, highly penetrated 
markets. 

an OrganizatiOn tailOreD  
tO preSent anD FUtUre neeDS 
A major undertaking in 2012 was to reorganize our 
global sales force into dedicated teams to manage 
the growing complexity of our portfolio and the in-
creasing diversity of our customer base. At the same 
time, we reorganized our Products Division into 
business units with greater autonomy and custom-
er focus. These changes made it necessary to adapt 
our service and support functions. The new organi-
zation is designed to increase proximity and respon-
siveness to customers, to enhance service and to 
foster entrepreneurism.

creating innOvative SOlUtiOnS  
FOr tOMOrrOw’S wOrlD
Innovation is at the heart of our success, from devel-
oping groundbreaking materials and technologies to 
finding new ways to add value for customers and 
patients – beyond products and technological solu-
tions. We therefore kept the commitment made at 
the beginning of the year to continue investments in 
R&D, which rose to 7% of revenue. This enabled us to 
maintain a stocked pipeline (p. 47), to add strong 
clinical documentation (p. 45 f), and to deliver a num-
ber of improvements and innovations that add value 
for customers and patients (p. 38). 

For example, we fully launched our NNC implant, 
which combines the benefits of our high strength 
material (Roxolid) with our hydrophilic surface 
(SLActive) and our new transfer piece (Loxim) (p. 38 f). 
The result is a fast-healing, small diameter implant 
with enhanced handling and convenience. 

In regenerative dentistry, we introduced a new pack-
aging concept that makes Emdogain affordable for  
a broader range of patients who would probably not 
receive it for cost reasons (p. 39). 

In prosthetics, we launched CARES Scan & Shape,  
a new service for the very large number of dental 
laboratories who wish to order original Straumann 
custom abutments but do not have the requisite 
scanning capabilities. 

Our digital strategy advanced as we completed the 
first step in integrating our CARES CADCAM system 
into the Dental Wings open standard software plat-
form (DWOS). The integration will be complete in 
2013 when our CARES platform will be open to re-
ceive inputs from various guided surgery and intra-
oral scanning applications. 

With this in view, and to avoid being limited to  
a single hardware brand, we stepped back from dis-
tributing iTero intra oral scanners, although we are 
strongly convinced that this technology will have a 
major role in daily dental practice (pp. 41, 77).

Insights from Vision 2020 indicate that implant sur-
gery and prosthetic planning will converge into one 
software solution. In order to drive development to 
the next level, we have agreed with Dental Wings to 
combine our resources further. Our prosthetic soft-
ware development team in Berlin and our guided 
surgery business, including development and opera-
tions in Chemnitz, Germany, are transferring to Den-
tal Wings in 2013. 

This will considerably strengthen Dental Wings as a 
center of competence in digital dentistry software 
and will add critical mass to the development of 
treatment planning solutions. While Dental Wings 
will provide the core technology, Straumann will con-
centrate on the digital workflow and solutions that 
add value for customers. Our two companies will 
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continue to collaborate with 3M ESPE to establish 
DWOS as the standard software of choice in dentistry. 
To underscore our commitment to this endeavor and 
digital dentistry, we increased our participation in 
Dental Wings to 44%.

eDUcatiOn – DeterMining tHe FUtUre
The dental markets of tomorrow depend largely on 
efforts to advance education today. Training and edu-
cation is therefore fundamental to our business 
model and strategy (pp. 14, 16). In 2012, Straumann 
educational events were attended by more than 60 
000 participants worldwide.

Our academic partner, the ITI (p. 55 f) also increased 
its contribution to quality education in implant den-
tistry and related fields. The rapid spread of its Study 
Clubs – an important platform for sharing knowledge 
and networking – significantly contributed to mem-
bership expansion from 11 000 to more than 14 000. 
Straumann benefits in many ways from the increas-
ing global presence and membership of the ITI.

Helping a DevelOping wOrlD
Educational activities also feature in several of our 
sponsoring programs. While charitable sponsoring is 
often neglected in times of economic uncertainty, we 
maintained our longstanding commitments and 
continued ‘simply doing more’ to support dental re-
lief programs around the world (see p. 60 ff). These 
projects add considerable value, not only to the re-
cipients but also to Straumann’s reputation and 
brand.

Stepping intO tOMOrrOw’S wOrlD
Outlook
2012 reminded us that our world is changing quickly 
and will not return to the way it was prior to the eco-
nomic crisis. Key markets in Europe and Asia may 
continue to lag for some time and will doubtless  
become increasingly competitive. We expect our per-
formance there to be constrained by the economy 
and consumer sentiment. 

On the other hand, North America and emerging 
markets like Brazil and China hold much promise. 
Straumann is well positioned to tap their potential 
and will continue to invest selectively in growth 
markets. 

Based on the overall business fundamentals, the stra-
tegic plan and the cost optimization program the 
Group has been implementing, we are confident that 
we will be able to deliver improved profit levels even 
if the market remains sluggish in 2013. In the mid 
term we are determined to return to a significantly 
higher operating margin combined with a return to 
solid growth. 

leadership to master tomorrow’s challenges
Mastering change, particularly in challenging envi-
ronments, requires leadership, entrepreneurism, and 
adherence to strong principles. In this regard we in-
troduced new leadership principles and took further 
steps towards our objectives of strengthening inter-
nal development (p. 57 ff). 

Although we have made progress in adapting to pres-
ent market realities and in transforming for the  
future, the pace of change in our environment has 
increased dramatically, requiring new impetus and 
specific leadership skills to drive Straumann forward. 
The Board of Directors has assigned this responsibil-
ity to Marco Gadola (see p. 97), who rejoins Strau-
mann on 1 March 2013 as our new CEO. In addition 
to his excellent understanding of our business and 
company, he has proven himself as a determined,  
engaging, and entrepreneurial leader. 

On behalf of everyone at Straumann, I would like to 
wish him every success in his new role. At the same 
time, we would like to thank the former CEO, Beat 
Spalinger, for his many contributions to our company 
over the past four years. We also wish him all the best 
for the future. 

people are our success
Our company would be nothing without hard work-
ing, committed employees, who – in spite of the  
difficult environment – remain committed to  
simply doing more. On your behalf and on behalf  
of the Board of Directors, I would like to thank them 
sincerely for their dedication, loyalty and hard work in 
2012 and for their positive spirit going forward. 

UncHangeD DiviDenD 
At this year’s Annual General Meeting on 5 April 
2013, the Board will propose an unchanged ordinary 
dividend of CHF 3.75 per share to the shareholders.  
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I would like to thank our loyal shareholders for their 
continued confidence in our company and support 
despite the disappointing share price performance in 
2012. As this Annual Report shows, we continue to be 
positive about the opportunity for long-term value 
creation, both in the sector and at Straumann. Tomor-
row’s world holds much promise and we will be 
privileged to have your support as we step into it.

Yours sincerely

Gilbert Achermann
Chairman of the Board of Directors 
& Acting CEO



Welcome to the future and a vision of what a visit to 
the dentist could be like in the next decade.

In the coming years, many small dental practices will 
merge into group clinics housing general dentists 

and various specialists under the same roof. The majority 
of these clinics will probably have integrated 

dental laboratories.

There will be amazing progress in diagnosis and treatment 
planning, as 3D imaging and digital technologies re-

volutionize dental treatment, making it faster and more 
predictable. Young dental graduates, most of whom 

will be female, will choose to join group practices instead 
of opening individual offices.

Continued on page 20...
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SaraH MikkrOUn, DentiSt
after studying dentistry in gothenburg, the 28-year-
old Swede married and moved to brussels. as a 

mother, she enjoys being able to work part-time in 
a group dental practice. this means she can pursue 

her career and have time for her family.

anna Stetic, Dental SUrgeOn
after completing her dentistry studies, anna (38) 
chose to specialize in implantology. She works in  

the same dental center in brussels as Sarah.

gUY DUpOnt, patient 
guy is from canada. He is currently completing his 
doctorate in physics and spends much of his time 

looking for black holes. His 29th birthday celebration 
was interrupted by a dental ‘disaster‘ as he 

fractured a tooth on an olive stone in a tapas bar.

Finn van neer, Dental tecHnician
Finn is at the cutting edge in terms of technology. like 

many of his friends, the 24-year-old from ghent is  
a big fan of the latest home entertainment electronics.

tHe cHaracterS
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Straumann 
a portrait

who we are and what we do
Headquartered in Basel, Switzerland, the Straumann 
Group (SIX: STMN) is a global leader in implant and 
restorative dentistry and oral tissue regeneration. Col-
laborating with leading clinics, research institutes 
and universities, Straumann researches, develops and 
manufactures dental implants and instruments, CAD-
CAM prosthetics and tissue regeneration products for 
use in tooth replacement and restoration solutions or 
to prevent tooth loss.

The Group manufactures implant system compo-
nents and instruments in Switzerland and the US. 
CADCAM prosthetics are manufactured in the US, and 
in Germany – where CADCAM scanning technology 
is also produced. Oral tissue regeneration products are 
manufactured predominantly in Sweden. We also of-
fer a wide range of services to the dental profession 
worldwide, including training and education, which 
are provided in collaboration with our academic part-
ner, the International Team for Implantology (ITI).

The company currently employs 2517 people world-
wide. Straumann products, solutions and services are 
available in more than 70 countries through a broad 
network of distribution subsidiaries and partners. 
More than 90% of our business is conducted directly 
through fully owned subsidiaries.

The business model (p. 14) illustrates how Strau-
mann’s businesses and activities are interwoven and 
interconnected. More about the company structure, 
organization and management can be found in the 
chapter on Corporate Governance (p. 80 ff).

where we are From
Originally founded in 1954 as a research institute 
specialized in alloys, Straumann moved into the field 
of osteosynthesis implants in the 1970s and then fo-
cused exclusively on dental implants in 1990. The 
company went public in 1998 and its shares are trad-
ed on the SIX Swiss exchange. Straumann entered the 
field of oral tissue regeneration in 2002 and CADCAM 
tooth restoration in 2007. Since then the company 
has become well established in digital dentistry. 
Straumann thus holds a unique position in the dental 
sector, offering surgical, restorative, regenerative and 
digital solutions from bone augmentation through 
implants to individualized CADCAM prosthetics.

where we are headed
In 2012, our Vision 2020 project prompted us to re-
validate our existing vision, mission and core beliefs 
to ensure their appropriateness for guiding our orga-
nization and shaping a winning culture. Our vision 
statement proved valid. We made our mission state-
ment more concise and fine-tuned our core beliefs to 
emphasize the importance of our people. 

our viSion is to be the partner of choice in implant, 
restorative and regenerative dentistry.

our miSSion is ‘Simply doing more for dental pro-
fessionals and patients’.

our core belieFS
•  reliability iS our trademark. We deliver 

peace of mind. Our customers and patients trust us 
for consistent quality and service excellence.

A global partner in implant, restorative and regenerative  
dentistry with a mission of simply doing more for dental  

professionals and patients
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our buSineSS

cadcam 
prosthetics

oral tissue 
regeneratives

implants & 
abutments, etc.

cadcam intra-oral scanning

regenerative dentistry restorative dentistry implant dentistry

Guided surgery

Straumann open digital workflow

•  Simplicity iS our StrenGth. In an increas-
ingly complex world, we seek solutions that make 
life simpler for customers and patients.

•  cuStomerS are our inSpiration. We are 
dedicated to the success of all our customers. We 
always seek to understand their perspective and 
to deliver what we promise.

•  people are our SucceSS. Our success depends 
on skilled, caring, trustworthy and diverse indi-
viduals who work as a team and share our passion 
for innovative solutions and service excellence.

•  achievinG more iS our Future. We strive 
relentlessly for better solutions and to create value 
for our stakeholders. We must always believe in 
our ability to achieve more.

viSion 2020
Our Vision 2020 project provided valuable insights 
into the future of dentistry and our markets. Using 
existing data, new research, and numerous inter-
views with experts, we endeavored to anticipate the 
needs of dental professionals and patients in our 
markets in order to be their partner of choice in the 
years ahead.
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Straumann is a global leader in implant, restorative and regenerative dentistry. driven by innovation, the company researches,  
develops and manufactures dental implants, prosthetics and oral tissue regeneration products (p. 36 ff). it is also an emerging 
leader in digital workflows that support and facilitate tooth restoration and replacement (p. 40 ff). Straumann produces almost  
all its products in house (p. 63 f) and then markets and sells them together with solutions and services – either directly to dental  
professionals or, in certain countries, through distribution partners (p. 149). education, clinical research and customer networking 
are important aspects of the business model. in these areas Straumann collaborates with leading clinics, research institutes,  
universities, and the international team for implantology (p. 55 f). 

our buSineSS model

diGital
dentiStry

oral tiSSue
reGeneration

tooth
replacement

tooth
reStoration

innovation

clinical documentation

production

SaleS & marketinG (direct SaleS ForceS/diStributorS)

SynerGieS SynerGieS

SpecialiStS General dentiStS dental labS

patientS

Service

education

network

iti

trendS
The dental profession will experience significant 
change between now and 2020. As equipment and 
running costs rise, single-dentist surgeries will in-
creasingly merge into group practices and chains. 

The face of dental care will be increasingly female as 
more women are training to become dentists than 
men. As this continues, a growing proportion of fe-
male dentists may prefer to work part-time, for family 
reasons – fuelling the trend towards group practices. 

These developments, and the fact that the number of 
newly trained dental surgeons might be insufficient 
to cover growing demand, underscore the need for 
simpler, standardized procedures, in addition to educa-
tion and initiatives to boost efficiency and capacity. 

Apart from this, cost pressure from competitors and 
patients will force practices to increase productivity 
and shorten chair-time – offering considerable op-
portunities for products, systems and services that 
improve efficiency and streamline workflows.

Consolidation will be even faster in the dental labora-
tory segment as new technologies and larger com-
petitors impact smaller labs. 

technoloGy 
Digitalization will shape the future of dentistry, chang-
ing workflows and value chains for dentists and labs. 
Advanced scanning technology will be more common 
and will converge with surgical and prosthetic soft-
ware – especially as tooth replacement is being driven 
increasingly by prosthetic considerations.
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Innovation will continue to be an important industry 
driver and is beginning to encompass processes, ser-
vices and solutions in addition to products. New ma-
terials and minimally invasive techniques will open 
the door to a larger number of patients, who have not 
been able to – or have avoided – implant treatment. 
Enhanced precision through computer supported 
techniques will also have a part in this. 

By 2015, an estimated 50 million dental implants will 
have been in place for longer than five years. Al-
though dental implants are associated with high suc-
cess rates,1 there will undoubtedly be a growing need 
for maintenance solutions – particularly for restor-
ative components. 

marketS
Current forecasts suggest that economic growth, dis-
posable income and consumer sentiment will con-
tinue to be subdued over the next few years espe-
cially in Europe, which will constrain the dental 
market. Contrastingly, the assumptions are more 
positive for the BRIC countries, which have high 
growth potential. Asia, Latin America and the Rest of 
the World are thus expected to make up a larger pro-
portion of the global implant market. So too will 
North America, the world’s largest market, which 
represents a significant growth opportunity, based on 
penetration, access to treatment, demographics, and 
household income.

Growth driverS intact
Over a quarter of a billion people in the industrialized 
world are missing one or more teeth. As the industry 
is still relatively young, only a small proportion of pa-
tients seeking treatment for tooth loss get implant 
solutions, despite the clear advantages. Furthermore, 
there are huge populations of patients in emerging 
economies where implant and CADCAM dentistry 
are not yet established. 

Apart from demographics, our research shows  
that fundamental drivers of the dental implant mar-
ket, such as acceptance, access and affordability,  
are improving. We therefore believe that the global  
market for implant, restorative and regenerative  
dentistry will provide attractive long-term growth op-
portunities.

how Straumann miGht look in 2020
Based on Vision 2020, we concluded that we should 
be able to more than double our present size by 2020 
(both in terms of revenues and employees) and to  
deliver attractive profit margins. 

the Future iS now
Vision 2020 may seem a distant aspiration but – as 
this report shows – we are already working on many 
of the initiatives to shape the future. At Straumann, 
the future is already happening. 

our StrateGy
outperFormance & leaderShip
Straumann’s strategy is to pursue growth opportuni-
ties in dental market segments and geographies that 
are characterized by high unmet needs, strong 
growth potential and significant opportunities for  
innovative solutions. Each of our businesses – implant 
dentistry, restorative dentistry and regenerative den-
tistry – meets these criteria and we aim for top-three 
positions in all our market segments, with clear dif-
ferentiation from our competitors (see p. 22 for market 
shares). 

We believe that substitution – for example dental im-
plants substituting for conventional bridges and 
digital solutions superseding manual processes – will 
open up new value chains and drive our markets for 
many years to come.

Because the performance of our markets is linked to 
economic prosperity and consumer sentiment, times 
of fiscal uncertainty or decline call for adaptation, 
such as cautious cost management and clear posi-
tioning.

In 2012 our strategic plan was based initially on the 
expectation that the market for implant dentistry 
would recapture high single-digit growth in the mid 
term, with Straumann continuing to outperform.  
Developments in the course of the year, particularly  
in Europe, mean that the expected recovery will take 
longer. We have adapted accordingly. Using the in-
sights of Vision 2020, we began resizing in areas of low 
opportunity and making our growth strategy more 
selective by targeting high-potential markets such as 
the US, China, and Latin America. 
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StrateGic buildinG blockS
Within our three businesses, our strategy comprises 
four building blocks (see next page). 

diFFerentiation throuGh innovation 
and clinical excellence
We aim to deliver innovative, clinically-proven prod-
ucts and solutions that generate value for dental pro-
fessionals and patients, for instance by shortening 
treatment times, streamlining procedures, adding con-
venience, improving clinical and esthetic outcomes, 
and opening up new indications. We use and build our 
in-house expertise in research and development, and 
work with partners through in-licensing, acquisitions 
or other strategic collaborations. 

Due to the economic environment, the pressure to re-
duce treatment costs has increased, competition has 
intensified, and high standards have come under 
threat from a ‘good enough’ mentality.

Our strategy to differentiate the Straumann brand is 
through value-adding innovations, high quality and 
strong clinical evidence. There are numerous examples 
of how this strategic building block has been success-
fully implemented:
•	 In implant dentistry, they include the development 

of smaller implants using high-performance materi-
als and surfaces with improved osseointegration. An 
example of differentiation through clinical excel-
lence is the 2012 publication of outstanding ten-
year clinical results, which – together with well over 
a hundred clinical studies – make our SLA Soft Tissue 
Level implant the best documented implant of its 
kind on the market. 

•	 In restorative dentistry, we are now able to offer in-
tegrated, streamlined workflows and are in the pro-
cess of opening our CARES platform to give other 
system users access to our CADCAM prosthetics ser-
vice. We have achieved this through entrepreneurial 
strategic partnerships (Dental Wings and 3M ESPE). 

•	 In regenerative dentistry, Emdogain (enamel matrix 
derivative) is the only product of its kind used to re-
generate periodontal tissues in the rescue of teeth 
damaged by periodontal disease.

cuStomer FocuS
We seek direct access to customers so that we can 
understand their needs, which then form the basis of 

innovation and product development. We also seek to 
be close to customers and build long-term partner-
ships with them by:
•	 having our own sales force,
•	 consulting on applications and limitations  

of products,
•	 helping them build their business, and
•	 offering education both for them and indirectly for 

their patients (e.g. on the advantages of implants 
over conventional treatments).

We therefore set high standards of training for mem-
bers of our staff who interact with customers.

Our academic partner, the International Team for 
Implantology (see p. 55 f), plays an important role  
in our go-to-market strategy through high-quality  
education. Its broad professional network, which ex-
ceeded 14 000 members in 2012, provides special 
insight into customer needs.

Our new organizational structure with dedicated sales 
teams increases customer proximity and helps us 
serve them better. In addition we have created a new 
interface between Sales and Development to improve 
responsiveness and shorten time to market. These  
efforts have been fruitful: positive results from market 
research reconfirm a high level of customer satisfac-
tion with Straumann (see p. 54).

GeoGraphic FocuS
We reach out to customers in more than 70 countries 
through 23 sales subsidiaries and a broad distributor 
network. In 2012, we generated 94% of our sales  
directly and dedicated 47% of our employees to sales 
and marketing.

We employ focused ‘local’ strategies as market dy-
namics and customer needs vary strongly between 
geo-graphies due to differences in purchasing power, 
implant acceptance and penetration, market structure 
or regulatory and educational requirements.

In North America, our primary focus is to grow the 
implant business – through education, referral net- 
working and by strengthening our local organization. 
In Europe, we drive broader portfolio growth by  
leveraging our strong market position in implants. We 
complement our product offering through premium 
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services such as practice building and education to 
support our premium position.

In Asia, we focus on growth of the implant business in 
selected countries.

Latin America offers significant opportunities al-
though, as a premium implant company, we can ad-
dress only a very small segment. Our acquisition of  
a stake in Neodent (see p. 35) broadens our strategic 
options for addressing the huge non-premium seg-
ment in South America. We will approach this selec-
tively through a clear dual-brand strategy (see p. 18). 

people and operational excellence
We strive to:
•	 build a culture of excellence,
•	 support further portfolio expansion,
•	 refine our targeted customer approach, and
•	 maintain our strong financial position.

Our team of highly-qualified professionals is the key 
to our success – so attracting, building and retaining 
talent is a priority. We therefore focus on leadership, 
development, and fair, attractive compensation (see 
p. 57 ff).

Market recession and project costs in 2012 made it 
necessary for us to adopt cost-reduction measures 

including specific headcount reduction. Vision 2020 
provides a guide for targeted reductions, which are 
needed – in addition to efficiency gains – to restore 
decent margins, despite modest top-line performance 
in a tough environment. 

We believe that clear strategic focus and direction, the 
flexibility to adapt quickly, operational excellence, 
and a team that is committed to ‘simply doing more’ 
will enable us to underpin our leadership position 
and succeed in tomorrow’s world.

our brand
In an increasingly crowded marketplace, our global 
brand is one of our most powerful and valuable assets 
– which is why we promote and defend it passion-
ately and effectively. In 2012, we invested in various 
activities to leverage our brand, as the following ex-
amples illustrate. 

brand leveraGe
The Straumann brand is built on the company’s long-
standing reputation for reliability, innovation, clinical 
excellence and service. Our umbrella brand is used to 
reinforce product and service brands, for instance 
Straumann Allograft, Straumann Dental Implant Sys-
tem, and Straumann CARES, which has become an 
established brand for our prosthetic/digital solutions 
over the past six years. It expresses our commitment 
to customers and patients as well as our uncompro-
mising approach to quality and our desire to advance 
dentistry through innovation. 

CARES is thus appropriately used to brand and sup-
port the CARES Scan & Shape service we launched in 
2012 (see p. 42). 

marketinG approach reFined 
Since 2005, when our current brand framework was 
defined, both the market and Straumann have 
changed significantly. Innovation and portfolio ex-
pansion have fuelled the creation of product and 
service brand names, increasing complexity and the 
challenge of consistency. To address this, we initiated 
an important project to refine our marketing ap-
proach with clear consistent messaging focused on 
relevant customer segments. The project includes a 
new visual design concept, which will be launched 
in 2013.

Straumann’s strategy for its three business franchises  
is built on the four blocks illustrated above.

implant
dentiStry

reStorative
dentiStry

reGenerative
dentiStry

diFFerentiation throuGh innovation 
and clinical excellence

cuStomer FocuS

GeoGraphic FocuS

people/operational excellence

Straumann’S key StrateGic
buildinG blockS
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a new dual brand StrateGy 
Our acquisition activity in 2012 reveals how valuable 
brands are. Neodent (see p. 35) is a leading brand  
in Brazil and will enable us to address a huge market 
segment that we cannot access through the Strau-
mann brand alone. In order to maximize our market 
potential, Straumann and Neodent intend to operate 
as separate brands, addressing distinct segments. This 
dual brand strategy will enable both companies to 
build on our respective current positioning: Strau-
mann as a leading global provider of innovative pre-
mium solutions and services, and Neodent as a  
regional leader offering solutions that are tailored to 
local market needs.

SucceSS in protectinG 
our moSt valuable aSSet
Reputation and trust take years to build, but can be 
lost in an instant. Our Core Beliefs, Mission Statement 
and Code of Conduct are key instruments in safe-
guarding reputation. We therefore emphasize their 
importance to our staff continuously, starting with 
our on-boarding program. 

We also take legal measures to protect our reputation 
and brand. In 2012, we won two important legal bat-
tles against a cut-price imitator who misleadingly 
claimed equivalence to, and compatibility with, Strau-
mann originals. 

The Court prohibited the imitator from advertising its 
product as a ‘high-quality copy’, noting that this false 
claim ‘unfairly exploited Straumann’s good reputation 
and valued brand’. The rulings prevent the imitator’s 
implant system from being marketed or used in com-
bination with components from other manufacturers. 
Subsequently, another court ruled against a different 
manufacturer who used false claims to position its 
implant as having hydrophilic properties that en-
hance healing.

Look-alikes and copycats are not manufactured to our 
standards, nor have they undergone the same clinical 
testing. Consequently, a Swiss court found that the 
terms ‘generic’ and ‘bioequivalent’, which are used for 
pharmaceuticals, had been improperly and mislead-
ingly applied to dental implants. 

These rulings send an important signal to cut-price 
imitators. Straumann will take a strong stand against 
them in the interest of patients and to protect our 
business. 

our brand oF behavior
Names, visuals and claims are just part of our brand-
ing activities. ‘Committed to simply doing more’ is the 
Straumann brand of behavior that we want all stake-
holders to perceive. This is not a mere motto; it is our 
company culture that should be evident in every in-
teraction with customers. Hence branding at Strau-
mann has to be supported by each employee.

reFerenceS/FootnoteS
1 buser d, Janner S, wittneben J, brägger u, ramseier a, 

Salvi G: 10-year Survival and Success rates of 511  
titanium implants with a Sandblasted and acid-etched 
Surface: a retrospective Study in 303 partially edentulous 
patients. clin implant dent relat res 2012;14:839–851.





In the dental practice of tomorrow the reception will be more  
than a waiting room. There will be secure biometric terminals 
on which patients will be able to view treatment plans. After  
a finger-print check-in, they will also be able to view their full 
dental and medical records through access to centralized and  

integrated databases.

IN THE
WAITING 
ROOM

IN THE
WAITING 
ROOM



As HE WAITs, HE cHEcks HIs sMART 
WATcH fOR E-MAIls.

HE cHEcks HIs REcORds.

As HE ENTERs THE BRussEls dENTAl cENTER, Guy 
dupONT Is AMAzEd AT HOW NEW EvERyTHING Is.

WOW! THEy EvEN kNOW 
ABOuT My pEANuT AllERGy 
AlTHOuGH I HAvEN’T BEEN TO 
THE dENTIsT fOR yEARs.

BONjOuR,  
MONsIEuR dupONT!

cOOl! fREE HypERNET 
AccEss AT THE dENTIsT!

cONTINuEd ON pAGE 48...

sARAH, THE dENTIsT, TAkEs Guy
TO A HIGH-TEcH TREATMENT uNIT TO 
ExAMINE HIs TEETH ANd pREpARE
fOR HIs IMplANT suRGERy.
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Straumann is active in the dental sector of the medi-
cal device market. Our products are registered as 
‘medical devices’ – a category which also includes 
artificial joints, cardiovascular stents, pacemakers, 
hearing aids, insulin pumps and wound-healing 
products. The medical device industry is driven main-
ly by aging populations and rising living standards in 
developed and emerging countries. The global market 
value is estimated to be more than CHF 300 billion,2 
of which 5–10% (more than CHF 20 billion) are con-
tributed by dental devices and consumables.

Straumann operates in the markets for implant, re-
storative and regenerative dentistry, estimated to 
generate annual revenues of more than CHF 5 billion.3

the market for implant dentistry
Dental implants and abutments4 account for most of 
the market while tools and instruments to support 
implantation account for just a small part. Following 

positive developments in 2011, the market contracted 
in the low-single digit range in 2012.3 The global mar-
ket is valued at about CHF 3 billion. The fact that this 
is smaller than in 2011 is mainly attributable to  
a drop in the number of treatments and currency  
effects.

Europe accounts for almost half the global market, 
North America is the second largest region, account-
ing for a quarter, followed by Asia/Pacific and the Rest 
of the World. While the European and APAC market 
contracted in 2012, positive market growth was ob-
served in North America and the Rest of the World.

market structure
The dental implant market can be divided into ‘pre-
mium’, ‘value’ and ‘discount’ segments. Straumann is  
a leading premium player in the industry and offers a 
wide range of implants priced at multiple levels with-
in this category. 

markets and regions

Substitution of conventional treatment, demographic aging,  
and affluence are the growth drivers in markets generating  

more than CHF 5 billion p.a.

* in value terms

apac 
20–25%

row  
5–10%

north america 
25–30%

europe 
40–45%

the global dental implant market*  
by region1

the global dental implant market*
by share of sales1

* in value terms

nobel biocare 
17%

others
39% 

straumann  
18% 

dentsply/astra 
13% 

Zimmer dental 
6% 

biomet 3i  
7% 
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dental implant market by segment

within the dental implant market, straumann competes  
in the premium segment. 

discount

premium

value

premium offering, based on  
innovative, clinically-proven  
products and comprehensive  
services at premium price

standard products, often only  
regional presence, value price

look-alike products, very limited 
r&d, t&e, and service

market total: chf ~3 bn

The key differentiators that distinguish the premium 
segment include clinical documentation, innovative 
products and solutions, broad product offering, train-
ing, education  and superior customer service.

The five leading multinational manufacturers ac-
count for approximately two thirds of the global im-
plant market and pursue premium strategies. The 
remainder of the market is very fragmented, consist-
ing of several hundred competitors, the majority of 
which have a local country or regional focus.

Despite the difficult economy and currency effects 
Straumann managed to build its lead over peer com-
petitors. Current estimates put our share of the 
global market for implant dentistry at about 18%.3 
The difference compared to 2011 is mainly due to cur-
rency effects.

Global market research conducted in 20125 again 
confirmed that dentists choose implants based on 
product quality, ease of use, product familiarity and 
long-term scientific evidence – areas in which Strau-
mann consistently receives best-in-class ratings.

While price is not ranked among the top factors driv-
ing the choice of brand purchased, it has gained im-
portance in recent years due to the economic situa-
tion, especially in some large European countries.  
It is not surprising, therefore, that there have been 
some shifts towards the value and low-price seg-
ment for two reasons:
•	 In fast-growing emerging markets, local compa-

nies that follow a value or low-price strategy often 
represent the major part of the market. As the im-
portance of those markets grows, it has an impact 
on the global market segmentation and therefore 
changes the geographical mix.

•	 The market contraction in some European coun-
tries has affected premium manufacturers dispro-
portionately.

Vision 2020 anticipated this trend, which is why we 
have taken a significant step – through the acquisi-
tion of a stake in Neodent (see p. 35) – to strengthen 
our strategic options for addressing countries where 
the  premium segment is a smaller part of the overall  
market.

the market for restorative  
dentistry
Conventional tooth restorations (e.g. crowns and 
bridges) have typically been manufactured manually. 
Today, the process is becoming increasingly automat-
ed, mainly due to:
•	 Digitalization, which makes it possible to design and 

manufacture prosthetic elements by computer 
(CADCAM = Computer-Aided Design; Computer-
Aided Manufacturing), saving time and increasing 
accuracy.

•	 Material improvements (e.g. high-performance ce-
ramics, translucent resin nanoceramics, etc.) which 
reduce work time and offer higher standards of es-
thetics and function.

The market for CADCAM dentistry, in which Strau-
mann also competes, comprises prosthetic elements 
(crowns, inlays, onlays, bridges) and equipment (e.g. 
scanners and milling units). Collectively these gener-
ated global revenues of around CHF 2 billion in 2012.6

cadcam prosthetic elements 
More than 20%6 of all prosthetic elements (tooth-
borne and implant-borne) were produced by CAD-
CAM in 2012. Although the majority of prosthetic 
elements are still made by hand, the share of dentists 
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using CADCAM prosthetic elements continues to in-
crease. 

CADCAM prosthetic elements are produced either in 
a dentist’s office (chairside), or in a dental laboratory 
by a dental technician, or in an industrial milling cen-
ter operated by a CADCAM manufacturer. Straumann 
CADCAM prosthetic elements are designed with our 
CARES Visual software (either by labs or through our 
recently launched CARES Scan & Shape service) and 
milled centrally. Centralized milling is currently the 
second most popular method of production for CAD-
CAM crown and bridges.

cadcam equipment 
‘CADCAM equipment’ breaks down into the following 
categories:
•	 Chairside systems: Scanning, design and milling are 

performed in the dental practice
•	 Full in-lab approach: Scanning, design and milling 

are performed by the laboratory
•	 In-lab scanners are connected to an offsite milling 

center
•	 Intra-oral scanners

According to our estimates, more than two thirds of 
all CADCAM systems sold in 2012 were either full in-
lab systems or in-lab scanners connected to an offsite 
milling center.

We have been active in the in-lab scanner (and soft-
ware) segment since 2007. In 2010, we began to dis-
tribute iTero intra-oral scanners in Europe and subse-
quently the US. In late 2012, we discontinued the 

distribution of IOS scanners and focused further on 
enabling digital workflow solutions (see strategy 
chapter on p. 15 ff).

Dental laboratories are under strong competitive 
pressure to find optimal levels of production efficien-
cy and product quality. In-lab scanning with central-
ized milling is an attractive solution, because it gives 
laboratories access to the latest technology without 
investments in expensive, high-maintenance milling 
equipment. Laboratories profit from precise, high-
quality restorations and are able to respond to the 
needs of their customers with a high degree of flexi-
bility. 

The lack of reliable market data makes it difficult to 
provide precise information on market shares in re-
storative dentistry. We estimate that our share of the 
market for CADCAM elements produced by central-
ized milling was below 5% in 2012 and our share of 
the CADCAM equipment market is thought to be 
lower than 20%.6

the market for regenerative  
products
The market for oral tissue regeneration products (‘re-
generatives’) showed little – if any – growth in 2012 
and was estimated to be worth around CHF 400 mil-
lion9. This market is closely linked to the implant den-
tistry market, as regeneratives are often used to sup-
port implant procedures. The contraction in the 
implant market is therefore reflected in the regenera-
tive market. Apart from this, the contraction is due to 
currency effects and some re-evaluations of the mar-
ket, based on the latest market data.

The market for regeneratives comprises the following 
segments: 
•	 Bone graft materials
•	 Membranes
•	 Soft-tissue regeneration products 

Straumann is active in all three.

bone graft substitutes
More than one in four implants is estimated to re-
quire bone augmentation or transplantation either 
prior to or concurrent with implant placement.10 This 
can be done with four types of bone graft material:* in value terms

the crown and bridge market*7

manual
production

cadcam
production

in-lab milling centralized 
milling

chairside 
milling

75–85%

5–10% 5–10% ~5%
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•	 Autografts (the patient’s own bone)
•	 Allografts (human – but not the patient’s – bone)
•	 Xenografts (bone from animals)
•	 Synthetic bone (e.g. Straumann BoneCeramic)

Synthetic bone accounts for more than one quarter of 
the total bone graft substitute market. Allografts are 
more commonly used in North America, where they 
account for half of the market. Straumann entered the 
allograft market (in North America) in 2009.

membranes
Dental membranes are used in the majority of bone 
augmentation procedures. The membrane acts as a 
barrier to prevent soft tissue growing into the space 
required for bone formation. Membranes account for 
an estimated 40% of the regenerative market. Strau-
mann has competed in this segment since 2010 and 
has a small share.

soft tissue regeneration
Between 5 and 20% of the general population in de-
veloped countries suffer from severe periodontitis,11 

the most common cause of tooth loss. Straumann 
Emdogain is used to regenerate tissues that anchor 
the tooth when they have been damaged by peri-
odontal disease. Straumann leads this segment and 
our share is more than two-thirds of the global market. 

outlook: 
fundamental market drivers
In the absence of reimbursement, our markets are 
constrained by the weak economic environment. 
While implant dentistry showed signs of slow recov-
ery from the economic downturn of 2008–2009,  
sovereign debt and austerity on both sides of the At-
lantic slowed progress in 2011 and led to a contrac-
tion in 2012. We expect the situation to improve over 
the next two years and are confident the market will 
return to mid to high single-digit growth in the mid 
to long term. 

The basis for this positive outlook is underpinned by 
the unchanging drivers of medium- and long-term 
growth: substitution of conventional treatment for 
tooth loss, demographic aging, and affluence.

substitution of conventional  
crowns and bridges
Substitution of conventional tooth replacement 
treatment (i.e. tooth-borne bridges) is the most im-
portant growth driver for implant dentistry. Substi-
tution potential is determined by the number of in-
dividuals with untreated tooth loss. In 2012 this 
included patients who:
•	 lost teeth in 2012
•	 were missing teeth and put off treatment before 

2012
•	 need to replace existing dental restorations (e.g. 

tooth-borne bridges).

the oral tissue regeneration market*9

* in value terms

straumann’s share 
>60%

straumann’s share 
<5%

bone graft 
materials 
55–60%

membranes 
35–40%

tissue
regeneration 
~5%

implants placed per 10 000 population per year (2012)
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Straumann believes the number of potential implant 
recipients will continue to grow, because12:
•	 Some 50–60% of adults in the developed world have 

lost at least one tooth 
•	 On average, they are missing 3–4 teeth. 
•	 Market penetration of dental implants in industrial-

ized countries is still low: only 15–20% of adults 
treated for tooth loss in 2012 received dental implants.

Treatment statistics bolster our optimistic outlook: 
•	 The annual incidence of tooth loss remains stable at 

a high level 
•	 Fewer cases of tooth loss were treated in 2012 than 

in 2011
•	 The implant treatment rate fell in 2012, reflecting 

the challenging economic environment
•	 In 2012, more people with untreated tooth loss chose 

to postpone treatment than in previous years
•	 We expect the annual pool of available patients to 

grow because many postponers will eventually initi-
ate or re-enter treatment

demographic aging and affluence
Two demographic trends – aging and affluence in the 
developing-world– will also drive growth:
•	 The general population is aging, and life expectancy 

is increasing. For instance, more than 18% of the US 

population is age 60 or more. This will rise to 22% by 
2020.13 US life expectancy at birth in 2010 reached 
78.3 years and is expected to grow to 79.5 years in  
2020.14

•	 Tooth loss is a function of age. In the developed 
world, 68% of people age 55 and upwards and 84% 
of those age 75 and older have lost at least one tooth. 
59% of the 45–54 year olds and 33% of those young-
er than 35 have lost at least one tooth.12

•	 There is further evidence of continued purchasing 
power in the senior population in developed coun-
tries.14

•	 We see a significant growth potential in markets 
such as China, where incomes are increasing and 
implant rates are low.

additional factors
•	 Competence in placing implants and completing the 

restoration is rising, especially among general dentists, 
who readily recommend implants to their patients.

•	 Straumann’s training and education activities are in-
creasing customer confidence

•	 Market research shows that half the population af-
fected by tooth loss in the US is aware of dental im-
plants12

•	 Rising awareness will drive patient confidence in 
implants.

tooth loss and treatment courses (usa)

the population in the us is aging, resulting in more patients with tooth loss. patients who have been treated are likely to require 
maintenance work (probably more so with conventional treatment). most people lose more than one tooth in life and thus re-enter 
the treatment path.

adult population

implant treatment
(15–20%)

conventional
treatment (80–85%)

people affected by 
tooth loss (45–55%)

annual tooth loss cases  
seeking treatment (5–10%)

people actually treated 
(45–55%)
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outlook for cadcam dentistry 
unchanged
More than 75% of dental laboratories are small or 
medium-sized.15 The majority of large labs own at 
least one scanner and one milling unit; small and me-
dium labs usually own no CADCAM equipment. Den-
tal laboratories are consolidating, and as they do, 
outsourcing is often preferred to investing in new 
capital goods. Also, they want to convert manual pro-
cesses to automated workflows. So we see great po-
tential in outsourced milling for small and medium-
sized laboratories. 

CADCAM equipment already has a high penetration 
in large laboratories, so growth in this segment will 
mainly come in CADCAM elements. To drive the share 
in the CADCAM dentistry market, we are introducing 
our CARES Scan & Shape service, which offers cus-
tomers that do not have scanning equipment the pos-
sibility of obtaining high-quality, precision Strau-
mann CARES prosthetics without investing in 
CADCAM equipment.

outlook for regeneratives tied  
to dental implant growth
The outlook for oral tissue regeneration products to a 
large extent reflects the outlook for implant dentistry 
because regenerative products are most often used to 
support implant procedures in the event of bone de-
ficiency.
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10 straumann estimates based on mrg and idata.
11 burt b. research, science and therapy committee of the 

american academy of periodontology.  
position paper: epidemiology of periodontal diseases,  
J periodontal 2005; 76: 1406–1419.

12 straumann proprietary study based on 5000 respondents 
conducted by afg research in 2012.

13 us census bureau, national population projections, 2008
14 us census bureau, population division, 2012
15 the key group and straumann estimates, based on us  

research data.
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europe

2012 key figures

revenue (in chf million)

full-year revenue

chf 378 m 
change (l.c.)

(5.1%)

55% of
group net revenue

revenue (in chf million) q1 q2 q3 q4 full year

europe 106.5 95.6 82.3 93.7 378.1

change in % (6.5) (9.2) (2.5) (7.0) (6.5)

change in local currencies in % (2.1) (7.0) (5.3) (6.3) (5.1)

 2012     2011   
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europe
Implant dentistry originated in Europe, making it the 
most developed and largest regional market. It is also 
the only region with any form of public reimburse-
ment for dental implants – albeit very limited and 
only in Germany, the Netherlands and Sweden. 

Economic deterioration, austerity and high unem-
ployment – especially in southern countries – stifled 
consumer confidence in 2012, reducing traffic at den-
tal practices and leading patients to delay or take 
cheaper/inferior options. The market thus dipped 
further, dragging our revenue down 5% (l.c.) to CHF 
378 million, but we retained our leading rank. 

The gap widened between markets in depressed 
economies and those in more prosperous areas. Large 
markets like Spain and Italy, which are fragmented 
and permeated with low-price competitors, suffered 
the biggest declines. The largest market, Germany, 
was affected by payor-scheme changes and was short 
of the prior year’s performance. By contrast, France 
and the UK continued to grow solidly. 

There were other encouraging developments: we 
launched Emdogain 015 which lifted our Regenera-
tive business. We also launched our new CARES Scan 
& Shape prosthetics service (see p. 42) in Germany. 

The weak euro led to a negative currency impact of 
almost one and a half percentage points. However, 
thanks to the Swiss National Bank’s action to keep the 
euro above CHF 1.20, the currency effect was more 
moderate than in previous years.

outlook
Fiscal policy in most euro countries will continue to 
dampen economic growth and consumer confidence 
in 2013. The European dental markets, especially in 
the south, are thus not expected to improve in the 
near term. In the current environment, there is no 
prospect for wider reimbursement. 

The roll-out of CARES Scan & Shape, the introduction 
of our Loxim implant insertion tool, and the exten-
sion of our Roxolid implant range will add to our re-
gional revenues.

Has Germany slowed because it is less immune 
to the euro crisis than people thought? 
We are the market leader in Germany. While the econ-
omy there is better than in many Eurozone countries, 
consumer confidence and readiness to spend on im-
plant treatment have nevertheless declined. In addi-
tion, penetration in Germany is substantially higher 
than in most European countries, which implies 
lower structural growth potential.

What is driving the success in France and the UK?
Penetration rates are comparatively low and both are 
referral markets dominated by premium brands. In 
such conditions, customers are typically less price-
sensitive and competition among dentists is less se-
vere than in countries where a larger proportion of 
dentists place implants and where low-cost domestic 
manufacturers are more common. Both countries 
have been less affected by the economic crisis than 
southern Europe, which has helped underpin con-
sumer confidence. 

How are you adapting in Spain, Italy and 
peripheral countries?
Throughout the financial crisis, we have been criti-
cally reviewing our structures and activities in mar-
kets that have been worst hit. We have targeted cost 
reductions in such a way as to preserve geographic 
coverage and service excellence. Our direct sales force 
is very effective for selling premium solutions, but it 
is not cheap. The substantial decline in these markets 
makes it increasingly difficult to maintain pre-crisis 
profitability and further initiatives are inevitable. 

Has dental tourism increased in Europe?
We have no evidence that it has. Patient traffic has 
decreased in general. Many have postponed treat-
ment while some have opted for conventional treat-
ment.

frank hemm
executive vice president 
sales emea, latam &
distributors

Interview
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north america

2012 key figures

full-year revenue

chf 174 m 
growth (l.c.)

6.4%

25% of
group net revenue

revenue (in chf million)

revenue (in chf million) q1 q2 q3 q4 full year

north america 44.7 43.8 42.0 43.3 173.7

change in % 11.3 15.6 19.4 2.1 11.7

change in local currencies in % 14.0 7.0 5.1 0.0 6.4

 2012     2011   
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north america
The North American market is characterized by a 
large proportion of specialists to whom general den-
tists refer patients for complex treatment, such as 
periodontal and implant procedures. The large popu-
lation, comparatively low penetration (see p. 25),  
demographics, advanced dentistry, and affluence are 
all factors that make this one of the most attractive 
regional markets for Straumann. 

In the US, the world’s largest national market for 
tooth replacement, we intensified our expansion  
efforts in select areas by investing further in sales, 
marketing and education. In total, we added 50 jobs 
in sales, marketing and support functions.

This strategy has produced robust growth, increasing 
the regional contribution from 22% to 25% of Group 
revenue and bringing us closer to our goal of regional 
leadership. 

In the first quarter, North American revenues marked 
their highest quarterly gain (14% l.c.) in six years. 
Tougher baselines and a softer market made subse-
quent growth less spectacular but still solid and clear-
ly ahead of other regions. Our performance was driv-
en by implants, CADCAM prosthetics, Emdogain and 
Straumann Allograft. We pursued our digitalization 
strategy, exiting the distribution of intraoral scanners 
and piloting our CARES Scan & Shape service. 

After years of decline against the Swiss Franc, the US 
dollar finally picked up from its all-time low, resulting 
in a positive currency effect of 5% as revenue reached 
CHF 174 million for the full year.

outlook
We believe the growth outlook is healthy for the short 
and longer term, as the region appears to be benefit-
ting from efforts to stimulate the economy. However, 
key indicators like unemployment still need to  
improve. With the US election over, we expect further 
stability in the market in 2013. Our strategic orienta-
tion is therefore unchanged. Having seen a good  
return on our investments in our selling capabilities 
in 2012, we plan further sales expansion initiatives  
in 2013, to unlock more of the great potential this 
market offers. 

To what extent was business interrupted 
by the election and hurricane Sandy?
I believe the election and fiscal cliff concerns slowed 
the economy in the second half, as people feared tax 
increases and cuts in public spending in 2013. Hur-
ricane Sandy probably cut our fourth quarter revenue 
by up to 4% as Greater New York came to a standstill 
for two weeks. Practices closed and fuel shortages 
prevented travel, which also hit our local staff.

What will the impact of the medical device 
excise tax (MDET) be? 
This is a 2.3% sales tax on medical device manufac-
turers and importers, which came into effect on 1 
January 2013. When defining pricing, Straumann 
takes this tax into account, along with other factors, 
such as inflation, raw material costs, etc. Our 2013 
price increases are modest. So it should not signifi-
cantly impact patients as the implant and prosthetics 
are a very small portion of the total treatment cost.

Has the competitive landscape weighed on prices? 
Naturally, competitors are always active. As a leading 
premium player, we have to demonstrate the value 
added for customers – beyond product superiority to 
innovative services and support. We deliver outstand-
ing customer care through our high-quality staff, who 
we believe are the best in the industry. As a result, we 
succeeded in increasing our average selling prices in 
2012 and maintaining strong customer loyalty.

andy molnar
executive vice president 
sales north america

Interview
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asia/pacific

2012 key figures

full-year revenue

chf 104 m

change (l.c.)

(0.3%)

15% of
group net revenue

revenue (in chf million)

revenue (in chf million) q1 q2 q3 q4 full year

asia/pacific 25.0 28.9 25.6 24.4 103.9

change in % (1.9) 10.2 6.3 (2.1) 3.2

change in local currencies in % (2.4) 4.2 (2.4) (1.0) (0.3)

 2012     2011   
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asia/pacific
This diverse region includes the world’s third-largest 
single market (Japan), one of the fastest-growing 
emerging markets (China) and the most penetrated 
market (Korea). Together with Australia and local dis-
tributor markets, they generated 15% of Straumann’s 
revenue or CHF 104 million, which corresponds to a 
rise of 3% in Swiss francs, although revenue in local 
currencies contracted slightly. The performance was 
mixed, with dynamic growth in China, a pick-up in 
Australia – despite economic challenges – and slug-
gish demand in Japan and Korea. 

In Japan sales benefited early in the year from the 
continuing rollout of our Bone Level portfolio. How-
ever, the market was dragged down by a weakening 
economy and damaging reports in the media about 
implant dentistry. It will take time to restore confi-
dence, but we expect to strengthen our competitive 
position because the issue emphasizes that implants 
are not a commodity – in contrast to the claims of 
discount competitors. It also endorses the Straumann 
approach, which stresses quality combined with 
clinical evidence, training and education. 

Korea permits its numerous implant suppliers – most 
of whom are discount players – to advertise directly 
to patients. As a result, dental associations, clinics, 
and chains have become embroiled in price wars con-
ducted in the media. Public confidence has waned, 
causing implant sales to slump. Straumann has the 
added challenge of competing as a premium com-
pany in a market dominated by cut-price players.

Straumann leads the Chinese market, where dispos-
able income and awareness of dental care and esthet-
ics continue to rise. While growing strongly, China is 
not yet large enough to offset the shortfalls else-
where.

outlook 
China offers vast potential, but parts of the region are 
not expected to recover in the short term. Our goal is 
to outperform regionally, as we did in 2012. We will 
strengthen our digital/CADCAM offering in the  
region and are working hard to bring SLActive to mar-
ket. Apart from this, we are continuing preparatory 
work for a potential market entry in India.

How sustainable is Straumann’s growth 
and leadership in China?
Straumann was one of the first premium implant 
companies in China. Strong brand recognition and a 
good distributor relationship in a hybrid market mod-
el help us to strengthen our market leadership and 
enter new and fast-developing segments. China is 
APAC’s key growth driver and we are well positioned 
to have a substantial share of this attractive market.

Is there any hope for the premium segment 
in Korea? 
There are four markets in the world where more than 
a million implants are placed each year; Korea is one 
of them. The market is dominated by domestic value/
discount players. Price competition is fierce. Never-
theless, a large number of implants still are sold in the 
premium segment, and this justifies having a direct 
organization. Straumann leads the premium segment 
and has been gaining share with its specific direct 
go-to-market approach tailored to the needs of the 
Korean dentists. We don’t plan to change our market 
model unless the market changes dramatically.

How is the industry addressing the situation 
in Japan and when will growth return?
The market is thought to have declined in the double-
digit range mainly because of the negative media 
campaign. All major industry players together with 
the main dental associations have agreed to organize 
multiple public events in collaboration with the me-
dia in various cities in 2013. This will be done with 
the goal of changing the negative consumer mindset 
and restoring confidence among patients. But we 
cannot expect a positive impact before the second 
half of 2013.

dr aleXander ochsner
executive vice president 
sales asia/pacific

Interview
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rest of the world

2012 key figures

full-year revenue

chf 31 m

change (l.c.)

(3.0%)

4.4% of
group net revenue

revenue (in chf million)

revenue (in chf million) q1 q2 q3 q4 full year

rest of the world 8.9 8.3 6.9 6.4 30.5

change in % 0.2 (11.9) (2.6) (14.9) (7.3)

change in local currencies in % 4.3 (7.4) 1.4 (10.4) (3.0)

 2012     2011   
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rest of the world
The region we refer to as the ‘Rest of the World’ con-
tributes approximately 4% of Group revenue, most of 
which is generated in Brazil, Mexico and the Middle 
East. Brazil is the world’s second-largest single market 
(by volume) for tooth replacement and therefore one 
of the most attractive. In the year under review, rev-
enue in the Rest of the World region fell 3% in local 
currencies, to CHF 31 million.

latin america
An estimated two million dental implants are placed 
annually in Brazil and the market continues to grow, 
driven by high awareness of esthetics, increasing age 
and wealth. Straumann has grown solidly in the pre-
mium segment but we are unable to address the 
much larger value segment. This is why we acquired 
a non-controlling stake in Neodent, Brazil’s leading 
dental implant company, in May 2012.

Elsewhere in Latin America, Mexico offers promising 
growth and posted strong results. We also generated 
our first revenues in Columbia, where our products 
are now available through a distributor. 

middle east 
The gains in Latin America were mostly offset by 
shortfalls in the Middle East, due to socio/political 
upheaval and general cutbacks in private and govern-
ment spending. 

outlook
Latin America offers exciting growth opportunities 
for Straumann and Neodent, both of which are well 
positioned there. The Middle East, by contrast, is ex-
pected to contend with another sluggish year in 2013 
as the prospects of political stability are slim. Achiev-
ing the balance between sales opportunities and cash 
collection will continue to be a key challenge in that 
region. 

neodent
Latin America differs from our traditional markets: 
while the premium segment remains attractive, it is 
relatively small. In Brazil, international premium 
manufacturers account for less than 20% of the mar-
ket, in contrast to more than 70% in developed mar-
kets like Europe and North America. Through Neo-
dent, the Straumann Group will be able to gain a 
leading position in Brazil and enhance its access to 
other Latin American markets.

Founded in 1993, Neodent is a privately held com-
pany specializing in the design, development, and 
manufacture of dental implants and related pros-
thetic components. Its success has been achieved 
through a philosophy of making tested implant solu-
tions more affordable to a broader population. Neo-
dent also places considerable importance on educa-
tion and training, with the aim of ensuring treatment 
standards and patient care. 

Its sales are almost entirely in the domestic market, 
where – after a number of years of strong growth – it 
has built a market share of about 30%.

In 2012, the company achieved sales of BRL 196 mil-
lion (approx. CHF 94 million), with an EBITDA margin 
of more than 40%. 

Straumann paid CHF 261 million in cash for the 49% 
stake, which is expected to be IFRS accretive in 2013. 
We have options to increase the stake to 100% over 
the next six years. The acquisition of the initial 
tranche represents an adjusted EBITDA multiple of 
approximately 13.

Neodent’s headquarters and manufacturing facility 
are located in Curitiba. The company employs more 
than 700 employees and operates more than 10 
branches in Brazil. 

In order to maximize their market potential, the two 
companies will continue to operate independently as 
separate businesses and brands addressing distinct 
customer segments (see ‘dual-brand strategy’ on p. 18).
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Sectional overview of Straumann’s products.

Straumann proDuCtS

membraGel

Standard
prosthetic system

Sla-/Slactive  
surface

BoneCeramic, 
allograft

Soft tissue and
Bone level implants
(titanium/roxolid)

emdogain

CaDCam
prosthetics

proDuCtS, ServiCeS,
SolutionS

Comprehensive dental solutions, ranging from saving  
compromised teeth by tissue regeneration  

to tooth restoration or complete replacement
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proDuCtS anD SolutionS
Straumann offers dental solutions that range from 
saving compromised teeth by tissue regeneration to 
tooth restoration or complete replacement. In 2012 
we brought a number of meaningful additions to our 
portfolio as part of our continuing efforts to broaden 
treatment options, increase precision and product life, 
save time, add convenience for customers, and reduce 
discomfort for patients. 

tootH replaCement 
Tooth replacement solutions are the core of our busi-
ness and the Straumann Dental Implant System is 
globally recognized for its leadership in innovation, 
simplicity, versatility, and documented clinical excel-
lence. 

We offer Soft Tissue and Bone Level implants togeth-
er with a wide range of standard and individualized 
prosthetic components covering all indications. They 
are complemented by precision instruments and 
computer aids for implant surgery.

Our implants are available in a variety of sizes and are 
machined from either pure titanium or Roxolid. They 
are offered with our SLA and SLActive surfaces for im-
proved healing. 

Soft tiSSue level implant  
– tHe CommerCial anD CliniCal BenCHmark
Soft Tissue Level Implants, which Straumann pio-
neered, owe their popularity to the fact that they sim-
plify soft tissue management and prosthetic restora-
tion – which saves time, discomfort and cost for 
patients. However, their greatest benefit is lasting 
reliability: in 2012, ten-year results were published 
from a large restrospective clinical study involving 
511 implants in 303 patients1. It reported implant 
survival and success rates of 99% and 97% respec-
tively, no implant fractures, and a very low (<2%) 
prevalence of peri-implantitis. Our SLA Tissue Level is 
the first implant still on the market to be backed by 
such impressive ten-year clinical data.

Bone level implantS  
– an inCreaSinGly popular CHoiCe
To cater for all implant preferences we introduced our 
Bone Level range in 2007. Since then we continued to 
roll it out globally with the last major market release 

in 2011 in Japan. This successful launch strengthened 
our competitive position in Japan in 2012. The clinical 
evidence supporting this implant also continues to 
grow, with several new published studies appearing 
in 2012. 

roxoliD  
– StrenGtH anD ConfiDenCe
Roxolid is Straumann’s innovative high performance 
alloy that combines very high strength with excellent 
osseointegration. It enables us to address a significant 
need for narrow implants, for instance when there is 
limited space between teeth, where the bone is thin, 
and/or when it is important to preserve bone and 
vascular supply. It can therefore reduce the need for 
bone augmentation procedures, saving cost and dis-
comfort, and making treatment possible for a larger 
group of patients. 

Since its introduction in 2009, Roxolid has been 
launched in most major markets outside Asia and 
continues to gain market share. In 2012, we launched 
in Korea and plan to follow in China in 2014, pending 
regulatory approval. 

Preclinical data published in 2012 showed faster os-
seointegration and significantly more bone in contact 
with the surface of Roxolid implants than with a  

Straumann implantS anD
aButmentS (exampleS)

ranging from standard applications to super-esthetic 
individualized CaDCam solutions, the Straumann Dental 
implant System is highly versatile.

Standard ti 
screw-retained

angled

Custom
ceramic

Standard ti
cementable

tapered effectStandard plus

Soft tissue level

Standard

anatomic
pre-shaped

ceramic

Bone level
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proDuCt/Solution launCHeS in 2012

titanium-aluminium-vanadium alloy used by a com-
petitor.2

Our extensive clinical program continued in 2012, 
yielding high survival and success rates and minimal 
bone loss, with data from a three-year multicenter 
randomized controlled trial and data from a two-year 
non-interventional study involving approximately 
350 patients and 600 implants in a variety of indica-
tions in daily dental practice. 

Going forward, clinical evaluation will focus on ex-
panding treatment options and increasing patient 
acceptance, particularly for patients who might be 
adverse to invasive procedures that, for example, re-
quire bone grafting.

loxim 
– perfeCtinG HanDlinG
In recent years we have worked hard to perfect im-
plant handling, adding convenience with uncompro-
mised precision and reliability. In 2012 we intro-
duced Loxim, a new transfer piece that detaches 

faster and easier from the implant after placement 
in the patient – making the surgeon’s job easier. 
Loxim requires an exceptionally high standard of 
precision and was developed in collaboration with 
an international team of expert dental surgeons 
from different practice settings and universities. It is 
being introduced on our premium Roxolid SLActive 
implants. 

narrow neCk CroSSfit  
– a Small Diameter implant 
for a ranGe of uSeS
Roxolid is the key to our new Narrow-Neck Crossfit 
(NNC) implant, which we launched in initial markets 
in 2012. The high-strength material enabled us to 
produce a small-diameter implant with an internal 
connection. NNC combines all our expertise in tissue 
level design, the power of SLActive, the strength of 
Roxolid and our CrossFit connection. It is comple-
mented by a portfolio of surgical and prosthetic com-
ponents, including the Loxim transfer piece. NNC can 
be used in broader indications than its titanium pre-
decessor. 

product/Solution Description added value/benefit for customer

CareS Scan & Shape Service offering Straumann CareS 
abutments to customers without requisite 
CaDCam scanning capability

•	 improved profitability and productivity
•	 more treatment options
•	 Greater flexibility and choice of materials 
•	 original components with Straumann guarantee
•	 no need to invest in scanning equipment or  

software

CareS visual 7.0 Comprehensive design software based  
on the DwoS platform

•	 improved connectivity 
•	 reduced costs without migration from one  

system to another
•	 full flexibility in the prosthetic digital workflow
•	 validated Straumann or external workflow
•	 not locked to a single manufacturer

emdogain 015 Smaller cost-effective size (0.15 ml)  
for use in smaller procedures

•	 encourages use in smaller indications where  
emdogain has a clear benefits for patients  
but is not used for cost reasons 

•	 additional use in combination with various bone 
grafting materials

loxim new implant transfer piece •	  Simpler, faster, convenient handling

tiBrush Simple maintenance instrument for implants 
affected by peri-implantitis

•	 effective mechanical debridement of implant  
surface

•	 prolonged life of compromised implants

Stress-free implant anchor new implant anchor for attaching  
overdentures to implants

•	 Greater possibility for angulation
•	 more prosthetic options than with locator
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SlaCtive 
– our platinum StanDarD
As implant treatment becomes more common, the 
number of difficult cases will rise, and customers in-
creasingly want higher predictability, combined with 
safety and shorter times to teeth. SLActive is a major 
step towards meeting those needs. 

Since its introduction in 2005, SLActive has become 
one of the best-investigated implant surfaces on the 
market. Preclinical studies have endorsed its remark-
able properties, including shorter healing times and 
improved conditions for bone formation, both of 
which reduce the risk of implant loss.3 The global 
clinical trial program continues and includes a multi-
center clinical study to prepare market entry in Japan.

The total number of SLActive implants sold since 
launch is expected to exceed 3 million in the course 
of 2013.

CarinG for implantS
By 2015, an estimated 50 million dental implants will 
have been in place for longer than five years. While 
our own products have shown very low prevalence of 
peri-implantitis over ten years,1 we expect the gen-
eral need for maintenance to rise. In view of this, we 
introduced a small but meaningful innovation called 
the TiBrush, which simplifies debridement of implant 
surfaces affected by peri-implantitis.

reGenerative SolutionS
Straumann regenerative products are designed to re-
store gums, oral bone and periodontal tissues that 
support teeth.

extenDinG optionS 
for Soft tiSSue reGeneration
Periodontal disease is the most common cause of 
tooth loss and continues to be an important health 
issue.4 Treatment involves controlling the inflamma-
tion and bacteria that cause it and then restoring the 
tissues that support the tooth. Straumann Emdogain 
promotes the regeneration of those tissues, helping to 
save the endangered tooth. It is one of the most exten-
sively investigated products in dentistry, and featured 
in more than 60 publications in 2012. Market research 
showed that customers consider Emdogain to be high-
ly innovative and they appreciate its many benefits. 
However, its use in smaller procedures is less econom-
ical. We therefore developed Emdogain 015, a new size 
for cost-effective use in smaller procedures, which we 
launched at Europerio 7 in June. This has encouraged 
broader use, lifted sales, and confirmed our plans to 
continue the launch beyond Europe in 2013.

reGeneratinG Bone
Market research suggests that more than one in four 
dental implants placed requires bone augmentation, 
either before or together with implant placement.5 

Very often the patient’s own (autologous) bone is 
used, but may be insufficient and can result in pain 
at the donor site or complications. Other commonly 
used bone grafting materials are animal-derived (xe-
nografts), human-derived (allografts) or fully synthetic. 

improved handling: Straumann’s new loxim transfer piece  
detaches faster and easier from the implant after placement.

the tiBrush is a meaningful innovation to debride implant  
surfaces affected by peri-implantitis.
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Straumann BoneCeramic
Straumann BoneCeramic is a fully synthetic alterna-
tive to conventional bone graft materials and is sup-
ported by an abundance of preclinical and clinical 
data. Research is now underway to evaluate a second-
generation synthetic bone-graft material with regard 
to enhanced conversion into bone. Several preclinical 
studies have been initiated and preliminary data 
gathered in 2012 are promising. Clinical tests will fol-
low in 2013, when the new material will be evaluated 
by a select group of experienced clinicians.

Straumann allograft
Bone allograft materials are popular in North Ameri-
ca. To cater for local preferences, Straumann offers a 
wide range of bone allograft materials, which are 
sourced through an agreement with LifeNet Health, 
one of the most prominent tissue banking organiza-
tions in the US. 

Straumann membraGel
Bone augmentation often requires a barrier mem-
brane to stabilize the bone graft and inhibit soft tis-
sue growth into the defect. Straumann’s MembraGel 
membrane is conveniently applied as a liquid that 
molds to the defect and solidifies. Because it dissolves 
harmlessly over time, it does not have to be removed 
surgically. Several new articles on MembraGel were 
published in 2012,6,7,8 including three-year clinical 
data indicating equivalent success to a conventional 
collagen membrane around dental implants.6 An ex-

tensive clinical program with over 300 patients in 
Europe and North America is still running.

Several national and international expert meetings 
were held in 2012 to establish a platform for high-
level experience exchange. Potential novel indica-
tions were identified which will be the subject of 
further investigation. As this is still a new technology, 
our sales activities continue to focus on supporting 
experienced users.

reStorative SolutionS 
(proStHetiCS)
While implant dentistry has been a key area for in-
novation, many recent significant advances have 
been in prosthetics and digital dentistry. Digitaliza-
tion of the dental workflow continues to have sig-
nificant impact – from streamlining labor-intensive 
manufacturing to improving interfaces and reliabil-
ity as well as simplifying and shortening treatments. 
The benefits of digitalization include precision and 
efficiency gains for clinicians, and time/cost savings, 
greater comfort and lasting satisfaction for patients. 

Straumann’s strong commitment to advancing digital 
dentistry is evidenced in our efforts to establish a 
global standard software together with Dental Wings 
and 3M ESPE, the development of digital workflows 
as part of our CARES platform and product offering, 
and the opening of our CADCAM system, making it 
accessible to a much broader range of users.

Straumann membraGel is designed for use in guided bone 
regeneration with e. g. Straumann BoneCeramic or Straumann 
allograft.

Straumann’S Bone reGeneration  
Solution

Straumann emdogain, a leading product for periodontal 
regeneration.

Straumann emDoGain
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What excites you most about the surgical pipeline?
The fact that we can harness unique technologies and 
build differentiating solutions. For example, by inte-
grating high-performance materials like Roxolid and 
our proprietary SLActive surface, we can achieve new 
levels of confidence with slimmer and shorter im-
plants. These help minimize treatment invasiveness 
and the need for augmentation procedures. Com-
bined with the precision of guided surgery offered 
through Dental Wings, such solutions open up treat-
ment possibilities to patients who have been unable 
to benefit from implants. We will see further innova-
tion in technology and workflows enabling clinicians 
to treat untapped patient pools, increase efficiency 
and achieve even better results.

Does the transfer of Guided Surgery signal 
a move away from digital dentistry?
Not at all, guided surgery remains a crucial part of our 
solutions. By creating a software powerhouse under 
the roof of Dental Wings we will spur innovation and 
development as well as ensuring the full integration 
of both surgical and prosthetic workflows.

What are the key issues in product development?
Protecting our intellectual property is becoming even 
more important. As an industry leader, we are one of 
the most imitated. Sometimes the difference is not 
visible and customers are not immediately aware of 
the issues that will arise. Safeguarding our intellec-
tual property and communicating the differences to 
customers is a crucial challenge – not just for Strau-
mann but also for the industry. It is most important 
for clinicians and patients, who may be unaware that 
they are receiving non-original components.

Dr renÉ willi
executive vice president 
Business unit Surgical

InterviewComputer-aiDeD reStorative SolutionS
Computer-aided design and manufacturing (CAD-
CAM) are used to design and fabricate prosthetic 
crowns, bridges, onlays and inlays more efficiently 
than traditional methods. This makes the procedure 
quicker and more profitable for dental laboratories 
and offers precise, reliable, esthetic and individual 
solutions for customers and their patients. The key 
elements of Straumann’s CADCAM system are: the 
laser scanner we manufacture and sell to laboratories, 
the CARES Visual software used to design and order 
the prosthetic elements, and our milling centers 
which manufacture the elements.

CareS – aDDeD flexiBility 
anD SeamleSS ConneCtivity
In February 2012, we released our CARES Visual 7.0 
software, which was the first step in integrating the 
DWOS platform. At the same time, we ‘opened’ our 
CADCAM system to allow customers the possibility 
of designing crowns, bridges, onlays, inlays, etc. and 
then routing the design data to either a Straumann 
milling center or a third-party system. The Strau-
mann route offers a validated workflow, high-preci-
sion prosthetics covered by our guarantee, and online 
expert support. Through the rest of the year we 
worked on CARES Visual 8.0, which completes the 
DWOS integration and focuses on efficiency gains. 
When it launches in the first quarter of 2013, the new 
software will also offer additional prosthetic func-
tions and will be capable of receiving inputs from 
various guided surgery and intra-oral scanning ap-
plications.

One strategic conclusion from this was to step back 
from distributing the iTero intra-oral scanner and to 
focus our resources on driving our CARES business. 
We are convinced that intra-oral scanning will have 
a major role in daily dental practice thanks to its  
superior accuracy, convenience and patient comfort 
in comparison with conventional impression taking. 
It is important that our CARES platform is open to 
inputs from a broad range of scanner users and not 
limited to a single hardware brand.

CareS SCan & SHape – a new Solution 
for CuStomizeD aButmentS
CARES Scan & Shape is a new service for the very large 
number of laboratories who wish to order original 
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Straumann CARES custom abutments but do not yet 
have the requisite scanning capabilities. Through 
CARES Scan & Shape, they now have the possibility of 
simply sending a model or wax-up to Straumann. We 
do the scanning and design work according to their 
specifications and manufacture the component. In 
addition to quality, precision and convenience, cus-
tomers benefit from original Straumann parts and 
our guarantee – without having to invest in scanning 
equipment or software.

CARES Scan & Shape was successfully launched in the 
US and Germany towards year-end. Product exten-
sions, additional functions and roll-outs to other 
countries are planned for 2013. 

Simply DoinG more  
While digitalization and material technologies make 
innovation headlines, we work constantly at perfect-
ing our existing ‘conventional’ solutions in the inter-
est of customers and patients. A good example of this 
is the Stress-Free Implant Anchor for attaching over-
dentures to implants, which we are in the process of 
introducing. In addition to user-friendly handling and 
convenience – for instance in cleaning – it offers 
greater angulation and more prosthetic options than 
the popular LOCATOR product in our range.

outlook (proDuCtS)
Continuous innovation is one of Straumann’s guiding 
philosophies, with the goal of increasing the standard 
of patient care. The past five years have seen the ad-
vent of some major products and technologies from 
the company, as well as a substantial number of small 
but significant improvements and innovations. Strau-
mann aims to bring significant, meaningful innova-
tions to the market every other year, and to make 
these innovations as widely available as possible. An 
important factor in this is to provide education to the 
dental and medical communities about the benefits, 
as well as providing clinicians with a comprehensive 
range of treatment options for their patients, wheth-
er for restoration, tooth replacement or regeneration. 
It is crucial that any such technology adds value, and 
Straumann is committed to investing in such tech-
nologies, platforms, materials and applications. Other 
development projects such as strategic acquisitions 
or in-licensing of appropriate opportunities also re-
main of interest to Straumann.

Dr SanDro matter
executive vice president 
Business unit prosthetics

Interview

How will prosthetics influence implant treatment 
in the future? 
Implant systems and treatments will improve to the 
point that referring practitioners and lab techni-
cians will be able to choose an implant based on 
prosthodontic rather than surgical needs.

What is the dental lab’s role in Straumann’s 
strategy? 
Production and treatment concepts are industrial-
izing, but we will still need close support from local 
labs, which will take on new roles in consultancy.  
It’s about choosing the best services and manufac-
turing, not who owns which machines. Centralized 
production does not reduce the need for local service.

Will Scan & Shape affect your scanner business? 
Demand for CADCAM abutments is growing rapidly 
but many labs and dentists don’t have access. CARES 
Scan & Shape is the answer. The key is offering mul-
tiple entry points to our processes/products, and we 
will soon add a set of plug-ins. CARES Scan & Shape 
is great for intermittent work, while high volume 
users save by owning a scanner. 

Is there still room for innovation in materials? 
Yes. Today we have a very esthetic material that 
lacks the mechanical properties for even a small 
bridge, and a much stronger material which is less 
esthetic. A combination would be ideal. 

Will digital printing become reliable enough 
for crowns, bridges and dentures? 
The technology is close to market for dentures and 
maybe crowns, but it will take longer to achieve the 
strength for bridges. Whether it’s printing, milling or 
something else, it will be digital. Many exciting tech-
nologies are coming but finally dentists will still place 
highly individualized analog products manually.
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ServiCeS
Service excellence differentiates Straumann and is es-
sential to endorse our premium status. Our efforts in 
this respect were again rewarded by ‘excellent’ cus-
tomer ratings in our annual ‘net promoter score’ survey. 
In the 2012 Awards for ‘Germany’s Most Customer-
Oriented Service Provider’, Straumann received three 
awards and ranked fourth overall among a total of 102 
companies, including large international companies in 
service industries. This is the sixth consecutive year 
that Straumann has been honored at this event.

offerinG more tHan implantS
We serve and support customers directly through a 
highly trained sales team. The services we offer in-
clude initiatives for clinicians in practical skills devel-
opment, practice management and business expan-
sion. In 2012, our global sales force was divided into 
three dedicated teams to serve dentists, laboratories 
and regenerative customers. This brings us closer to 
customers and enables us to provide a personalized 
service with a high level of expertise.

To complement our products and solutions – and to 
support their effective implementation – we offer a 
broad spectrum of services. Each Straumann sales 
subsidiary operates a call center for customers need-
ing assistance. Callers are quickly linked to a trained 
specialist for product support. In the case of CAD-
CAM, our service specialists provide down-the-line 
support directly to the customer’s scanner.

Apart from product support, we assist with network-
ing and arrange experienced mentoring, if requested. 
Service of this kind requires staff with an extremely 
high standard of professional knowledge, who can 

provide the necessary information and instruction on 
new products. Extensive training is therefore an im-
portant aspect.

novel ConCeptS to expanD 
tHe DeptH anD BreaDtH 
of traininG & eDuCation
Long-term success and patient satisfaction depend 
on the education and experience of the treatment 
providers. Straumann has a broad educational offer-
ing for dental professionals, including classic implant 
dentistry, tissue regeneration and state-of-the-art 
digital solutions covering all proficiency levels and 
relevant specialties. The program is based on the ITI’s 
clinical guidance and most of the teaching is provid-
ed by ITI specialists and renowned experts in collabo-
ration with leading universities.

Courses are offered around the world, with the high-
est concentration in North America and the most 
rapid increase in China. In 2012, educational events 
were attended by more than 60 000 participants 
worldwide. To handle increasing demand, we 
launched an online event management system and 
are currently exploring opportunities to offer Web-
based eLearning.

We also support a number of third-party educational 
initiatives and continued our support for the novel 
undergraduate program at the Academic Center for 
Dentistry in Amsterdam, which incorporates teach-
ing on all basic aspects of oral implantology.

peaCe of minD aSSureD
In 2012, we expanded the Straumann guarantee to 
cover additions to our portfolio including abutments 
as well as tooth and implant restorations. Our im-
plants are covered by a lifetime guarantee, which 
becomes invalid if Straumann products are used in 
combination with other manufacturers’ products. 

outlook (ServiCeS)
Education is key to driving implant dentistry in both 
established and new markets. It is also the key to sus-
taining high treatment standards and success rates. 
Straumann will therefore continue to be a leading 
global proponent of education in the field, in collabo-
ration with the ITI and dental faculties, where we are 
exploring new models and opportunities.our CareS Scan & Shape service designs CaDCam  

abutments exactly to customers’ specifications.
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Innovation is at the heart of Straumann’s success, 
from developing groundbreaking materials and tech-
nologies to finding new and better ways to add value 
for customers and patients – beyond products and 
technological solutions. 

Differentiation through innovation and clinical ex-
cellence continued to be a strategic priority for Strau-
mann in 2012. We held to our commitment of  
maintaining our investments in R&D and clinical  
excellence – despite the more challenging economic 
circumstances and pressure on profits. Consequently, 
R&D investments rose to 7% of revenue.

The scope of our research activities includes basic 
laboratory investigations through to large and com-
plex clinical trials and post-market surveillance pro-
grams. Our specialists conduct these investigations 
both in-house and in collaboration with experts at 
well-known facilities worldwide. This ensures that 
the research conducted is always scientifically based 
and of high quality. Such collaborations are beneficial 
both for Straumann and for the researchers/clinicians 
involved.

preCliniCal reSearCH:  
tHe SCientifiC founDation
It is essential that all products destined for patients 
are appropriately tested, whether this means ensur-
ing that materials are biocompatible, that they exceed 
the designated standards for stability and strength, 
or that physicochemical properties observed in the 
laboratory can be preserved and translated to com-
mercial production. Technologies and materials that 

show the necessary characteristics are then studied 
in vivo, which often also includes evaluating the prod-
uct design or surgical technique. Research is conduct-
ed by qualified people at state-of-the-art facilities in 
high-level academic institutions. In addition to using 
existing methods, Straumann is also at the cutting 
edge of developing new investigation techniques and 
concepts.

A total of 15 preclinical studies were under way at the 
end of 2012, while 16 were successfully completed 
during the year. Planning and preparation is under 
way for another ten studies to begin in 2013, of which 
three are granted by the ITI. 

CliniCal reSearCH:  
BuilDinG tHe eviDenCe
Provided that safety, effectiveness and evidence for 
clinical benefit have been established, products and 
technologies intended for commercial release are 

innovation

Rigorous scientific testing to provide customers and  
patients with reliability, quality and peace of mind.

Straumann’s prosthetics laboratory in Basel.
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evaluated in clinical trials. Traditionally, investigation 
begins with a small number of patients and may ad-
vance to larger, multicenter, randomized clinical trials 
(RCTs). 

Clinical investigation can also include large post-mar-
ket surveillance or non-interventional studies (NIS); 
unlike formal RCTs, these trials do not have strict in-
clusion and exclusion criteria but include a range of 
patients and indications treated in daily practice con-
ditions according to each clinician’s preferred treat-
ment method. Nine clinical trials were underway at 
the end of 2012, seven were completed, and five were 
due to start in 2013.

puBliCation
Since communication of scientific research is as im-
portant as the research itself, many of the aforemen-
tioned studies have been published in peer-reviewed 
journals or presented at international congresses.

Results highlights in 2012 include: 
•	 Three-year RCT data for Roxolid implants and first 

results from a large NIS (in preparation for publica-
tion) 

•	 Ten-year data with SLA tissue-level implants from 
two sources: one paper is in preparation, the other 
was published1. The importance of the latter lies in 
the study size (511 implants), its impressive long-
term outcomes (97% success rate, no implant frac-
tures), and the fact that it is one of the first large 
ten-year studies to document a dental implant that 
is still on the market. 

•	 Five-year data on SLActive implants (in preparation 
for publication)

•	 One-year results from a large NIS with 900 Bone 
Level implants (accepted for publication); the first 
five-year results for our Bone Level Implant will 
come in 2013.

Other notable publications in 2012 included three-
year RCT results with MembraGel,2 two-year results 
with Roxolid implants in horizontally deficient ridges,3 
and two-year results with very short implants.4 

Besides formal RCTs, we also support certain studies 
initiated by investigators and researchers who wish 
to perform research with Straumann products and 
technologies. Proposals for studies of this type are 

carefully screened by an in-house committee of ex-
perts and may be supported in various ways. A total 
of 85 such investigator-initiated studies are currently 
running, with a further 31 planned for 2013; eight 
were completed during 2012. 

outlook
Because innovation is a mainstay of our activities it is 
a strategic priority to exploit and further build our in-
novation pipeline, summarized on the opposite page.

A number of product launches are planned over the 
coming years, which will spur growth and advance 
treatment options and benefits for our customers.

In an age where ‘look-alike’ implant components are 
increasingly common, clinical evidence becomes even 
more important. Only rigorous scientific testing can 
provide customers and patients with reliability, qual-
ity and peace of mind. Straumann has an established 
track record for well-conducted clinical research, and 
we intend to continue providing high-level clinical 
evidence.

We therefore intend to keep our level of R&D invest-
ment at around 6% of revenue going forward. 

SCientifiC enDorSement
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Highlights from Straumann‘s development pipeline showing changes in 2012. introduction/rollout dates are subject  
to positive clinical results and regulatory clearances, and barring unforeseen circumstances. n/a = not applicable.

project key benefit target preclinical studies Clinical studies introduction/
rollout

addressable
markets/segments

roxolid Higher strength; im-
proved bioresponse

2 completed;  
1 in preparation

1 in preparation additional sizes 
2013

>10%  
of implant markets

Slactive (Japan) faster healing; 
higher security

n/a 1 completed Japan 2015 ~50% 
of Japanese market

less invasive implant treat cases with 
severely reduced 
bone

n/a 1 ongoing;  
5-year data  
available

2014 ~5%  
of implant
market

Ceramic implant tooth-color for 
high-end esthetics

1 ongoing 1 ongoing Controlled release 
2013

~10–20%  
of implant market

implant
maintenance

tiBrush to rescue 
implants

3 completed;  
2 ongoing

1 ongoing rollout 2013 ~5%  
of implant market

Surface cleaner pending results

Soft tissue control tissue control
around implants

1 ongoing 1 completed;  
1 ongoing;  
2 in preparation

pending results ~20% 
of Straumann implants

implant anchor for 
overdentures

Greater angulation 
and flexibility

n/a n/a 2013 ~20%  
of edentulous market

CareS 8.0 Standardization of 
digital workflows; 
CareS workflow for 
external options

n/a market  
acceptance

2013 ~20%  
of prosthetic market

CareS Scan & 
Shape

enhanced access to 
digital workflows

extensive testing,
validation

Controlled release rollout 2013 ~10%  
of prosthetic market

improved temporary
restorations

easier chairside 
preparation

n/a n/a 2013 ~20%  
of prosthetic market

new CaDCam
abutment solutions

more options for 
implant restorations

extensive testing,
validation

market  
acceptance

2013 ~30%  
of prosthetic market

new materials  
for restorations

improved handling extensive testing market acceptance
& controlled release

initial release 2014 ~20%  
of prosthetic market

emdogain new indications n/a 1 ongoing 2015 ~25% of peridontal 
surgery market

peG technology more applications 1 completed;
2 ongoing

1 in preparation 2015 Guided bone 
regeneration market

enhanced bone
graft material

enhanced bone 
regeneration

2 completed;  
2 ongoing;  
1 in preparation

1 in preparation 2013  
(market
acceptance)

>50%  
of bone graft market

a StoCkeD innovation pipeline
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In the future, minimally invasive digital scans will be performed 
even during regular check-ups and stored centrally. They will 

provide a complete three-dimensional view of the mouth, 
including the bone and soft tissues. Virtual articulation will 

be used to model exactly how the upper and lower teeth come 
together (occlusion). This information will be used to produce 

restorations – crowns, bridges, onlays, inlays, etc. – without the 
patient having to be present.

EXAMINATIONEXAMINATION
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Ftse Group confirms that straumann Holding aG has been independently assessed according  
to the Ftse4Good criteria, and has satisfied the requirements to become a constituent of the  
Ftse4Good index series. Created by the global index company Ftse Group, Ftse4Good is  
an equity index series that is designed to facilitate investment in companies that meet globally 
recognized corporate responsibility standards. Companies in the Ftse4Good index series have 
met stringent social, ethical and environmental criteria, and are positioned to capitalize on the 
benefits of responsible business practice.
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our responsibility
ConDuCtinG our business  
sustainability 
Enhancing the quality of life for patients through our 
innovative and lasting dental solutions is our most 
essential contribution to sustainability. To ensure 
that our solutions do indeed last long and offer peace 
of mind, we focus strongly on research and develop-
ment (see p. 45 ff), uncompromising quality, and ex-
tensive education (see p. 43). 

At the same time, we work hard to ensure that our 
business practices are also sustainable. This includes 
fostering a culture built on strong principles, attrac-
tive working conditions and equal opportunity (see 
p. 58 f). It also involves continuously measuring and 
managing our comparatively small environmental 
impacts (see p. 65 ff). 

The prominent external factors influencing our busi-
ness are global economic conditions and the long-
term development of our markets. Although the pres-
ent weak economy is very challenging, long-term 
demographic trends favor the development of dental 
markets. The United Nations and the Population  
Reference Bureau reported that 22% of the total  
population in developed countries was over 60 years 
of age in 2012. This figure is expected to climb to 32% 
by 2050.1 Since many of our products are predomi-
nantly used by older patients who experience dental 
complications as they age, the growing percentage of 
people aged 60+ will likely have a significant impact 
on the long-term development of our markets.   

Aside from this, as a responsible company we recog-
nize that many people do not have access even to 
basic dental care. For this reason, Straumann supports 
charitable activities that have provided dental treat-
ment for several thousand underprivileged people in 
recent years, including many children (see p. 60 ff).

patient saFety anD Quality  
in everytHinG we Do
Quality, performance, and reliability are the core of 
our corporate responsibility and success. To maintain 
and raise our high standards, we offer extensive edu-
cation and training in collaboration with the ITI and 
dental schools around the world. We meet all regula-
tory requirements to ensure compliance, safety and 

Ceo stateMent
Corporate responsibility at Straumann means ‘simply 
doing more’ to create value in a sustainable manner 
for our customers and their patients, our employees, 
the communities in which we operate, and the envi-
ronment.

To serve customers optimally, we reorganized our 
global sales force into dedicated teams for the dentist, 
laboratory, and regenerative segments, and we devel-
oped a new tablet-based tool to support customer 
relationship management. We also created a new 
computer tool to explain implant treatment benefits 
to patients and to emphasize our focus on the safety 
and effectiveness of our solutions.

Our organizational redesign increased staff empower-
ment and has given greater responsibility to the busi-
nesses and sales regions. The weaker market and our 
revenue decline made it necessary to reduce staff. 
Where redundancies could not be avoided, we offered 
severance packages and support in finding employ-
ment.

We are committed to enhancing the quality of life not 
only for the million or so patients treated with a 
Straumann solution each year, but also for patients 
with insufficient access to dental care. In 2012, we 
added a five-year commitment to children’s dental 
health in Bali to our charitable engagement portfolio. 

We are also committed to responsible manufacturing 
that reduces our environmental footprint. Our focus 
on resource efficiency included reducing scrap and 
water use, and initiating an energy reduction pro-
gram at our Villeret and Andover sites, which we will 
monitor and enhance in 2013. 

I want to thank all our partners, customers, ITI mem-
bers, employees, and suppliers for their support and 
contribution to our continuing success.

Gilbert Achermann
Chairman of the Board & Acting CEO
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effectiveness in product design and production, and 
do not accept shortcuts to market in order to boost 
short-term sales (see also pp. 37 ff, 45 ff, 65, 108 f). We 
adhere to the precautionary principle of risk manage-
ment and voluntarily perform field safety corrective 
actions in alignment with the applicable laws and 
regulations whenever product issues arise. In 2012, 
we implemented two such field actions.

Straumann’s Quality Policy emphasizes that ‘quality 
applies to every employee and all our activities’ 
worldwide. In 2012, we continued to apply this prin-
ciple through clearly defined global quality objectives 
and measures. One key objective was our continued 
focus on sustained and efficient regulatory compli-
ance. In 2012, this involved a full review of the cas-
cade of our policies, procedures, and local documents. 
A comprehensive Corporate Quality Audit program 
across the Group helped assure compliance with ap-
plicable laws, regulatory requirements, and internal 
policies. This process contributed to passing inspec-
tions and audits by regulatory authorities and Noti-
fied Bodies at the concerned sites (see p. 108 f ). We are 
not aware of any incidents of nonconformance with 
regulations or voluntary codes concerning health or 
the safety of our products worldwide in 2012. We suc-
cessfully maintained the certification status of our 
Quality and Environmental Management Systems, 
and there are no critical open issues with authorities 
on the status of the quality management system at 
Straumann worldwide.

We also performed a simplification in our record 
management process by using an electronic platform 
to record training, and we continued our ‘cost of  
quality’ initiative in 2012, achieving further signifi-
cant savings. We have started an initiative entitled 
‘Doing it right the first time’ to ensure effective process 
controls that avoid duplication of effort. To continu-
ously advance quality awareness in 2013, Straumann 
is deploying a program to promote our Quality Policy 
in the local languages of our subsidiaries.

DialoGue witH our staKeHolDers 
Open and continuous dialogue with our stakeholders 
is another important part of responsible corporate 
behavior at Straumann. Throughout this report, we 
discuss the processes and results of the dialogues we 
hold with the groups that determine our performance 

and on whom we have a major impact. These include 
our staff (p. 57 ff), customers (p. 53 f), communities (p. 
60 ff), and investors (p. 85 f), as well as shareholders 
who place particular value on environmental issues 
and whom we inform  about our performance in this 
regard via the Carbon Disclosure Project (p. 65 ff).

Company visits are one of the many opportunities we 
have for direct contact with stakeholders. In 2012, 
more than a hundred groups including almost 1700 
participants visited our Swiss sites alone. These visi-
tors included customers, educators, scientists, inves-
tors, analysts, politicians, representatives of the me-
dia, members of the general public, and business/
cultural delegations from various countries.

Sustainability is an integral element in Straumann’s 
corporate communications to investors, customers, 
and other stakeholders. This is illustrated by the fact 
that the sustainability reporting guidelines of the 
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) were followed in pre-
paring this Annual Report (see also the Straumann 
GRI Report 2012 that complements this Annual Re-
port and is published on our website).

reFerenCes/Footnotes
1 http://www.un.org/esa/population/publications/2012 

worldpopageingDev_Chart/2012popageingandDev_
wallChart.pdf
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CustoMers 
Dedicated teams to enhance customer service

There were no significant changes in our global cus-
tomer base, which comprises general dentists, special-
ists (e.g. oral surgeons, periodontists, prosthodontists) 
and dental technicians/laboratories (see chart above). 
We serve them directly through our team of more 
than a thousand sales and marketing professionals 
worldwide, most of whom are highly trained repre-
sentatives or customer service professionals. Although 
patients are not our immediate customers, we are 
deeply committed to their health, satisfaction and 
well-being. 

CustoMer approaCH FoCuseD  
anD reorGanizeD
In 2012, we reorganized our global sales force into 
dedicated teams focused specifically on the dentist, 
laboratory and regenerative segments. This brings us 
closer to customers and facilitates the selling process. 
We also reorganized our global products team into 
business units, helping us to respond better to cus-

tomer needs and shortening the time it takes to bring 
products to market.

new anD reFineD CoMMuniCation 
tools to Gain sHare oF voiCe
A diverse customer base requires a comprehensive set 
of communication methods and instruments. In 2012, 
we augmented our portfolio of outreach and commu-
nication tools through the following initiatives:
•	 We launched a completely new Corporate website fol-

lowed by local website relaunches with the goal of 
strengthening customer relationships and retention 
– e.g. through online activities, interactive communi-
cation, integrated online solutions and increased on-
line training and education. A post-launch survey 
showed high satisfaction among users of the new site.

•	 We began piloting a tablet computer tool to help 
manage customer relationships and enhance sales 
calls e.g. through state-of-the-art interactive presen-
tations on our products. 

europe 
51%

north america 
35%

asia/pacific  
& rest of world 
14%

strauMann’s CustoMers by reGion

General
dentists 

66%

Dental technicians/ 
laboratories 
19%

specialists 
15%

strauMann’s CustoMers by seGMent
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•	 We developed a web-based application to help den-
tists inform patients about the benefits of tooth re-
placement procedures using implants. It was 
launched in the US and Germany and will be rolled 
out to other countries.

•	 We have created a patient education app for tablet 
computers which will support dental professionals 
in informing patients about dental implant solu-
tions.

•	 We broadened access to our customer magazine 
‘Starget’, which is available in five languages and 
reaches up to 70 000 subscribers, in print and via 
mobile devices. 

We also continued to develop our customer loyalty 
program ‘More than Implants’, adding and refining 
services. This program will be introduced in several 
markets around the world with the aim of providing 
the best possible support to customers and further 
differentiating our offering. 

saFeGuarDinG CoMplianCe  
in tHe interest oF patients
As part of our reorganization, we streamlined and 
adapted our Global Sales Compliance Program to re-
flect our new structure. This program has been in 
place since 2009 and is one of several safeguards to 
ensure compliance with regulations relating to the 
sale of our products and services. In 2012, there were 
no reported incidents of non-compliance with any 
applicable laws or regulations regarding the market-
ing or sales of our products. 

Further supporting this, much of the scientific infor-
mation used to endorse our products is peer-re-
viewed and we have robust processes and guidelines 
in place to check that our marketing materials are 
ethical and accurate. 

For customer convenience, we are developing elec-
tronic versions of the detailed instructions for use, 
which are supplied with our products. This initiative 
enables us to provide much faster updates if needed 
and thus to ensure that information about proper us-
age is correct. Another benefit is a reduction in pack-
aging materials and labels. 

interaCtinG witH our CustoMers
One important method of gathering information to 
help us meet customers’ expectations is through den-
tal conferences and meetings where opinion leaders 
gather to share ideas and best practices. In 2012, we 
showcased our solutions at more than 180 trade 
shows and scientific conferences around the world, 
collectively attended by over 830 000 visitors, includ-
ing current and prospective customers. 

We regularly ask our customers for feedback regard-
ing their experience and impressions about Strau-
mann’s products and services. In 2012, we conducted 
research in 13 countries: Canada, China, France, Ger-
many, Italy, Japan, Netherlands, South Korea, Spain, 
Sweden, Switzerland, the UK and the USA. Straumann 
was ranked highest by current and former users.  
Additionally, 4000 respondents in seven countries 
gave very positive responses in a customer satisfac-
tion survey, indicating their high satisfaction with our 
business relationship and comprehensive offering. 
This survey will be conducted in 12 countries in 2013.

outlooK
In 2013, part of our focus will be on further develop-
ing tools to enhance communication with customers 
and patients. For instance, we are developing a new 
customer service portal, which will consolidate ser-
vices, account management, and will include a re-
launched e-shop. We will also evaluate social media 
applications for reaching customers and patients. 
These initiatives, coupled with our ongoing invest-
ment in customer surveys and focus groups, will en-
able us to further enhance the quality of the products 
and services we provide. 

source: straumann internal perception pulse study with  
Millennium research Group, 2011. Country reports from  
Canada, China, France, Germany, italy, Japan, netherlands, 
spain, south Korea, sweden, switzerland, uK, usa.

weiGHts oF perCeption attributes
(13 Countries)

product &
performance

service &  
practice support

price

education

portfolio  
& innovation
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partnersHip 
Straumann and the ITI – a unique collaboration  

in evidence-based dentistry

Straumann maintains a unique collaboration with 
the International Team for Implantology (ITI). As the 
largest international, independent academic organi-
zation in the field of implant dentistry, the ITI plays 
an important role in the dissemination of knowledge 
related to the field. The focus of the ITI’s activities 
today is primarily on education. It also provides re-
search funding and has invested more than CHF 36 
million in projects since 1988, CHF 2.5 million of 
which was allocated in 2012. 

The ITI’s relationship with Straumann dates back to 
1980 when Fritz Straumann and André Schroeder 
formalized a vision for the development and future 
of implant dentistry by founding the ITI. More than 
30 years later, the ITI’s vision remains true to its phi-
losophy of promoting evidence-based treatment 
methods and guidelines, and thus contributing to 
quality assurance within the field. 

The ITI has undertaken to become the leading aca-
demic provider of evidence-based education for im-
plant dentistry and also strives to represent the ideal 
model for a partnership between an academic asso-
ciation and industry. A large majority of ITI members 
are also Straumann users although there is no obliga-
tion for members to buy Straumann products.

In 2012, the ITI continued to grow very strongly as its 
membership rose from almost 11 000 to more than 
14 000. A significant contribution came through the 
ITI Study Clubs, which have spread very rapidly since 
their launch in 2010. Study Clubs offer participants 
the opportunity to meet in small informal groups to 

gather knowledge and also tap the experience of a 
local network of colleagues. The number of Study 
Clubs is currently restricted to 650 worldwide in order 
to focus on quality assurance.

Through its 27 sections, the ITI is able to reach both 
members and non-members by offering national con-
gresses that now take place every three years and are 
held in the local language. In 2012, ten national con-
gresses were held in Brazil, Canada, Germany, Greece, 
Finland, Iberia, Japan, Middle East, Switzerland and 
Taiwan with more than 5000 participants in total. 
Every three years, the ITI holds its World Symposium, 
which attracts top international speakers and an au-
dience of more than 4000 participants. The next 
World Symposium will be in 2014 in Geneva. 

 iti Members    Fellows
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In addition to its education meetings, the ITI sup-
ports the dissemination of knowledge through its 
online portal: the ITInet. Introduced in 2010, this tool 
is actively used by a large proportion of the member-
ship and is particularly appreciated by those in more 
remote locations. Among its services, the ITInet offers 
a Global, Section and Study Club forums for discus-
sion, a document library containing all ITI publica-
tions, including the full Treatment Guide series as 
well as the electronic SAC Assessment Tool. The ITInet 
registers more than 20 000 visits from Members and 
Fellows every month.

Based on their collaboration agreement, Straumann 
contributed CHF 15 million to the ITI in 2012, approx-
imately CHF 1 million more than in 2011.

outlooK
2012 is the last year of the current President’s term of 
office. In April 2013, Daniel Buser (Bern, Switzerland) 
is handing over his duties to David Cochran (San An-
tonio TX, USA), who will guide the ITI for the next four 
years. With the aim of broadening its education offer-
ing, one of the ITI’s upcoming key projects will focus 
on e-learning and delivering a program that is in line 
with the organization’s high standards. 

Straumann will continue to support the ITI as its in-
dustry partner and nurture this unique partnership 
that brings considerable value to many of its stake-
holders, including customers, patients and investors.
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In the first quarter of 2012, we began to implement 
our new organizational design to address growing 
complexity in our product range and customer base. 
The redesign increased staff empowerment, giving 
greater responsibility to the businesses and sales  
regions. At the same time, it involved significant 
change, requiring considerable flexibility and profes-
sionalism.

The weaker market and our revenue decline from the 
second quarter on made it necessary to adapt and 
resize. In the fourth quarter, we announced a reduc-
tion of 150 positions worldwide – through transfers, 
natural attrition, early retirement, etc. Regrettably, 
redundancies could not be avoided in 90 cases.  
Straumann approached this fully aware of its social  
responsibilities as an employer. Appropriate redun-
dancy packages were offered including support in 
seeking new employment. Initial reductions were 
made in 2012, with the remainder to follow in 2013. 
At year-end the global workforce stood at 2517. Al-
most a third of the job cuts were in management.

Mastering change – particularly in challenging envi-
ronments – requires leadership, skill, and full align-
ment of employees with corporate goals. In this re-
spect, we took further steps toward our objective of 
strengthening internal development and training in 
2012.

enHanCinG leaDersHip, DevelopinG 
sKills anD talents
Our Strategic Management team of nearly 60 senior 
managers started an advanced leadership program 
spread over 10–12 months and focusing on personal 
success, delivering results through others, and shap-
ing the company’s future. The Straumann Leadership 
Model is central to the program – as is our 360° as-
sessment, which collects feedback across the  
company. The program complements our Strategic  
Management Development (SMD) process, which 
reviews leadership, performance, behavior, and career  

eMployees 
Mastering change requires leadership, skill,  

and full alignment with corporate goals

eMployees (worlDwiDe)
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eMployees by reGion
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rest of world  
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asia/pacific  
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numbers in brackets refer to 2011.
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parameter performance indicator unit 2012 2011

staff size total headcount employees 2 517 2 452

Jobs created number 65 91

employment type part-time employees % of headcount 7 7

Gender diversity women in general staff (excl. Mgmt) % 47 48

women in management (excl. sMD1) % 31 31

women in sMD pool % 18 20

training and education investment in staff learning2 CHF million 2 1.6

average annual training & learning Days/employee 4 3

Fluctuation and absence staff fluctuation3 % 12 12

absence rate due to sickness 4 % 3 3

absence rate due to workplace accidents 4 % 0 0

work-related fatalities number 0 0

employee protection reported cases of discrimination number 0 0

staFF struCture by CateGory anD aGe Group (%)

age <30 30 – 50 >50 unit 2012 2011

General staff (excl. Mgmt) 11.9 53.3 10.0 % of headcount 76 74

Management (excl. sMD) 0.4 14.5 2.6 % of headcount 17 18

sMD pool 0.1 5.9 1.3 % of headcount 7 7

total 12.4 73.7 13.9

1 strategic Management Development group
2  only direct expenses for internal and external training activities are counted here. salaries paid to employees while in training  

are additional and are not included.
3  staff fluctuation by gender: male: 11%, female 14%; staff fluctuation by region: switzerland 10%; rest of europe 11%;  

north america 14%; apaC 19%; rest of world 24%. Fluctuation is calculated on the basis of the number of exits as a proportion 
of average headcount.

4  Data currently available for switzerland only. proportion of absence time compared to target working hours.

suMMary oF HuMan resourCes perForManCe FiGures

potential as a basis for development, deployment, and 
succession planning. 

The Model was also integrated into our International 
Talent Program, which supports the professional de-
velopment of internal talent. This program was en-
hanced to include personal learning projects. Over the 
past five years, 80 staff members have participated in 
this program; roughly 60% have since been promoted 
to roles with greater responsibility.

In spite of the challenging business environment, we 
continued our Graduate Program and recruited four 

graduates in our young talent pipeline. We also took 
on further apprentices.

inCentives anD Fair CoMpensation
In the year under review, we reviewed the compensa-
tion structure and pay mix. In addition to our goal of 
aligning pay structures globally, we are putting great-
er emphasis on rewarding individual performance. 
Starting in 2013, variable compensation for all em-
ployees will reward behaviors that deliver our strategic 
goals. As this bonus compensation will depend on indi-
vidual as well as company performance, the biannual 
performance reviews with all employees will be even 
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more important. These reviews evaluate competencies, 
target achievement and development goals. 

Compensation is determined by employees’ qualifi-
cations, not gender or any other non-performance  
criteria. In 2012, we conducted a systematic gender 
analysis regarding equal pay using a tool provided by 
the Federal Government’s ‘Equal Pay Dialogue Swiss’. 
The analysis of all headquarter positions showed very 
limited need for individual action, and demonstrated 
that Straumann adheres to the equal pay principle.

Full details regarding remuneration, salary bench-
marking, participation in economic profit, etc. are 
provided in the Compensation Report (p. 112 ff).

enGaGeMent
Over the past six years, we have monitored staff en-
gagement regularly through various channels, the 
most important of which is our global staff survey. 
Due to the ongoing implementation of our organiza-
tional redesign and other changes, we have post-
poned the 2012 survey. Multiple smaller scale surveys 
were used in 2012 to identify areas for improvement, 
including ‘pulse check’ questionnaires for example to 
obtain structured feedback on the implementation of 
our redesign.

Diversity anD eMployee proteCtion
A diverse team adds value and supports our ability to 
serve an increasingly diverse customer base. We regu-
larly monitor diversity with regard to age, gender, 
origin and educational background. Gender diversity 
is strong overall – with close to 50% female employees. 

In 2012, we progressed toward our long-term goal of 
improving diversity in senior management as the 
gender and nationality mix  in the Corporate Manage-
ment Group of our top 20 managers improved. Efforts 
will continue across the broader senior management 
population in 2013 and beyond.

Our onboarding trainings for new employees focus 
increasingly on corporate alignment and include an 
introduction to our Code of Conduct, which protects 
employees from discrimination (unequal treatment 
based on gender, race, religion, or sexual orientation). 
No cases of discrimination were reported in 2012. 

We also place high value on health/safety training 
and awareness. Our low absence rates, 0.1% due to 
accidents and 3.3% due to illness, reflect this. There 
were no workplace fatalities. 

outlooK
Having taken resolute steps to reduce our personnel-
related cost base, we do not expect headcount to rise 
overall in 2013. Throughout the year, we plan to roll 
out our new leadership development process to mid-
dle management, and to further develop our training 
activities across the company. We will also strengthen 
performance management and use its results in de-
termining variable compensation, according to the 
new scheme that will be introduced for all employees 
in 2013.

research &
Development 
10% (9%) 

production  
& logistics 
23% (24%) 

Marketing  
 & sales 

47% (46%) 

admin. 
Finance 
19% (20%) 

eMployees by FunCtion

numbers in brackets refer to 2011.
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straumann sponsors outreach initiatives to promote  
oral hygiene, like this one in peru.

a young mother receives treatment in Colombia  
from a team sponsored by straumann.

Straumann’s most important contribution to the com-
munity is enhanced quality of life through safe, effec-
tive, lasting solutions that restore dental function and 
esthetics. Each year, about a million patients in more 
than 70 countries are treated with a Straumann solu-
tion. We strive to provide peace of mind to our custom-
ers, for example through high quality and long-term 
clinical documentation. But, in many parts of the 
world, ‘peace of mind’ takes on different meanings, 
especially where millions of people are without access 
even to basic dental care. 

Straumann supports various initiatives that provide 
access to dental treatment and education on oral hy-
giene. Our charitable activities are related to our busi-
ness and focus on areas where we can make a mean-
ingful difference. They promote our reputation among 
relevant stakeholders by showing that Straumann is 
a caring company. A Corporate Sponsoring Committee, 

which reports regularly to the Executive Manage-
ment, evaluates sponsoring requests and initiatives 
according to clearly defined principles and policies.

Straumann maintains political neutrality in all its 
sponsoring activities. We refrain from making state-
ments on public policy and from political lobbying. 
Furthermore, we do not offer financial support or con-
tributions of any kind to politicians or political parties.

aCCess to iMplant Dentistry 
(aiD)
Straumann AID is a global initiative donating our 
products to underprivileged patients who need im-
plant treatment but are unable to afford it. Dentists 
from the ITI network provide the corresponding treat-
ment without charging for their clinical services. This 
collaboration ensures a high standard of treatment 
for people who are genuinely in need. 

CoMMunities 
Adding value through caring
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initiatives anD proJeCts sponsoreD by strauMann

    
region project lead partner objective status/results

Global ectodermal dysplasia national Foundation for 
ectodermal Dysplasia

Free implants and
prosthetics; patient support; 
awareness

ongoing support,
fundraising

straumann aiD straumann country  
organizations

Free implant treatment for 
underprivileged individuals

ongoing

alaska Dental care american academy  
of prosthodontics

Free prosthodontics
treatment for  
underprivileged people

2012 project completed; 
patients fitted with dentures 
and dental implants

bali building up  
‘the straumann Dental 
Clinic’ for 
disadvantaged
balinese children

bali Children Foundation, 
yayasan anak anak bali

Free basic dental  
treatment; assistance in 
clinical capacity, 
oral hygiene; education

recurring aid project
2012–2016 

Cambodia basic dental care basel university dental team Free basic dental treatment; 
oral hygiene; education

2012 project completed; 
1075 children treated

support for charity 
dental clinic

Hope for all Foundation educational grant for under-
privileged trainee students

three students fully
supported

Chile basic dental care university of Connecticut 
Health Center

Free basic dental treatment; 
oral hygiene; education

2012 project completed

Colombia basic dental care bonn university dental team Free basic dental treatment 
at san Martin hospital

2012 project completed

Dominican
republic

basic dental care  
in los Mina,  
santo Domingo

zurich university dental 
team

Free basic dental treatment; 
oral hygiene; education

2012 project completed; 
approx. 270 children treated

Guatemala Dental care for
children and women
in need

niños en Xela organization, 
switzerland

Free basic dental treatment; 
oral hygiene; education

ongoing project in 
the western highlands

Haiti social dentistry secours Dentaire  
organization, switzerland

technical cooperation 
and assistance in clinical 
capacity

ongoing project

nicaragua basic dental care  
in sonrisa children’s 
homes

sonrisa Foundation Free basic dental 
treatment; oral hygiene; 
education

ongoing project; 
more than 300 children 
treated

peru basic dental care Kindness in action  
organization

Free basic dental 
treatment; oral hygiene; 
education

recurring aid project; 300 
people treated; basic dental 
education for 70 children

tanzania basic dental care in 
shinyanga District

bridge2aid  
organization

Free basic dental 
treatment; training a team 
of local health workers to 
safely extract teeth, free 
dental equipment

2012 project completed;
340 patients treated;
4 Clinical officers 
successfully trained

after evaluating some 60 sponsoring requests, we supported more than a dozen projects in 2012.  
in each case, clear prerequisites and sponsorship goals were set. our monetary donations to projects  
in 2012 amounted to approx. CHF 300 000.
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eCtoDerMal Dysplasia
Ectodermal dysplasia (ED) refers to a group of ge-
netic disorders characterized by abnormal develop-
ment of the skin and associated structures. Patients 
typically have missing or severely malformed teeth 
and are not covered by insurance. In addition to pro-
viding free implants and prosthetics to ED patients, 
we provide financial support to the National Founda-
tion for Ectodermal Dysplasia, a non-profit organiza-
tion based in Illinois, USA, that helps patients and 
their families around the world. Our overall sponsor-
ship for ED in 2012 was approximately CHF 30 000.

sustaineD sponsorsHip  
in unDerprivileGeD reGions
We also sustained our sponsorship of basic dental 
care and education in oral hygiene to underprivileged 
people, mostly in developing countries. In many loca-
tions, there are no dental facilities, making it neces-
sary to set up provisional clinics with portable equip-
ment. In 2012, we supported field missions in Alaska, 
Cambodia, Chile, Colombia, Dominican Republic,  
Indonesia, Nicaragua, Peru and Tanzania. Most of the 
projects/organizations we sponsor receive support 
over several years, reflecting the importance we place 
on continuity. 

A good example of this is the ‘Hope for All’ dental 
clinic in Cambodia, which we have supported since 
2008. In 2012, we provided educational grants for 
three dental students at the clinic, who have no  
financial means. 

The BCF/Bali Kids Dental Project, which we began to 
support in 2012, is a further example. Thousands of 
disadvantaged children and orphans live in difficult 
– even life-threatening – conditions in Bali. The main 
goals of the project were to set up a dental clinic with 
a full-time local dentist and to develop dental health 
education programs. Straumann is the main corpo-
rate sponsor and has pledged funding for five years. 
The facility, which is appropriately named the ‘Strau-
mann Dental Clinic’, was finished in 2012. 

The success of all these projects was due to the ded-
ication and efforts of our dental partners who were 
invaluable in ensuring that funds were used with 
the utmost efficiency.

responsibility anD etHiCal beHavior
In all our business activities, we place a high value on 
ethical behavior. The Straumann Code of Conduct de-
fines our expectations in this regard. The code is part 
of all our employment contracts and prohibits any 
form of human rights violation, bribery, corruption, 
unfair competition, misleading marketing, etc. Em-
ployees are obligated to report any violation or sus-
pected violation, or any other suspected misconduct. 
In 2012, five violations of the Code of Conduct were 
reported, leading to dismissals. These included sexual 
harassment and fraudulent expense claims.

We also expect ethical practices in our supply chain. 
Our ‘Code of Conduct for Suppliers’ presents our ex-
pectations with respect to working conditions, hu-
man rights protection, business ethics, legal compli-
ance, and environmental protection. We require 
confirmation from suppliers that there is no child or 
forced labor in the supply chain. Key suppliers based 
in Europe, the USA and China have agreed to these 
provisions and our aim is to obtain agreement to the 
Code from 60% of our suppliers and partners.

A key impact on the communities in which we oper-
ate is the continued provision of jobs. Straumann en-
sures fair employment conditions and protection 
from discrimination at all locations where we operate.

outlooK
In 2013, Straumann will continue its support for glob-
al charitable activities, focusing on initiatives that 
provide access to dental treatment for people in need. 
This is where we feel we have the most to offer and 
where our involvement is most meaningful to our 
stakeholders. Continuity is important and we plan to 
continue our support for the initiatives as shown in 
the chart on the previous page. 
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Global operations
To achieve our goals of optimizing costs and asset 
management, we broadened the application of ‘lean’ 
principles, introduced new technologies, insourced 
parts of the supply chain, and streamlined distribu-
tion. To help mitigate the impact of the strong Swiss 
franc we increased production in the USA. These 
measures together led to productivity gains and im-
proved asset utilization on top of the prior year’s im-
pressive achievement and with minimal capital ex-
penditure.

iMplant proDuCtion
Our main production center in Villeret, Switzerland, 
covers the full range of components in our dental 
implant system. In 2012, the site achieved a 9%  
increase in productivity, thanks to a consistent ‘lean’ 
approach. We again succeeded in keeping the work-
force stable at approximately 350 and, in addition to 
increasing output by nearly 10% to 6.8 million parts, 
we managed to shorten lead times in almost all areas. 

For some time, we have been evaluating possibilities 
for improving margins by insourcing parts of our 
supply chain. One example is the secondary packag-
ing process, which we are bringing in-house. In 2012, 
we installed an electronic labeling management sys-
tem which prints all labeling texts and feeds into the 
packaging lines automatically.

Straumann has always been committed to improv-
ing product performance and convenience. Following 
successful clinical testing, Villeret started production 
of our new Loxim transfer piece (p. 38 f), which  

significantly improves implant handling and will be 
supplied initially with our Roxolid implants. 

In Andover, we introduced a shop-floor management 
process based on ‘lean’ principles and the Villeret 
model. This improved productivity by 14%. Output 
also rose 14% to 3.2 million parts, while the work-
force remained stable at 110.  In addition, the scope 
of manufacturing was expanded to include the sur-
face treatment of Bone Level implants and packaging 
of sterile healing caps. Andover has now reached the 
same technical capability level as Villeret.

oral tissue reGeneration proDuCts
Our Malmö (Sweden) facility, which specializes in re-
generative products, employs a team of 35. In the year 
under review, it also completed an insourcing project, 
qualifying its new automated filling and labeling line 
and validating the process for manufacturing all 
products in-house. These initiatives will significantly 

proDuCtion & loGistiCs
Reaping the benefits of ‘lean’ principles

a recently installed robot in our highly-automated prosthetic 
milling center near leipzig.
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reduce both costs and lead times. The facility also had 
to expand production for Emdogain 015, a line exten-
sion launched in July.

CaDCaM prostHetiCs,  
sCanner proDuCtion anD DiGital
Our CADCAM prosthetics are produced in Markklee-
berg (Germany) and Arlington (USA). The extension of 
Markkleeberg allowed us to redesign our workflows 
using ‘lean’ principles. Each of the two levels in the 
building was devoted to a complete value stream (one 
floor for cobalt chrome products and one for ceramics). 
We also introduced an automated continuous flow 
system that handles milled elements individually. This 
and a new accelerated sintering process enable us to 
provide a next-day delivery service for restorations 
ordered before 2 p.m. We are in the process of equip-
ping Arlington with similar robotic technology to meet 
future demand for our CADCAM abutments.

Other technology upgrades in 2012 included the provi-
sion of new computers to our entire CADCAM cus-
tomer base to support our CARES 7.0 software, which 
was released early in the year. Apart from this, our 
range of prosthetic materials continues to broaden, 
requiring production qualification and scaling. 

At the end of 2012, our global CADCAM/digital produc-
tion and logistics team numbered approximately 90.

loGistiCs anD supply CHain  
ManaGeMent
Effective forecasting, logistics and procurement 
helped to optimize our supplier base and maintain 
service levels despite the volatile environment. We 
also made good progress in reducing transportation 
costs and achieved improvements in key perfor-
mance indicators like inventory turns, service levels, 
backorders and forecasting accuracy.

A major undertaking in 2012 was to relocate our 
global distribution center/warehouse to new prem-
ises in Basel. This was accomplished seamlessly and 
the new facility has enabled us to redesign and 
streamline processes. Another logistics achievement 
was the introduction of a global cold chain delivery 
process for Emdogain, which has to be refrigerated. 
The process covers the entire supply chain from pro-
duction to local distribution centers around the world.

All of the above measures contributed to an overall 
capital expenditure in production and logistics of  
approximately CHF 9 million, most of which was for 
plant, machinery and related equipment. 

outlooK
Premium quality and service will continue to be key 
priorities. At the same time, we will strive to further 
optimize costs and asset utilization. Although our 
production and logistics team has not grown, its level 
of activity has increased significantly due to insourc-
ing and a broader portfolio. This has resulted in im-
pressive productivity gains.

We see similar opportunities in the year ahead. The 
implementation of automated systems, new tech-
nologies and our ‘lean’ program, enable us to absorb 
higher volumes without increasing production staff. 
Our investments will therefore be targeted toward 
further automation and cost reduction. 
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There are three core elements to Straumann’s man-
agement of energy and environmental performance. 
The first is a commitment to the continuous im-
provement of our products, processes and infrastruc-
ture to minimize energy consumption and our im-
pact on the environment. The second is our long track 
record of effective environmental management. For 
many years, we have established rigorous processes 
and procedures that ensure we always focus on com-
plying with all applicable laws and regulations. Third, 
the Straumann Code of Conduct requires our employ-
ees to comply with all laws and internal regulations; 
it also requires managers to encourage staff to in-
clude environmental protection in their daily respon-
sibilities. These elements form the basis of our com-
mitment to quality, safety and sustainability. 

Quality anD saFety 
Our products protect and enhance human health. 
Therefore, our commitment to quality and safety is 
absolute and non-negotiable. Moreover, our business 
is subject to stringent regulations that oblige us to 
rigorously monitor both our products and the pro-
cesses used to manufacture them. These products, 
which include titanium dental implants, compact 
laser scanners, oral tissue regeneration products, and 
prosthetic elements made of ceramic, metal or poly-
mer are technically diverse, which increases the 
challenges in oversight and quality control. 

To meet these challenges for all of our product fami-
lies, we employ strict quality-control protocols to test 
raw materials for purity, to ensure that our products 
function safely and properly, and to document all  

aspects of their manufacturing processes comprehen-
sively to ensure traceability. 

optiMizinG proCesses  
anD inFrastruCture
Our commitment to continuous improvement also 
applies to production processes. In the past year, we 
have undertaken several initiatives to reduce waste 
in the manufacturing of dental implants, our primary 
products that are produced on computerized milling 
machines in Villeret and Andover. 
 
At our CADCAM element production facility in Mar-
kleeberg, we introduced a new clamping system that 
reduced scrap from 5.8% to 4.7%. The clamping im-
provements also reduced requirements for energy, 
cooling and raw material input. 

We are also working to improve the containment  
of oil vapors from milling. Our CNC machines are  
already equipped with an extraction system that  
filters vapors during machining. However, the cooling 
oil is used at high pressure, and the current systems 
are not able to control all traces of oil vapor generated.  
We have therefore established an internal working 
group to evaluate a range of innovative ideas for solu-
tions in 2013. 

environMental Data reportinG
Aside from our production and research activities, our 
environmental impacts are typical for an organiza-
tion of our size, and they are low in comparison with 
most manufacturing companies. We do not manufac-
ture filling materials or dental surgery equipment, 

environMent
Our environmental impacts are typical for  

an organization of our size and low in comparison  
with most manufacturing companies
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and so do not use significant amounts of metals such 
as mercury, lead or manganese that may be found in 
production processes of other manufacturers serving 
the industry. 

Our environmental performance report is based on 
available data for all production sites – Villeret (Swit-
zerland), Gräfelfing and Markkleeberg (Germany), 
Malmö (Sweden), Andover and Arlington (USA) – and 
for our Group headquarters in Basel. Since our other 
facilities are generally smaller and focus on sales and 
distribution, they are not included in this report, due 
to their minor impact and a lack of meaningful data. 
Trends in environmental performance figures are dis-
cussed below, with data summarized in the table on 
the opposite page.

titaniuM anD otHer raw Materials
Overall, titanium consumption was fairly stable, 
while  titanium recycling decreased significantly. This 
was mainly due to optimization of machining pro-
cesses as well as an increase in the proportion of im-
plant types, whose geometries are nearer to ‘net 
shape’, requiring less titanium trimming. A number 
of our other raw materials consumed – cobalt chrome, 
yttrium stabilized zirconium oxide, and polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) – are used in the production of 
standard crown and bridge solutions. Reduced vol-
umes, a shift towards more specialized products like 
instant glass ceramics, and our success in reducing 
scrap rates, have led to a marked decrease in use of 
those materials.
 
operatinG Materials
The use (and subsequent recycling) of oils in our pro-
duction processes increased slightly, approximately 
in proportion to increased production levels. Acids 
used and recycled, and cleaning solvent consumption, 
stayed approximately constant in 2011 and 2012. 

Paper usage decreased significantly, on an absolute 
basis and per capita in 2012. This is attributed to the 
continued adoption of paperless workflow processes 
and more efficient documentation in some product 
lines. 

enerGy
Electricity consumption increased slightly in absolute 
terms in 2012, but decreased slightly on a per-capita 

basis. Primary energy consumption (mostly natural 
gas) decreased slightly in absolute terms, as well as on 
a per capita basis. We continue to seek ways to mini-
mize the energy and resource consumption of our 
facilities. In 2012, we undertook a detailed evaluation 
of our facility in Villeret, the scope of which included 
ways to reduce energy and resource consumption in 
heating, ventilation, cooling, compressed air, electric-
ity, lighting and water. In Andover, we implemented 
a program to reduce electrical demand from lighting, 
heating, cooling and ventilation. We plan to evaluate 
the results of these initiatives in 2013, and will con-
tinue to deploy selected improvements as technically 
feasible and economically sensible. 

GreenHouse Gases
As part of our environmental management, we mon-
itor CO2 emissions due to our electricity consumption 
and heating. In our reporting we differentiate be-
tween direct (Scope 1) emissions, from sources such 
as burning natural gas, and indirect (Scope 2) emis-
sions, from sources such as the use of electricity and 
district heat. This is the format preferred by many 
sustainability-conscious investors, including those 
who – like Straumann – collaborate in the Carbon  
Disclosure Project.

Business activities with minimal impact, or for which 
meaningful data are not available, are not included 
– e.g. emissions resulting from the transportation of 
our products (which are small and light), sales repre-
sentative travel and employee commuting.  While we 
do not collect such other indirect (Scope 3) emission 
data comprehensively, some carbon-related informa-
tion for our business travel in Switzerland is available. 
By using rail rather than road travel, Straumann saved 
approximately 49 tons of CO2 emission.

Greenhouse gas emissions decreased by 12% on an 
absolute basis in 2012, reflecting increased efficiency 
in various manufacturing and operational processes, 
lower fossil fuel energy usage, and increased reliance 
on district heat sources.

water
We always seek to conserve water. For example, at our 
facility in Markkleeberg, we installed a central cooling 
system for a large number of milling machines, reduc-
ing water consumption. Overall, in 2012, our water 
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suMMary oF environMental perForManCe FiGures 

    
performance indicator unit 2012 2011

product raw materials titanium Consumption kg 15 443 15 570

 recycled (consumption  
minus product) 

kg 6 653 9 071

Cobalt chrome Consumption kg 2 882 4 2611

recycled kg 2 743 2 954

zirconia Consumption kg 1 512 2 9571

polymethyl- 
methacrylate

Consumption kg 27 40

operating materials various oils Consumption kg 39 143 38 074

 recycled kg 26 534 24 485

Cleaning solvents Consumption kg 31 773 32 222

recycled kg 18 929 20 425

acids recycled kg 37 008 36 899

paper Consumption sheet 5 023 944 7 476 500

 Consumption per capita2 sheet/employee 3 844 6 077

energy and Co2 electricity Consumption kwh 16 267 138 15 758 944

 Consumption per capita2 kwh/employee 12 446 12 810

Heating3 total heating energy kwh 4 815 977 4 914 376

•	 Fossil fuel kwh 3 940 512 4 096 927

•	 District heat kwh 875 465 817 449

total heating energy per 
capita2

kwh/employee 3 685 3 995

Co2 emissions4 total emissions tons 2 834 3 2275

•	 Direct (scope 1,  
excluding vehicle fuel)

tons 792 8285

 •	 indirect (scope 2) tons 2 042 2 3995

 total emissions per capita2 tons/employee 2.17 2.625

water water Consumption m3 32 416 31 778

 Consumption per capita2 m3/employee 25 26

untreated waste 
water

Disposal kg 10 493 31 919

waste Diverse waste Hydroxide sludge kg 15 402 14 068

 Contaminated material kg 12 652 11 814

 solvents kg 2 503 2 301

refuse total kg 157 445 174 839

 per capita2 kg/employee 120 146

1 Corrected data from 2011 for cobalt chrome (previously reported as 4310 kg) and zirconia (previously reported as 4769 kg).
2 per capita figures refer to employees at the relevant reporting sites only.
3  to avoid double counting, heating energy data do not include electricity used for a small part of heating at andover, 

or to operate the geothermal heat pump in leipzig – these are included in the electricity data.
4  scope 1 covers Co2 emissions directly emitted by sources owned or controlled by straumann such as heating boilers,  

while scope 2 comprises emissions generated in the production of the electricity, heat or steam that we consume.
5  Co2 emission calculation criteria changed in 2012. For comparability, the respective figures for 2011 have been recalculated 

(previously reported 3124 for total, 891 for Direct, and 2233 for indirect emissions).
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consumption increased slightly on an absolute basis 
over 2011, due to increased headcount and increased 
production. However, it decreased on a per capita basis. 

Untreated waste water, which is collected in tanks 
and disposed of by authorized specialist contractors, 
contains low concentrations of cleaning detergents, 
solvents, acid and oil. The amount of such wastewater 
depends strongly on the number and timing of main-
tenance activities needed at our water treatment 
plant in Villeret. After an unusually high volume was 
reported in 2011, the amount of untreated wastewa-
ter produced was significantly lower in 2012.

waste
This category includes rejects, contaminated materi-
als, solvents and hydroxide sludge. In 2012, the 
amount of contaminated materials and solvent waste 
produced increased slightly over 2011. Hydroxide 
sludge production also increased slightly in 2012. This 
is a by-product of wastewater treatment, and the 
amount produced can vary significantly year-to-year, 
depending on the composition of the wastewater 
treated. In 2012, total refuse output decreased on an 
absolute and on a per capita basis, mostly due to the 
decreasing volume of old scanner systems that we 
accepted for recycling and scrap. 

outlooK
In 2013, we will continue to monitor the results of the 
different programs, and we will look vigilantly for 
new opportunities to reduce our environmental im-
pacts, material usage and energy consumption. In 
addition, some successful initiatives, such as the roll-
out of paperless work flows, will be deployed more 
widely across Straumann. We have learned much 
from our commitment to continual improvement, 
strong environmental management and through the 
engagement and support of our employees. This has 
formed a solid foundation from which we can con-
tinue to make progress in enhancing the sustainable 
performance of Straumann.
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Implant surgery in the future will be minimally invasive.  
Time spent in the chair will be very short. Further improvements 
in materials and surface technology will mean better attachment 

to the gum tissue and faster healing times.

SURGERYSURGERY



It’S thE bIG daY. althoUGh thIS IS a RoUtInE 
pRocEdURE, anna ExplaInS what wIll happEn 
bEfoRE GIvInG GUY a local anESthEtIc.

contInUEd on paGE 78…

hER pRotEctIvE maSk IS 
alSo a ScREEn ShowInG all 
thE InfoRmatIon nEcESSaRY 
foR thE opERatIon.

GUY’S jaw haS hEalEd aftER 
thE ExtRactIon. thE wholE pRo-
cEdURE haS bEEn paInlESS. anna 
placES thE Implant pREcISElY  
In jUSt a fEw mInUtES, USInG 
a compUtER-GUIdEd SYStEm. 
oncE thE Implant haS hEalEd, 
thE nExt StEp wIll bE anothER 
Scan to pREpaRE thE pRoSthEtIcS. 
thEn a cERamIc cRown wIll bE 
madE foR GUY In thE dEntal lab.
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dr Michael Gahlert 

prof. stuart frouM 

prof. urs belser 

dr MassiMo ciocco 

“clinical data need to 
be collected to help build 
user’s confidence in 
this fascinatinG 
alternative to titaniuM”

“experts see a link between 
periodontal disease and 
diabetes, forMs of arthritis, 
alzheiMer’s and other diseases”

in our 2006 annual report, we published an interview with 
dr Michael Gahlert and prof. heinz kniha, who are pioneers 
in the use of ceramic implants. at their orthodontic practice 
in Munich, Germany, they have placed, tracked and documented 
more than 400 implants of this kind over the past six years and 
have been heavily involved in clinical trials. 

stuart froum, dds, pc is a private practitioner in new York city 
and clinical professor and director of clinical research, dept.
of periodontology and implant dentistry, new York university
college of dentistry. this is a five-year follow-up to the interview 
he kindly gave in 2007.

urs christoph belser, dMd, prof. dr med. dent. chairman,
department of fixed prosthodontics and occlusion, 
school of dental Medicine, university of Geneva. 
prof. belser is an eminent key opinion leader, who has spent 
more than 40 years in clinical practice.

Massimo ciocco practices in lugano, specializing in implantol-
ogy. he was among the first dentists in switzerland to buy an 
intra-oral scanner. dr ciocco, his patients, and the laboratory all 
stand to benefit from the new scanner.

“the spectacular virtual 
world we have entered
offers nuMerous 
attractive pathwaYs to 
hiGh-tech restorations”

“the work is all diGital 
now, which Makes everY-
thinG Much siMpler”
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What are the advantages of ceramic implants?
Ceramic implants are biocompatible and ‘inert’ in the 
body. They offer major advantages in terms of esthetics 
and are rarely colonized by bacteria – so we seldom 
find plaque on them. We also have clinical evidence 
of tissue apposition effects that are not apparent with 
titanium: a great benefit of this is that the gum ‘hugs’ 
the ceramic without irritation.

Are current ceramic implants difficult to place?
The ceramic implants we have today are single-stage 
designs, which means the abutment is integrated and 
cannot be used to correct the angle of the implant 
axis. The surgery has to be planned carefully to pre-
vent divergences. Computer-guided surgery, position 
indicators, drill templates and other aids make it 
easier to position the axes precisely. Straumann is the 
first company to provide such tools in a ceramic im-
plant set.

What about price? 
Ceramic implants are more expensive that titanium, 
but they don’t need secondary components like 
abutments and cast-on components. When all the 
parts are taken into consideration, there is no major 
price difference between ceramic and titanium op-
tions. Price is important for some patients. As den-
tists, we need to work to raise awareness and explain 
that implants are high-tech medical devices that 
deliver top-quality, sustainable performance and last 
a long time. 

Have advances been made with regard to ceramic 
surface structure and osseointegration? 
The micro-rough surface on the ceramic implants we 
use offers osseointegration that is equivalent to that 
of titanium implants, as we have shown in three pre-
clinical studies. This means a high level of security. 

Ceramic implants are now an integral part of the 
work we do in our practice.

For a long time there were no major clinical studies 
to support ceramic implants. Has the situation 
changed?
Major studies have been published documenting the 
safety of ceramic implants. In addition, we have seen 
very good tissue attachment effects among the hun-
dreds of ceramic implants, and three, five and seven-
year outcomes have already been evaluated. In a 
study of the first-generation ceramic implants, we did 
not – even after seven years – find a single case of 
even initial signs of inflammation around implant 
bodies.

When might ceramic implants make 
the breakthrough to widespread use? 
The areas of application will be limited until a full 
range of ceramic implants becomes available. We 
don’t have a two-stage design yet, nor reduced-diam-
eter ceramic implants for narrow alveolar ridges. 
Clinical data need to be collected to help build users’ 
confidence in this fascinating alternative to titanium 
implants. 

Is your 2006 prediction of a 15–20% market share 
for ceramic implants still correct? 
It is feasible that ceramic implants will achieve a 40% 
share of the US implant market in the long term. By 
contrast, the German market is more conservative 
and wedded to titanium. Health insurers are cautious 
about ceramic implants. Currently, about 10% of our 
patients want all-ceramic solutions. My forecast 
would be 25–30% in the medium term, rising to 50% 
in the long term.

dr Michael Gahlert

Ceramic implants
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What innovations have been successful in 
periodontology since we talked five years ago?
We have more options. Less invasive procedures re-
sult in less pain and shorter recovery. Better methods 
of gingival reshaping, orthodontic movement, tooth 
bleaching and laminate veneers can sometimes re-
place larger procedures. Still, a recent study conduct-
ed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
CDC shows one out of every two adult Americans 
suffers from moderate to severe periodontal disease. 
The public must be motivated to seek care and be in-
formed that periodontists are the group that special-
izes in treatment of moderate to advanced forms of 
these diseases.

Has more been learned about periodontal disease 
as a risk factor for other diseases since 2007?
Yes. Periodontitis is now considered a risk factor for 
atherosclerotic vascular disease, much like smoking 
or high cholesterol. Experts also see links between 
periodontal disease and diabetes, some forms of ar-
thritis, Alzheimer’s disease and, during pregnancy, 
preeclampsia, preterm birth and low birth weight 
babies. Preventing and treating periodontitis is clear-
ly important, and we have made great strides in iden-
tifying patients at risk.

Have periodontal esthetics advanced?
Periodontists now use connective tissue grafts or bio-
logics to cover unsightly root exposure and establish 
healthy gums. It is less invasive, encouraging more 
patients to seek care. 

Five years ago you observed that general 
practitioners were becoming more involved in 
periodontology. How has this developed?
Many general practitioners are treating more cases of 
gingivitis/periodontitis than in the past. Periodontists 

prof. stuart frouM

Trends in periodontology

are still recognized as the specialists in treating ad-
vanced and complex cases with gingival recession, 
bone defects or furcations, etc. Happily, periodontists 
and restorative dentists collaborate more and more 
on diagnosis, risk factors, sequence of therapy, main-
tenance schedules and esthetics. Satisfied patients 
refer their friends and family, usually to the general 
practitioners first, so both patients and dentists win 
in this collaboration. More dentists also place im-
plants. This results in more complications being seen. 
I feel it is essential that dentists placing or restoring 
implants be trained to recognize these complications 
early and either treat or refer these patients to spe-
cialists.
 
Has progress been made on peri-implantitis?
While prevalence of peri-implantitis is estimated at 
between 10–50%, methods to predictably treat this 
disease are only just being documented. Much re-
search is in progress. I have strong hopes that regen-
erative techniques used to treat natural teeth affected 
with periodontitis could also rebuild soft tissue and 
bone around implants, promote re-osseointegration, 
and avoid implant removal and replacement.

How has periodontology been affected by 
digitalization and other new technologies?
The new technologies make our work more predict-
able and less risky for the clinician and the patient. 
Digital 3D X-rays can more accurately diagnose prob-
lems. Simulated implant and abutment placements 
allow more accurate surgical planning. CAT scans and 
3D radiographs show tissue structures which previ-
ously could not be precisely located, improving plan-
ning and identifying sinus and bone problems that 
need attention before surgery.
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What are the most significant developments 
in restorative dentistry in the past ten years? 
Digital impressions, CADCAM, new materials like 
high-strength and press ceramics, advanced poly-
mer technology and adhesive technology have all 
had a big impact, along with an increasing trend 
toward the use of biomimetic principles. 

What impact has digital technology had 
on your own work? 
A major one! CADCAM technology has given us ac-
cess to novel materials like zirconium dioxide and 
lithium disilicate. The spectacular virtual world we 
have entered offers numerous attractive pathways 
to high-tech restorations – from digital impressions 
and treatment planning to guided implant surgery, 
prosthetic design and manufacture. Also, communi-
cation between healthcare providers and patients is 
enhanced. 

Will digital technology develop to the point 
that robots will take over from dentists? 
Probably not, or only in specific fields like guided 
surgery. 

Are high-end esthetics out of reach 
for the average patient? 
Not necessarily! Natural teeth can be enhanced us-
ing minimally invasive techniques like dental 
bleaching and laminate veneers, which are now cer-
tainly within the competences of the average clini-
cian and the budget of average patients. 

Is implant dentistry driven by prosthetics? 
To a large extent it is, because partially dentate or 
edentulous patients normally ask for teeth, or ad-
ditional stability and comfort, not directly for im-
plants. Logically, an implant has to be considered as 

the apical extension of an optimal restoration. In 
other words, implant manufacturers should increas-
ingly focus on the restorative/prosthetic dimension 
of implant dentistry, as there is still a major need for 
further development. 

How much difference have improvements 
in oral hygiene made to dentistry? 
Prevention of oral diseases and efficient plaque con-
trol are the cornerstones of contemporary dental 
medicine. Evidence-based prophylaxis-oriented 
clinical concepts are changing both individual oral 
health and public health policies. Several European 
countries have reduced the number of dental stu-
dents while increasing the number of dental hygien-
ists. 

What do you see as the major advances in 
restorative dentistry in the next five to ten years? 
We will see further refinement of biomimetic, min-
imally-invasive concepts and techniques, along with 
the development of associated materials. Computer-
assisted treatment planning, 3D guided surgery and 
virtual design of reconstructions will improve sub-
stantially. This process will be driven by visionaries 
from both the industry and academia.

What are the most pressing needs? 
We need a more intense, efficient dialogue based on 
mutual respect between industry, researchers and 
clinicians to identify the future needs of the popula-
tion, followed by concrete collaboration to respond 
to those needs. Scientific documentation is also es-
sential to sustainable progress.

prof. urs belser

A lifetime in prosthodontology
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How long have you been working with 
an intra-oral scanner and why?
I was really impressed with the technology when I 
first saw an intra-oral scanner nine years ago. I am 
something of a novice when it comes to computers 
and back then I didn’t think it was ready for clinical 
application; there certainly wasn’t anything on the 
market.  When I learnt that iTero was backed by a re-
liable partner, at the end of 2010, I decided to go for it 
– even though I didn’t know of any colleagues who 
could share some experience with me. I don’t regret 
my decision and the scanner still impresses me and 
my team every time we use it.

How long did it take to get to grips with the scanner?
The training took an afternoon and I scanned five pa-
tients the next day. Having support from Straumann 
the first time I used the equipment was a big help, 
although it’s very straightforward. Right from the 
start, the results were every bit as good as those I was 
getting with the conventional procedure. 

What changes has the scanner brought?
I never really enjoyed taking impressions and the con-
ventional method is not very pleasant for patients. 
The taste and a mouthful of impression putty often 
make patients nauseous. The scanner eliminates all 
the unpleasantness. It is faster and I can verify the 
results immediately. This allows me to manage my 
time better and there are scarcely any delays. All in 
all, it means less stress for everyone. And my patients 
are happier to see us using new technology and put-
ting ourselves out for them.

How has the new technology affected work 
in the laboratory?
The work is all digital now, which makes everything 
much simpler. In the past, the lab sent someone 

round several times a day to collect the impressions. 
Now we just send the data to them via the Internet. 
This saves time and money. The technicians enjoy us-
ing the new technology more, which encourages 
them to do their job even better.

Who benefits?
I genuinely believe that it benefits all involved:  pa-
tients, dental technicians, the industry and me, of 
course. The scanner makes impression-taking much 
more pleasant for patients. Thanks to enhanced effi-
ciency, digital processes and new materials, this tech-
nology allows us to offer top-quality care at lower 
costs. For the same reasons, labs remain competitive 
and can strengthen business relationships with den-
tists. My scanner together with CADCAM and new 
materials have all helped me to treat more patients 
despite the difficult economic environment.

What’s next for you? 
Someone once said: ‘The person who stops being bet-
ter stops being good.’ This maxim applies to my work. 
My practice has come a long way digitally in com-
parison with my Swiss colleagues. Now I want to 
concentrate on putting my digital system to opti-
mum use and improving the established protocols so 
I can treat patients even faster and more efficiently. I 
also want to simplify my work processes even more,  
and I would really like to see digital intra-oral solu-
tions for removable prosthetics. I hope this is some-
thing that the industry will develop in the not-too-
distant future.

dr MassiMo ciocco

Intra-oral scanning



A large amount of manual work will have disappeared from dental 
laboratories by 2020. Computer technology will take over most  

of the design work. Simple prosthetic restorations, like single 
crowns, inlays and onlays will be manufactured on site. Prosthetics 
made by 3D printing techniques may be precise and strong enough 

to compete with products milled from ceramics or metal.

IN THE 
DENTAL LAB

IN THE 
DENTAL LAB



UsINg THE DATA from sArAH AND ANNA, fINN crEATEs AN ExAcT  
VIrTUAL moDEL of gUy’s TEETH IN THE DENTAL cENTEr LAB.

HE works wITH THE LATEsT opEN-pLATform 
cAD TEcHNoLogy AND A 3D prINTEr...

 ...To crEATE gUy’s NEw moLAr.

coNTINUED oN pAgE 1 10…

Now LET‘s  
cHEck If THE fIT 
Is prEcIsE

wHILE THIs procEss rUNs,
fINN works oN A mULTI-UNIT 
BrIDgE for ANoTHEr pATIENT. 
compLEx prosTHETIcs LIkE
THIs ArE DEsIgNED IN THE LAB
AND mILLED AT A sTATE-of-
THE-ArT proDUcTIoN cENTEr.
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In your ten years at Straumann, what has changed 
in the way the company is governed? 
Not much in substance, a little in style. Today’s world 
requires a more formal approach to governance. I am 
very sceptical about ‘over-regulation’, because it makes 
organizations slow, bureaucratic and less entrepre-
neurial. My credo is: keep structure, processes and re- 
gulations to a minimum and encourage people to 
take on responsibility – with accountability in good 
times and bad. Proper commercial behavior can  
only be ensured through the right values and a sound 
culture. 

What still needs to be done? 
Our transformation from a product company to a  
service/solution provider is still at an early stage. We 
need to be even more customer-centric, ‘selling’ 
peace of mind and added value – not just in terms of 
clinical improvement but also economic benefits. 

The Board now costs roughly five times more 
than it did in 2008. Why?
We now have eight directors; previously there were six 
and fewer were independent. The time requirements 
today are greater as our environment has changed. 
Availability and quality, of course, have a price, but our 
Board’s compensation is in line with market practice. 
At the AGM, our shareholders gave overwhelming con-
siliatory approval to our Compensation Report. 

What has the Board’s role been in Vision 2020, 
the organizational redesign and resizing? 
The Board has been intimately involved in all these 
projects. Such things are always a joint effort between 
the Executive Management and the Board. The Board’s 
duty is to shape and decide on strategy, on its organi-
zational implications, and, above all, to ensure sound 
financial performance. 

Are the dental sector and implant dentistry 
losing their appeal? 
Demographics, low penetration, emerging markets 
and a growing middle-class still make implant den-
tistry an exciting, promising field. Digitalization 
should raise productivity by 30–40% and increase the 
addressable patient pool, creating value for stakehold-
ers. Companies with the right strategy, resources and 
vision will harvest substantial rewards. Disruptive 
technologies are a threat but also an opportunity to 
those with passion and courage. 

Did the Board react quickly enough to the market 
downturn? Could you have avoided cutting jobs? 
We should have reacted faster. Letting people go is  
always painful – especially if they have done a good 
job. Entrepreneurism sometimes leads to redundancy 
or divestiture. Economic cycles are facts of life and you 
have to react. Company leaders are paid to make deci-
sions irrespective of their popularity. 

How does the Board view the exchange of shares  
between Thomas Straumann and GIC? 
Positively. GIC, the Government of Singapore Invest-
ment Corporation, is a long-term investor, which suits 
us very well. 

Straumann shares have been among Switzerland’s 
worst performers in 2012. How optimistic are you?
The share price has been very disappointing – particu-
larly for those of us who invested substantially in 
Straumann. But it is not surprising as we have not 
grown our topline since 2008 and our profit margins 
have halved. Our entire sector was valued for high 
growth and attractive margins. Things have changed 
and valuation multiples have fallen. In the past, we at-
tracted growth investors; now ‘value’ investors are buy-
ing the stock. I am confident that we shall see positive 
returns going forward. 

gilbert achermann
chairman of the board of Directors

Interview
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groUp operational StrUctUre
The Group implemented a new organizational struc-
ture in 2012, with the objective of enhancing agility, 
fostering entrepreneurism and shortening time to 
market. The former Products and Sales Divisions were 
transformed, with greater autonomy given to the 
Sales Regions (EMEA & Latin America, North America, 
Asia/Pacific) and the Businesses (‘Surgical’, ‘Prosthet-
ics’, and ‘Regenerative’). 

Thus, at the end of 2012, the operational structure of 
the Straumann Group was as follows: 
•	 Operations, comprising: the Corporate Manufactur-

ing Technology Center, Global Production, Logistics, 
Operations, Purchasing, Quality Management 

•	 Finance, comprising: all finance-related functions, 
Corporate IT, Facility Management, Internal Audit, 
Investor Relations, Pricing

•	 Business Unit Prosthetics, responsible for product 
development and product life cycle management for 
prosthetic products, comprising Product Manage-
ment & Development, Project Management, Intel-
lectual Property, Digital R&D, Customer Experience 
Center, Project & Portfolio Planning, Materials & 
Research, and the Intra-oral Scanner Business.

•	 Business Unit Surgical, responsible for product de-
velopment and product life cycle management for 
surgical products, comprising: Product Management 
& Development, Project Management & Develop-

principleS
Straumann’s principles of, and rules on, corporate 
governance are laid down in the Articles of Associa-
tion, the rules for organization and operation, the 
Group Management Policy, the Code of Conduct, and 
the Charters of the Board Committees. These princi-
ples and rules are the basis of corporate governance 
disclosures, which are in compliance with the Direc-
tive on Information relating to Corporate Governance 
published by the SIX Swiss Exchange, where Strau-
mann’s shares have been traded since the company’s 
initial public offering in 1998. 

The Articles of Association are available on Strau-
mann’s website (www.straumann.com). 

StrUctUre anD ShareholDerS
Straumann Holding AG is a listed stock corporation 
incorporated and domiciled in Switzerland and regis-
tered in Basel. Information about the company’s 
shares, which are traded on the main segment of the 
SIX Swiss Exchange under the symbol STMN, is pro-
vided on p. 144.

Straumann Holding AG is the ultimate parent com-
pany of the Straumann Group, which is headquartered 
in Basel and includes a total of 29 fully-owned compa-
nies (see opposite chart) and three minority-held (non-
controlling interest) companies around the world.

 represented in executive management board

Business Development & licensing

communications & marketing services

Finance

Human resources

legal & compliance

operations

ceo

Business unit prostHetics

Business unit surgical

regenerative Business

sales i (emea, latam, DistriButors)

sales ii (nortH america)

sales iii (asia/paciFic)

groUp operational StrUctUre 2012
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at 31 December 2012.  
values indicate share capital in each case.

  holding/management
 Sales and distribution
 manufacturing
 headquarters, sales and distribution

Straumann holding ag 
basel, Switzerland 
chF 1 567 655

Straumann  
manufacturing, inc
andover, USa
USD 1

 Straumann USa, llc
 andover, USa
 USD 1

Straumann canada ltd
burlington, canada
caD 100 000

Straumann mexico Sa  
de cv
mexico DF, mexico
mXn 19 407 008

Straumann brasil ltda
São paulo, brazil
brl 3 405 614

Straumann ab
gothenburg, Sweden
SeK 100 000

biora ab
malmö, Sweden
SeK 950 152

Straumann aS
oslo, norway
noK 1 000 000

Straumann
Danmark apS
brøndby, Denmark
DKK 125 000

Straumann oY
helsinki, Finland
eUr 32 000

Straumann Sarl
marne-la-vallée, France
eUr 192 000

Straumann Sa
madrid, Spain
eUr 60 101

Straumann ltd
crawley, UK
gbp 300 000

Straumann bv
ijsselstein, netherlands
eUr 18 151

Straumann Sa/nv
Zaventem, belgium
eUr 2 081 620

Straumann sro
prague, czech republic
cZK 200 000

institut Straumann ag
basel, Switzerland
chF 100 000

 Straumann italia srl
 milan, italy
 eUr 270 000

Straumann villeret Sa
villeret, Switzerland
chF 9 000 000

Straumann holding  
Deutschland gmbh
Freiburg, germany
eUr 25 000

  Straumann caDcam 
gmbh

 gräfelfing, germany
 eUr 326 000
 
 Straumann gmbh
 Freiburg, germany
 eUr 200 000 

Straumann gmbh
vienna, austria
eUr 40 000

Straumann
Singapore pte ltd
Singapore
SgD 1 

Straumann pty ltd
victoria, australia
aUD 100

Straumann Japan KK
tokyo, Japan
JpY 10 000 000

Straumann Dental Korea inc
Seoul, republic of Korea
Krw 2 300 000 000

Straumann (beijing) medical 
Device trading co ltd
beijing, china
rmb 40 000 000

Straumann Dental india pvt ltd
gurgaon, india
inr 6 000 000

principal groUp companieS 
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To underscore its commitment to digital dentistry 
and the DWOS open standard software platform, 
Straumann increased its participation in Dental 
Wings from 30% to 44%. 

listed companies
Straumann Holding AG is the sole company of the 
Straumann Group listed on the Swiss stock exchange.

name Straumann holding ag

Domicile
peter merian-weg 12,  
4052 basel, Switzerland

treasury shares 1.5% of total

market capitalization chF 1 756 million*

listed on SiX Swiss exchange

Security iD 0 01228 007

iSin ch 0012 280 076

*on 31 December 2012

non-listed group companies 
Straumann sells products and services through Insti-
tut Straumann AG and 23 fully-owned sales subsid-
iaries. As laid down in the rules of organization and 
operation, the respective Sales Region Head, the CFO 
and the General Counsel are generally members of 
the Board of Directors in all Straumann Sales compa-
nies, representing the parent company as the only 
shareholder. The Group has four manufacturing com-
panies (see p. 63 f for details of production locations) 
and one company in India for the purpose of product 
registrations as well as several subholding compa-
nies. The major subsidiaries of the Straumann Group 
are presented in the chart on p. 83 and in Note 1 to 
the Financial Statements on p. F72 in the separate 
Financial Report. 

On 31 December 2012, Straumann Holding AG di-
rectly or indirectly held 100% of the capital and vot-
ing rights in all consolidated Group companies. In 
addition, Straumann Holding AG held 44% of the 
capital and voting rights in Dental Wings Inc. (Cana-
da), 30% of Open Digital Dentistry AG (Switzerland) 
and 49% of the capital and voting rights in Neodent 
(Brazil). Straumann has two seats on each of the 
Boards of Neodent, Dental Wings Inc., and Open Digital 
Dentistry AG. 

ment, Technical Services, Clinical Research, and Cor-
porate Regulatory Affairs.

•	 Sales I, covering: Central Europe, Western Europe, 
Brazil, Mexico, and including Sales Excellence,  
Distributors & Institutional Clients. 

•	 Sales II, covering North America
•	 Sales III, covering Asia/Pacific
•	  Regenerative Business
•	  Corporate Services, comprising: Human Resources, 

Legal, Business Development & Licensing, and Com-
munication & Marketing Services.

The CEO, CFO, Heads of the Sales regions and Business 
Units composed the Executive Management Board of 
the Straumann Group (see p. 96 ff) in 2012.

groUp legal StrUctUre
changes/developments in 2012
neodent
In June 2012, Straumann acquired 49% of Neodent 
(registered as JJGC Indústria e Comércio de Materiais 
Dentários S.A.), the leading dental implant company 
in Brazil, with the option for a full acquisition (see p. 
35). Neodent is accounted for according to the equity 
method. To maximize their market potential, the two 
companies intend to continue operating indepen-
dently as separate businesses and brands addressing 
distinct customer segments. 

Software development, guided surgery 
As Straumann switches over to an open digital plat-
form, it will no longer require its own software devel-
opment team. The Group therefore agreed to transfer 
its software and guided surgery units to its software 
standardization partner Dental Wings in 2013,  
adding critical mass to the latter. Headquartered in  
Montreal, Canada, Dental Wings specializes in soft-
ware for design and manufacturing in addition to 
developing and manufacturing 3D scanners for dental 
applications. Open Digital Dentistry AG is mainly re-
sponsible for the distribution of Dental Wings’ soft-
ware products.

As a result, the respective Straumann units in Chem-
nitz and Berlin are to be transferred from Straumann 
CADCAM GmbH to a separate entity, shares of which 
were purchased by Open Digital Dentistry. Open 
Digital Dentistry will complete the transfer in the 
first quarter of 2013. 
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Details of the transactions are published on the SIX 
Swiss Exchange reporting platform http://www.six-
exchange-regulation.com/obligations/disclosure/
major_shareholders_en.html

At 31 December 2012, the major shareholders regis-
tered as holding more than 3% of the share capital 
were as listed in the table on the following page.

croSS ShareholDingS 
Straumann does not have, and has not entered into, 
any cross-shareholdings with other companies relat-
ing to equity or voting rights.

capital StrUctUre 
orDinarY Share capital 
On 31 December 2012, the share capital of Straumann 
was composed of 15 676 549 registered shares, each 
with a nominal value of CHF 0.10. The share capital is 
fully paid in. Further information on Straumann’s 
share capital can be found on the following page.

conDitional anD  
aUthoriZeD Share capital 
Conditional share capital was approved for an unlim-
ited period at an extraordinary General Meeting in 
1998 for use in equity participation plans for employ-
ees and management (see Compensation Report for 
details). 

At the end of 2012, the conditional capital amounted 
to CHF 32 345.10 and the number of conditional shares 
was 323 451. On 31 December 2012, Straumann Hold-
ing AG did not have any authorized share capital. 

Apart from the above, Straumann does not have sig-
nificant shareholdings in other companies. 

SigniFicant ShareholDerS 
In 2012, Straumann was notified of eight transactions 
according to Art. 20 SESTA: 
•	 Manning & Napier Advisors, LLC, reported two pur-

chases of shares and two sales. In each case, the 3% 
disclosure threshold was crossed. On 31 December 
2012, their holding was below 3%. 

•	 In the second half of 2012, two new major institu-
tional shareholders, Sprucegrove Investment Man-
agement and the Government of Singapore Invest-
ment Corporation Pte. Ltd (GIC) reported share- 
holdings above 3%.

•	 In November 2012, GIC increased its stake to almost 
14%, by purchasing a block of 10% from Dr h.c. 
Thomas Straumann, who is the biggest single share-
holder.

At year-end, Baillie Gifford, an independent invest-
ment management firm based in Edinburgh, Scot-
land, held more than 3%, divided among Baillie Gif-
ford & Co., Baillie Gifford Life Ltd and Baillie Gifford 
Overseas Ltd. Baillie Gifford is not registered in Strau-
mann’s share register.

In January 2013, Straumann was notified of three 
transactions according to Art. 20 SESTA: 
•	 Baillie Gifford reported one purchase and one sale, 

reducing their stake to less than 3%.
•	 Parvus Asset Management (UK) LLP, an independent 

investment management firm domiciled in London, 
United Kingdom, reported a shareholding above 3%.

ShareholDingS on 31 December 2012 
(bY Segment)

ShareholDingS on 31 December 2012 
(bY geographY)

Switzerland 
56.8% 

asia 
14.2% 

europe
9.1%

USa
1.9%

non-registered 
17.6% 

rest of world
0.3%

major  
shareholder 

(institutional) 
16.8% 

non-registered 
17.6%

institutional 
shareholders 
16.5% 

private 
individuals 
11.0% 

major  
shareholders

(private) 
38.1% 
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nUmber oF ShareholDerS

Shares 31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2011

1 – 100 6 553 7 214

101 – 1 000 3 349 3 368

1 001 – 10 000 294 305

10 001 – 100 000 42 37

100 001 – 1 000 000 8 12

1 000 001 and more 3 2

total 10 249 10 938

ShareholDerS bY categorY

(in %) 31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2011

major private shareholders 38.1 48.8

major institutional shareholders 16.8 0.0

other institutional shareholders 16.5 25.8

private individuals 11.0 11.0

non-registered shareholders 17.6 14.4

maJor ShareholDerS (regiStereD)

(in %) 31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2011

Dr h.c. thomas Straumann (vice chairman of the board) 17.3 27.3

government of Singapore investment corporation pte. ltd. 13.8 n/a

Dr h.c. rudolf maag 12.2 12.2

Simone maag de moura cunha 5.2 5.9

gabriella Straumann 3.4 3.4

Sprucegrove investment management 3.0 n/a

total 54.9 48.8

(in chF 1 000) 31 Dec 2012 31 Dec 2011

equity 631 206 671 118

reserves (102 393) (58 523)

retained earnings 732 031 728 073

ordinary share capital 1 568 1 568

conditional share capital 32 32

authorized share capital 0 0

number of registered shares 15 676 549 15 676 549

nominal value per share (in chF) 0.10 0.10

registration restrictions none none

voting restrictions none none

opting-out, opting-up none none

capital StrUctUre
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2013, the Shareholders’ General Meeting will take 
place on 5 April at the Basel Congress Center.

Invitations to the General Meeting are issued in  
writing at least 20 days before the meeting and are 
published once in the company’s journals of record, 
the  Swiss official Gazette of Commerce  (Schweizeri-
sches Handelsamtsblatt SHAB) and  the ‘Neue Zürcher 
Zeitung’, as well as on the company’s website, 
www.straumann.com. 

Requests regarding items to be included in the agen-
da may be made by shareholders individually or 
jointly representing 150 000 shares. The invitation to 
submit proposals for agenda items, which also states 
the deadline for submissions, is announced by publi-
cation once in the company’s journals of record.

Shareholders individually or jointly representing at 
least 10% of the share capital may request an Extra-
ordinary General Meeting. The request must be made 
to the Board of Directors in writing, stating the agenda 
items and motions. 

inScriptionS into the Share regiSter
There are no statutory rules concerning deadlines for 
entry in the share register. However, for organiza-
tional reasons, the share register will be closed sev-
eral days before the General Meeting. For the 2013 
General Meeting, new entries in the share register 
cannot be made after 22 March 2013. 

Shareholders who sell their shares prior to the Gen-
eral Meeting are no longer entitled to vote. Proof of 
acquisition of title in the shares is a prerequisite for 
entry in the share register which is maintained and 
administered by SIX SAG AG (Baslerstrasse 90, P.O. 
Box, 4601 Olten, Switzerland) on behalf of the com-
pany. Purchasers of shares are entered in the share 
register as shareholders with voting rights if they 
expressly declare that they have acquired the regis-
tered shares in their own name and for their own  
account. If a purchaser is not willing to make such a 
declaration, he/she is registered as a shareholder 
without voting rights.

The company must be informed of any changes.  
Persons recorded in the register are considered to be 

Share pUrchaSe initiative 
With the objective of reducing its high cash position, 
Straumann announced in August 2011 a treasury 
share purchase program for up to CHF 100 million. 
Due to acquisition activities in 2012, the Group’s high 
cash position was reduced substantially and it de-
cided not to extend the program. In total the Group 
purchased 213 970 registered shares (1.4% of the 
share capital) for a total CHF 31 million, correspond-
ing to an average purchase price of CHF 144 per share. 
The shares were purchased on the open market be-
tween 1 September 2011 and 31 August 2012. The 
purchased registered shares are held as treasury 
shares and will be used for Straumann’s employee 
share plans. 

See p. F73 for treasury shareholdings.

changeS in capital 
The capital of Straumann has not changed in the past 
three years. 

certiFicateS anD convertible/eXchange-
able SecUritieS 
Straumann has not issued any of the following: par-
ticipation certificates, dividend-right certificates, con-
vertible/exchangeable bonds, warrants, options or 
other securities granting rights to Straumann shares, 
other than options/warrants and Performance Share 
Units granted to certain employees as a component 
of compensation (see Compensation Report p. 112 ff). 

reStrictionS on the tranSFerabilitY oF 
ShareS anD nominee regiStrationS 
There are no restrictions on the transferability of 
Straumann Holding’s shares. Nominees can register 
the shares they hold, if this is specifically approved by 
the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors decides 
whether nominee entries shall have voting rights or 
not. At 31 December 2012, no nominees were regis-
tered as having voting rights. 

ShareholDerS’ participation 
convocation oF general meetingS, 
agenDa propoSalS
The Shareholders’ General Meeting is convened by 
the Board of Directors or, if necessary, the auditors 
and is held in Basel in March or April each year. In 
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boarD oF DirectorS 
memberS
All members of the Board of Directors are elected in-
dividually by the Shareholders’ General Meeting for a 
term of one year, with re-election permitted and not 
limited.

At the Shareholder’s General Meeting in April 2012, 
all of the Directors – Gilbert Achermann, Dr Sebastian 
Burckhardt, Dominik Ellenrieder, Dr h.c. Thomas 
Straumann, Roland Hess, Ulrich Looser, Dr Beat Lüthi 
and Stefan Meister – were re-elected for a further 
one-year term.

Following the meeting, the Board appointed Gilbert 
Achermann as its Chairman and Dr h.c. Thomas 
Straumann as its Vice Chairman.

The Board of Directors of Straumann Holding AG 
comprised eight non-executive members. With the 
exception of Gilbert Achermann, no other Director 
has been a member of the company’s Executive Man-
agement during the past three years.

Following the departure of Beat Spalinger, Gilbert 
Achermann took over the additional role of CEO on an 
ad-interim basis from 4 January 2013 until the  
arrival of the new CEO by 1 March 2013. As Mr Acher-
mann is also the Chairman of the Board, Roland Hess 
was appointed Lead Director for the same interim 
period.

The Directors are all Swiss citizens and the average 
age of the Members of the Board at year-end was 53.

gilbert achermann
Swiss (born 1964),
Chairman of the Board of Directors

Gilbert Achermann has been a Member of the Board 
of Directors at Straumann since 2009 and was ap-
pointed Chairman in 2010. He is elected until 2013. 
Mr Achermann joined Straumann in 1998 as Chief 
Financial Officer and was appointed Chief Executive 
Officer in 2002, the office he held until the 2010 AGM. 
Formerly, he served for more than ten years at UBS, 
where he worked in Corporate Finance in different 
locations. Gilbert Achermann holds an Executive MBA 

shareholders in relation to the company. The com-
pany may, after hearing the affected parties, delete 
entries in the register if these are based on false infor-
mation. 

voting-rightS anD repreSentation  
reStrictionS
Each share duly entered in Straumann’s register of 
shares as being held in the shareholder’s own name 
and for the shareholder’s own account entitles the 
shareholder to one vote. At 31 December 2012, 
29.14% of all issued shares were either not registered 
or were registered without voting rights. All shares 
have the same entitlements to a dividend. All share-
holders may be represented at the General Meeting 
by written proxy.

The General Meeting adopts its resolutions and holds 
its ballots by a majority of votes cast. Abstentions and 
unmarked ballots are not taken into account. The  
legal provisions that stipulate a different majority are 
not affected, in particular those set out in section 704 
of the Swiss Code of Obligations.

2012 general meeting 
The 2012 meeting took place on 4 April, and was  
attended by 491 shareholders representing a total of  
10 166 573 voting shares, corresponding to 65% of the 
overall share capital. 

The meeting approved the 2011 Annual Report and 
Financial Statements as well as the Compensation 
Report, which included the new remuneration model 
(in a separate advisory vote), the appropriation of the 
available earnings, the dissolution of legal reserves, 
and the 2011 dividend. 

The Directors were discharged for their activities in 
2011 and were re-elected as Board members for a fur-
ther one-year term. PricewaterhouseCoopers of Basel 
were reappointed as Statutory Auditors for a further 
term of one year. 

The agenda, the minutes (including the voting results) 
and a media release summary of the meeting are pub-
lished in the Investor Relations section of the compa-
ny’s website: www.straumann.com > ‘Investors’ > ‘Cor-
porate Governance’ > ‘Annual General Meeting’. 
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several companies, in which he is still involved, he is 
a true entrepreneur and has a diverse portfolio of  
interests, including not-for-profit activities.

Dr SebaStian bUrcKharDt
Swiss (born 1954),
Member of the Audit Committee
Secretary of the Board

Sebastian Burckhardt began his studies in the fields 
of economics and law and obtained his doctorate law 
degree at the University of Basel. He is a lawyer ad-
mitted to the Bar of Switzerland and a civil law no-
tary in Basel. Sebastian Burckhardt was admitted to 
the New York Bar following studies at New York Uni-
versity School of Law. He is a partner at the Vischer 
AG law firm in Basel. Vischer AG is Straumann’s main 
law firm in Switzerland (for details regarding pay-
ments in 2012 see Note 28 to the audited consoli-
dated financial statements on p. F54 f).

Sebastian Burckhardt has been a member of the 
Board of Directors of Straumann since 2002 and is 
elected until 2013. Other directorships include: Dolder 
AG, Basel (Chairman); Applied Chemicals Interna-
tional AG, Basel; Grand Hotel Bellevue SA, Gstaad; 
persona service AG, Basel; and the School for Healing 
of the Deaf and Persons with Speech Impediments, 
Riehen.

Straumann’s Board of Directors benefits from Dr 
Burckhardt’s expertise as an independent lawyer. He 
is a specialist in corporate and commercial law and in 
mergers, acquisitions, joint ventures, licensing,  
distribution and technology contracts/agreements. 
His knowledge extends well beyond legal matters and 
includes many years’ experience on corporate boards.

DominiK ellenrieDer
Swiss (born 1958),
Member of the Strategy Committee

A graduate of the University of Basel, where he ob-
tained a degree in economics, Dominik Ellenrieder 
was Head of International Sales at Protek AG (later 
Sulzer Medica). In 1990, he joined Stratec Medical, 
where he held a series of managerial positions with 
increasing responsibility (development, product  
management, and operations of affiliated compa-

from IMD in Lausanne and a degree from the HWV 
business school in St. Gallen. 

Other key assignments include membership of the 
Board of Directors of Siegfried Holding AG, Zofingen 
(Chairman); the Board of Julius Baer Group Ltd.,  
Zurich; the Board of Vitra Holding AG, Birsfelden; the 
Board of Medical Cluster Switzerland, Bern; the Board 
of Directors and Board of Trustees of the Internation-
al Team for Implantology (ITI); and the Board for the 
Basel Association of Statistics and Economy.

Gilbert Achermann has been a main contributor to 
the Company’s past success. He stands for continuity, 
stability and credibility among the various stakehold-
ers. In addition, the Board benefits from his extensive 
knowledge of the industry, his broad functional,  
regional and managerial expertise, and the experi-
ence he gains from directorships in other industries.

Dr h.c. thomaS StraUmann
Swiss (born 1963),
Vice Chairman of the Board

Thomas Straumann’s skills in precision engineering 
were complemented by his studies at the Basel Man-
agement School and the Management and Commer-
cial School of Baselland. In 1990, he was responsible 
for restructuring Institut Straumann AG and was CEO 
and Chairman of the Board of Directors until 1994. He 
was Chairman of the Board of Straumann Holding AG 
until 2002. In 2004, he was awarded an honorary doc-
torate by the University of Basel, Switzerland.

Thomas Straumann has been a Member of the Board 
of Directors of Straumann since 1990 and is elected 
until 2013.

Other directorships include Centervision AG, Basel 
(Chairman); CSI-BHE AG, Oberwil (Chairman); Medar-
tis AG, Basel (Chairman); Grand Hotel Les Trois Rois 
SA, Basel (Member of the Board) and the Internation-
al Bone Research Association IBRA, Basel.

Thomas Straumann is the principal shareholder of 
Straumann Holding AG. He complements the Board 
with his understanding of the dental and medical 
device industries through personal management ex-
perience and various shareholdings. Having built up 
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gilbert achermann

Dr h.c. thomas Straumann

Dr Sebastian burckhardt

Dominik ellenrieder

boarD oF DirectorS 2012
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roland hess Stefan meister

Dr beat lüthi Ulrich looser
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in-depth regional and functional experience. In addi-
tion, he complements the Board with expertise in 
compliance, risk management and standardized 
global procedures.

Ulrich looSer
Swiss (born 1957),
Chairman of the Strategy Committee
Member of the Human Resources Committee

Ulrich Looser is a partner with BLR & Partners AG. 
From 2001 to 2009, he was with Accenture Ltd, where 
he became Chairman of its Swiss affiliate (2005) and 
Managing Director of the Products Business in Aus-
tria, Switzerland and Germany. Earlier, he spent six 
years as a partner at McKinsey & Company Ltd. Mr 
Looser graduated in physics from the Zurich ETH 
(Swiss Federal Institute of Technology) and in eco-
nomics at the University of St. Gallen.

Ulrich Looser is Chairman of the Board of econis AG, 
Dietikon; member of the Boards of the Bachofen 
Group, Uster; the Kardex Group, Zurich; the Univer-
sity of Zurich and the University Hospital Balgrist, 
Zurich. He is a member of the Board of economiesu-
isse in Zurich, where he has headed the Competition 
Commission and currently heads the Commission of 
Research and Education.

He heads a chapter of the Swiss American Chamber 
of Commerce, is a Member of the Board of ‘Engineers 
Shape our Future’, and heads the finance commission 
of the Swiss Studies Foundation.

Ulrich Looser has been a member of the Board of Di-
rectors of Straumann since 2010 and is elected until 
2013.

His expertise in strategy, project and human capital 
management is of great value to the Straumann 
Board. He also adds in-depth consultancy experience, 
which has been particularly valuable for the Group’s 
Vision 2020 initiative and its implementation.

nies). In 2000, he founded Kuros Therapeutics AG, 
where he was Chairman of the Board until 2002.

Dominik Ellenrieder is Chairman of the Boards of  
Sentec AG, Therwil; QGel SA, Ecublens; SenSpec GmbH, 
Rostock; and partner of Endeavour Vision (VC Fonds), 
Geneva. Other directorships include Medartis AG,  
Basel; and Kuros Biosurgery Holding AG, Zurich.

Dominik Ellenrieder has been a member of the Board 
of Directors of Straumann since 2001 and is elected 
until 2013.

Having worked for over 20 years in the medical device 
arena, Dominik Ellenrieder brings to the Board signifi-
cant experience and knowledge of the industry. As  
an entrepreneur, he has been involved in a number of 
mid-size and start-up companies and has a portfolio 
of diverse interests within the medical device industry.

rolanD heSS
Swiss (born 1951),
Chairman of the Audit Committee
Member of the Strategy Committee

From 2008 until 2012, Roland Hess served as senior 
advisor to the Executive Committee of the Board of 
Schindler Holding AG, Ebikon, and held positions on 
several Boards of Directors for companies within the 
Schindler Group. Mr Hess joined Schindler in 1984 
and rose through positions of increasing responsibil-
ity in controlling, finance and regional management 
to become President of the Elevator and Escalator 
Division. From 1971 to 1984, he worked for Nestlé, 
initially in accounting, then as an international audi-
tor, and finally as Chief Financial Officer of a Group 
company.

His career includes several years in North and Latin 
America, in addition to assignments in Europe.  
He holds a degree in business administration from  
Lucerne Business School and studied at Harvard Busi-
ness School near Boston.

Roland Hess has been a member of the Board of Direc-
tors of Straumann since 2010 and is elected until 2013.

He has a long and distinguished track record in larger 
companies in more mature industries, combined with 
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owned, international group of companies holding – 
amongst others – a major stake in Metro AG and a 
majority stake in Celesio. At Haniel, he was responsible 
for the operating businesses CWS-boco and ELG as 
well as Group Finance, IT and Corporate Responsibility.
In September 2011, Stefan Meister took office as a 
member of the Board and Group Chief Operating Of-
ficer of Waypoint Capital in Geneva, the holding com-
pany for the Bertarelli Family Investments. With his 
thorough understanding of portfolio businesses and 
macro-level strategic leadership, he assumes operating 
leadership and drives the strategic development of the 
Bertarelli Family Investments in close cooperation 
with the Board and its Chairman.

Stefan Meister is a member of the Advisory Board of 
BPN (Business Professionals Network), Bern. He has 
been a member of the Board of Directors of Strau-
mann since 2010 and is elected until 2013.

He complements the Board with in-depth knowledge 
in the healthcare sector and from industries with 
comparable business models/challenges to those of 
Straumann. He also has a wealth of experience in cor-
porate governance, finance and human resources 
management.

operating principleS 
oF the boarD oF DirectorS
The Board of Directors meets for one-day meetings 
at least four times a year and as often as business 
requires. In 2012, it held six meetings. 

Its major tasks included: finalizing the Vision 2020 
project, evaluating transformational opportunities, 
ensuring that Straumann has the right organization, 
the right compensation system and the right people 
to add value for the shareholders, and finally sup-
porting the leadership amid changing industry dy-
namics and economic uncertainty. The members of 
the Executive Management Board participate in 
Board meetings in an advisory capacity. Dr Sebastian 
Burckhardt acts as Secretary to the Board of Direc-
tors.  The Board of Directors consults external experts 
where necessary when discussing specific topics.

The Board of Directors is responsible for the strategic 
management of the company, the supervision of the 
Executive Management Board and financial control. 

Dr beat lÜthi
Swiss (born 1962),
Member of the Audit Committee
Member of the Human Resources Committee

Beat Lüthi is CEO and co-owner of CTC Analytics AG, 
Zwingen, a globally active medium-sized Swiss com-
pany in the field of chromatography automation. Af-
ter obtaining his PhD in Engineering from the Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich, Beat 
Lüthi began his career with Zellweger Uster AG, a 
leading manufacturer of quality control equipment 
in textile production. In 1990, he moved to Mettler-
Toledo International Inc. and rose to the position of 
General Manager of the Swiss affiliate. In 1994, he 
completed an executive program at INSEAD and sub-
sequently joined the Feintool Group in 1998. During 
his four-year tenure as CEO, the company went public 
and doubled in size. In 2003, he returned to Mettler-
Toledo as CEO of the Laboratory Division. At the end 
of 2007, he joined CTC Analytics to lead and further 
develop the company as an entrepreneur.

Beat Lüthi has been a member of the Board of Direc-
tors of Straumann since 2010 and is elected until 
2013. He is also Chairman of the Board of Directors of 
the SIX-listed Inficon Group, Balzers (Liechtenstein).

Mr Lüthi combines entrepreneurship and corporate 
experience in different industries, which make him a 
valuable contributor to strategic and operational mat-
ters. His scientific background together with his ex-
perience as a CEO and Board member in various in-
dustrial businesses are of further benefit to the 
Straumann Board.

SteFan meiSter
Swiss (born 1965),
Chairman of the Human Resources Committee

Stefan Meister holds a degree in economics from Basel 
University. He started his career at Sandoz Pharma in 
1991. From 1995 to 2009, he worked for Celesio AG, a 
leading pharmaceutical distribution and services com-
pany. From 1999, he was a member of the Celesio Man-
agement Board, where his responsibilities included 
finance and controlling, IT, human resources, and the 
pharmacy business. In 2010, he joined the Manage-
ment Board of Franz Haniel & Cie. GmbH, a family-
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This Committee’s main tasks are to:
•	 Develop, propose and review principles for finan-

cial planning, the dividend policy, accounting and 
reporting, disclosure and capital market relations

•	 Review proposed concepts of financial objectives, 
such as budget process, capital structure and cap-
ital expenditure

•	 Review the Group’s finance policy
•	 Select the external auditors, examine their inde-

pendence and effectiveness, as well as that of the 
internal controls and the way in which the two 
bodies cooperate

•	 Review and discuss the financial statements with 
the CFO and, separately, with the head of the ex-
ternal auditors without the CEO and the CFO being 
present

•	 Review the auditing services provided by the audi-
tors and their remuneration

•	 Review other activities performed by the auditing 
firm on behalf of the company, in particular with 
respect to its independence

•	 Review organization, progress and staffing of the 
internal audit function, review its reports and the 
management responses

•	 Review major issues regarding compliance with 
applicable laws and regulations, as well as mate-
rial litigation and legal risks

•	 Review the risk management framework.

human resources committee
Members: Stefan Meister (Chair), Ulrich Looser, 
Dr Beat Lüthi.

This Committee’s main tasks are to:
•	 Review and approve the principles and programs 

for compensation, including proposals to the Board 
regarding share-based remuneration

•	 Ensure that the compensation principles are de- 
signed to foster a high performance culture; man-
age performance through a structured system and 
compete with best-in-class global companies and 
industry benchmarks as well as with local market 
practices

•	 Consider and recommend employment contracts 
for the CEO, the members of the Executive Man-
agement Board and the Corporate Management 
Group

•	 Review the principles and programs for compensa-
tion of the CEO, the Executive Management Board 

It reviews the company’s objectives and identifies op-
portunities and risks. In addition, it decides on the 
appointment and/or dismissal of members of the 
Executive Management Board.

The Board of Directors has a quorum if a majority of 
members is present. Valid resolutions require a major-
ity of the votes cast. In the event of a draw, the Chair-
man of the Board holds the deciding vote.

committeeS oF the boarD oF DirectorS
The Board of Directors has three permanent commit-
tees consisting of not fewer than three Board members 
with relevant background and experience: the Audit 
Committee, the Human Resources Committee and the 
Strategy Committee. The majority of each Committee’s 
members shall be non-executive. Currently, all com-
prise three non-executive Board members.

Each Committee informs the Board about its delib-
erations, makes recommendations, and subsequent-
ly monitors the implementation of the Board’s deci-
sions. The Human Resources Committee takes 
decisions directly in the context of recruiting mem-
bers of the Executive Management Board. 

Copies of the charters of the three permanent com-
mittees can be found on the company’s website 
www. straumann.com under ‘Investors’.

In 2012, the Audit Committee met four times, the Hu-
man Resources Committee twice and the Strategy 
Committee four times.

The Board of Directors may establish further com-
mittees or appoint individual members for specific 
tasks.

In 2012, the Board of Directors started to provide a 
new ‘mentoring’ service. Each member of the Execu-
tive Management was assigned to a Board Member, 
who acts as a coach. The concept is to provide an ex-
perienced sparring partner and sounding board for 
executives to test ideas and seek qualified indepen-
dent opinions.

audit committee
Members: Roland Hess (Chair), 
Dr Sebastian Burckhardt, Dr Beat Lüthi.
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aSSignment oF reSponSibilitieS to the 
eXecUtive management boarD 
The Board of Directors has delegated responsibility 
for the operational management and sustainable de-
velopment of the company to the CEO and the Execu-
tive Management Board. The CEO is responsible for 
the overall management of the Straumann Group and 
its operations. The CFO is responsible for finance and 
information technology. The Heads of the Sales re-
gions are responsible for the sales, local marketing 
activities and performance of the various country 
organizations in their respective regions. The Heads 
of the Business Units (BUs) have a commercial re-
sponsibility for their businesses, including product 
life cycle management, research, development and 
marketing within the respective BU portfolio.

The Board of Directors has not delegated any manage-
ment tasks to companies outside the Group. 

inFormation anD control mechaniSmS 
For the boarD oF DirectorS  
anD the eXecUtive management 
management information System 
The Group’s Management Information System encom-
passes management, business and financial reporting. 
The information is provided to the Executive Manage-
ment Board once a month and to the Board of Direc-
tors as a monthly summary and in detail on a quar-
terly basis. 

Over the past ten years, Straumann has built up a state -
of-the-art SAP enterprise resource planning system, 

and the Corporate Management Group (in particu-
lar share-based compensation and bonus schemes) 
and evaluate periodically their performances 
against individual and company goals

•	 Recommend the compensation schemes for the 
Board of Directors and periodically evaluate the per-
formance of the Board and its Committees

•	 Periodically monitor and review succession plan-
ning including policies and principles for the selec-
tion of the members of the Executive Management 
Board and the Corporate Management Group

•	 Establish and review human resources policies to 
strengthen Straumann’s position in the human 
capital market.

Strategy committee
Members: Ulrich Looser (Chair), Dominik Ellenrieder, 
Roland Hess. The main tasks of this Committee are to:
•	 Review and assess the long-term business develop-

ment, vision and mission of the company
•	 Review and assess the company’s business franchise 

portfolio, its geographic portfolio, reach and channel 
approach, and the general validity of its business 
model considering competitive dynamics, disruptive 
technologies and economic trends

•	 Review the strategic plan, which includes financial 
and other medium-term targets and is subsequently 
submitted for approval by the Board

•	 Review the merger, acquisition, licensing and other 
business development strategies of the company.

1 guest attendance
2 meeting preparation & follow-up/conference calls/minutes/bilaterial meetings, etc.

meetings achermann Straumann hess looser lüthi meister burckhardt ellenrieder

board 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6

audit committee 41 4 4 4

Strategy committee 41 4 4 4

human resources committee 21 2 2 2

other2 91 12 12 11 10 15 12 15

total days 108 18 26 23 22 23 22 25

time (DaYS) Spent bY inDiviDUal memberS oF the boarD 
at boarD anD committee meetingS in 2012
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The main task of Corporate Internal Audit is to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the Group’s governance and 
risk management processes, to review and assess 
internal controls, to monitor compliance with exter-
nal and internal policies and procedures, and to en-
sure the economical and efficient use of the compa-
ny’s resources. In this role, Corporate Internal Audit 
promotes the exchange of best practices within the 
Straumann Group, proposes improvements, and 
monitors their implementation. 

In addition, Corporate Internal Audit pursues the  
development of the Group’s Internal Control System, 
which was established in 2008. 

In 2012, Corporate Internal Audit performed 12 au-
dits at global and local levels, at production sites and 
in sales affiliates, according to the audit program ap-
proved by the Audit Committee of the Board of Direc-
tors. In addition, Corporate Internal Audit issued two 
reports on a Control Self-Assessment (CSA) question-
naire, which Straumann introduced in 2012. The CSA 
questionnaires allow a comprehensive self assess-
ment of the internal controls, compliance, and effi-
ciency aspects of the main processes of an affiliate. 

In 2012, the Corporate Information Security Officer 
began to report directly to the Head of Corporate In-
ternal Audit. Six IT security audits were performed in 
2012. 

corporate risk management 
The Board of Directors is responsible for the overall 
supervision of risk management and uses the Inter-
nal Audit function to this end. The Board has delegat-
ed the task of risk management to the Chief Risk Of-
ficer (CRO), who is also the CFO. Through its Audit 
Committee, the Board assesses and discusses risks on 
a regular basis in consultation with the CRO and/or 
the relevant members of senior management (see 
‘Risk Management’ on p. 104 f). 

eXecUtive management boarD
The Group’s Executive Management Board (EMB) is 
responsible for the operational management of the 
Straumann Group, in line with the instructions is-
sued by the Board of Directors. Its tasks are laid down 
in the organizational and business regulations. It is 

which now covers 97% of all business transactions 
of the Group’s fully consolidated entities. The system 
links all major subsidiary companies and production 
sites directly with Group headquarters. This greatly 
reduces the potential for error/fraud and enables the 
Executive and Senior Management to monitor local 
processes and related figures directly in detail and in 
real time. 

internal control System (icS) 
The Group’s Internal Control System is a key instru-
ment for designing business processes, measuring 
progress towards financial goals and addressing po-
tential financial issues before they occur. It also sup-
ports the design of business processes in order to 
achieve the desired level of control in terms of effi-
ciency and effectiveness. 

The company’s approach is to ensure that internal 
controls are accurate, timely, robust, and receive ap-
propriate management attention in each respect. To 
achieve this, dedicated control templates are used for 
each business process to address major risks. The 
templates are continuously improved and are being 
extended to include supporting process flows. 

In addition, each entity (sales affiliate, production 
site or global function) has a designated, trained per-
son or team that is ultimately accountable for the 
assessment undertaken and the decisions arising 
from it. Clear benefits of the Internal Control System 
include enhanced segregation of duties, increased 
control consciousness and higher awareness of po-
tential risks and their consequences. 

The ICS program is coordinated by Corporate Internal 
Audit, which meets with the external auditors on a 
regular basis to discuss the status of internal control 
issues and the status of remediation of control defi-
ciencies. Internal controls are evaluated annually  
by the external auditors and by Internal Audit  
according to an agreed program. 

internal audit 
Corporate Internal Audit at Straumann is an ‘indepen-
dent’ and ‘objective’ assurance and consulting body, 
reporting directly to the CFO and to the Audit Com-
mittee of the Board of Directors. 
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Prior to joining Straumann as CFO and Executive Vice 
President Operations in 2006, he spent five years at 
Hero, the Swiss-based international food group, 
where he was also CFO and responsible for IT and op-
erations. Previously, he spent nine years at the inter-
national construction tool manufacturer Hilti, where 
he held a number of senior commercial/sales and fi-
nance-related positions in various countries. Before 
that, he worked for Sandoz International Ltd. as Audit 
Manager and for Swiss Bank Corporation, Basel, in 
Corporate Finance. 

Mr Gadola, who is Swiss, graduated from Basel Uni-
versity in business administration and economics 
and completed various programs at the London 
School of Economics and IMD in Lausanne. He has 
served on the Board of Directors of Calida, the Swiss 
textile group, since 2011.

Marco Gadola brings leadership qualities that the 
Board feels are needed for Straumann’s future devel-
opment. In addition to his excellent understanding of 
our business and company, he has proven himself as 
an engaging and entrepreneurial leader who sets 
himself ambitious objectives and consistently follows 
through to achieve them.

thomaS DreSSenDÖrFer 
German (born 1958), Chief Financial Officer 

Thomas Dressendörfer has a wide cultural back-
ground and broad international professional experi-
ence. After formative years abroad, he studied in Ger-
many, gaining a Master’s in Business Administration 
and Economics from the University of Erlangen-
Nuremberg.

His career in finance progressed to senior positions 
including the role of CFO of major business units/re-
gions in international companies, such as Randstad, 
The Nielsen Company, Procter & Gamble, and Baumül-
ler. His career has thus taken him through the health-
care and consumer products industries, as well as the 
personnel services, market intelligence, and mechan-
ical engineering sectors, in various countries.

Thomas Dressendörfer joined Straumann in Novem-
ber 2011 from Uster Technologies Ltd, where he was 
Chief Financial Officer and a member of the Executive 

also responsible for global strategy and stakeholder 
management. 

In 2012, the Executive Management Board comprised 
seven members under the leadership of the CEO, Beat 
Spalinger. The other members were: CFO Thomas 
Dressendörfer; Frank Hemm, Head of Sales EMEA & 
LATAM; Andy Molnar, Head of Sales North America; 
Dr Sandro Matter, Head of the Prosthetics Business 
Unit; and Dr René Willi, Head of the Surgical Business 
Unit. Dr Alexander Ochsner joined Straumann in Sep-
tember as Head of Sales Asia/Pacific, taking over 
from Beat Spalinger, who filled the position ad in-
terim from the beginning of the year.

beat Spalinger 
Swiss (born 1958),  CEO until January 2013

Beat Spalinger joined Straumann in September 2008 
as CFO and was appointed President & CEO in March 
2010. 

After taking over as CEO in March 2010, he navigated 
Straumann through economic recession, market con-
traction and a stiff currency headwind. Beat Spalinger 
also made a significant contribution to reorganizing 
Straumann and to defining the Group’s vision and 
strategy.

On 4 January 2013, the Board of Directors announced 
that Beat Spalinger was leaving the company by  
mutual agreement. As is common practice in such 
positions, he relinquished his responsibilities imme-
diately. At the same time, the Board announced the 
appointment of Marco Gadola as CEO, who will begin 
his new role on 1 March 2013.

marco gaDola
Swiss (born 1964),  CEO as of March 2013

Marco Gadola has a strong executive track record in a 
broad range of global businesses. Mr Gadola was 
Chief Financial Officer and Executive Vice President 
Operations at Straumann from 2006 to 2008, when 
he left to pursue a career development opportunity 
at Panalpina, a world leader in supply chain manage-
ment. Having started as Panalpina’s Chief Financial 
Officer, he became Regional CEO Asia Pacific in 2012, 
with overall responsibility for the regional business. 
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eXecUtive management boarD

beat Spalinger (2012) marco gadola (2013)

Dr rené willi Dr Sandro matter
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thomas Dressendörfer

andy molnar

Frank hemm

Dr alexander ochsner
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key product launches, in addition to driving signifi-
cant growth in global sales of oral tissue regeneration 
products.

He joined Straumann in 2005 from SIDHIL, a UK 
medical equipment company, where he was Sales 
and Marketing Director. However, the bulk of his  
career – 11 years – was spent in sales and manage-
ment roles at GlaxoSmithKline Pharmaceuticals.

Andy Molnar holds a Bachelor of Science degree from 
Reading University, in Physiology and Biochemistry, 
and an MBA from Bradford University. He was ap-
pointed to his current position at the beginning of 
2012.

Dr aleXanDer ochSner
Swiss (born 1964), Executive Vice President
Sales Asia/Pacific

Alexander Ochsner is a seasoned executive with ex-
tensive international experience in the medical de-
vice industry, having spent more than a decade in 
senior managerial roles at the top of the dental im-
plant industry in regional leadership positions.

Before moving to the dental industry, Dr Ochsner 
held managerial positions in marketing/sales at 
Medtronic and Medela, where he gained experience 
of the medical device market in the Far East as Area 
Sales Manager & Executive Director of the Japanese 
subsidiary. From 2002 to 2008, he worked for Zimmer 
Dental, where – as Vice President Europe & Asia Pa-
cific and a member of the Divisional Executive Team 
– he was responsible for the respective regional busi-
nesses.

Alexander Ochsner joined Straumann in September 
2012 from Nobel Biocare, where – as Senior Vice 
President & General Manager EMEA and member of 
the Executive Committee – he had full responsibility 
for the regional business including strategic plan-
ning, sales, marketing, finance, customer service and 
human resources.

Dr Ochsner gained his PhD at the Swiss Federal Insti-
tute of Technology (ETH) in Zürich, from where he 
also graduated with an MSc in natural sciences.

Committee for three years. Uster is the leading man-
ufacturer of high-technology testing and monitoring 
systems for the textile industry. 

FranK hemm 
Swiss (born 1970), Executive Vice President
Sales EMEA/LATAM 

Frank Hemm holds a Master’s degree in Economics 
from the University of St. Gallen and a Masters in 
Business Administration from Kellogg Graduate 
School of Management in the USA. His business ca-
reer began in management consulting with Ander-
sen Consulting and McKinsey, focusing on business 
process re-engineering and strategic management
consulting.

Mr Hemm joined Straumann in 2004 and was ini-
tially responsible for Corporate Business Develop-
ment & Licensing. He was appointed Head of Sales, 
Western Europe in 2007 and became a member of 
the Corporate Management Group. A year later, he 
was given responsibility for the Asia/Pacific Region 
as Head of Sales based in Singapore, where he estab-
lished and built up Straumann’s regional headquar-
ters. In addition to leading the integration and turn-
around of the acquired distributors in Japan and 
Korea, he also expanded Straumann’s presence in 
China.

Mr Hemm was appointed to his current position at 
the beginning of 2012.

anDY molnar 
British (born 1962), Executive Vice President
Sales North America 

Andy Molnar has a proven track record in the dental 
and healthcare industries, having held senior mana-
gerial roles in global business sales and country man-
agement.

Under his leadership as General Manager of Strau-
mann UK from 2006–2009, the company rose to na-
tional market leadership in implant dentistry. In 
2009, Mr Molnar moved to Group headquarters as 
Senior Vice President Global Regenerative Sales and 
member of the Corporate Management Group. In this 
position, he successfully orchestrated and supervised 
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in Zurich. He is also an alumnus of the Medtronic Mar-
keting Leader Program at the Wharton School (Univer-
sity of Pennsylvania).

Dr Willi was appointed to his current position at the 
beginning of 2012.

SUperviSorY/conSUlting/political  
FUnctionS 
During the year under review, Beat Spalinger was a 
member of the Board of Directors and Board of trust-
ees of the independent academic network Interna-
tional Team for Implantology (ITI). Straumann sup-
ports the ITI with payments under a collaboration 
agreement (see note 28 of the Audited Consolidated 
Financial Statements on p.  F54 f for details of pay-
ments in 2012). 

Sandro Matter is a member of the Industrial Advisory 
Board for the Department of Mechanical & Process 
Engineering of the ETH Zurich. 

Thomas Dresssendörfer and Frank Hemm are both 
representatives of Straumann on the Board of Direc-
tors of Neodent (JJGC Indústria e Comércio de Mate-
riais Dentários S.A.).

Apart from these cases, none of the Executive Man-
agement Board: 
•	 Performed any activities in governing or supervisory 

bodies of significant foreign or domestic organiza-
tions, institutions or foundations under private or 
public law 

•	 Held any permanent management or consultancy 
function for significant domestic or foreign interest 
groups 

•	 Held any official function or political post. 

corporate management groUp 
The Executive Management Board is supported by the 
Corporate Management Group (CMG), which serves 
as a discussion, sounding and alignment board. 

At the end of 2012, the CMG comprised 21 members 
including: the Sales Heads of Central Europe, Western 
Europe, Iberia, Japan, China and North America; the 
Heads of Global Distributor Sales, Regenerative, Clinic 
Prosthetics, Lab Prosthetics, and Dental Service 
Group; Market Managers of Surgical and Prosthetics; 

Dr SanDro matter 
Swiss (born 1964), Executive Vice President
Business Unit Prosthetics 

Sandro Matter completed a professional apprentice-
ship at Ciba-Geigy, followed by the Swiss Federal Ma-
tura. After earning a Master’s degree in Organic 
Chemistry from the Swiss Federal Institute of Tech-
nology (ETH) in Zurich, he gained a PhD in Materials 
Science from the same institution. His business career 
began at Synthes-Stratec, where he was responsible 
for biomaterials product management and develop-
ment from 1997 to 2002. He was also a co-founder of 
Kuros Therapeutics. Dr Matter is a member of the In-
dustrial Advisory Board (IAB) for the Department of 
Mechanical & Process Engineering (DMAVT) of the 
ETH Zurich.

Dr Matter joined Straumann in 2002 as Head of the 
Biologics and Research Division and headed the Prod-
ucts Division from 2005 through 2011. He was appoint-
ed to his current position at the beginning of 2012.

Dr renÉ willi 
Swiss (born 1967), Executive Vice President 
Business Unit Surgical 

René Willi acquired much of his professional experi-
ence working in and for the medical device industry. 
His career began in engineering and sales – at EMS 
Inventa and then VonRoll Innova – and included in-
ternational assignments in China and Europe.  

He then spent two and a half years at McKinsey as a 
management consultant, focusing on international 
mandates in the pharmaceutical and medical device 
industries. In 2003, he moved to Medtronic to take on 
responsibilities in international product manage-
ment and marketing in the cardiovascular sector.

Dr Willi joined Straumann in 2005 as Head of the  
Surgical Business Unit. From 2008 to 2010, he also 
headed Straumann’s Regenerative franchise and was 
a member of the Corporate Management Group.

Dr Willi holds a Master’s degree in Chemical Engineer-
ing, a PhD in Technical Sciences and a postgraduate 
degree in Industrial Engineering and Management, all 
completed at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology 
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Executive Management Board or other management 
staff. 

aUDiting boDY 
The Shareholders’ General Meeting elects and appoints 
the Group’s external auditors on an annual basis. In 
March 2012, PricewaterhouseCoopers AG (PwC), Ba-
sel, was re- elected for an eighth consecutive year as 
the auditor of Straumann Holding AG. The auditor in 
charge was Dr Rodolfo Gerber, Swiss Certified Public 
Accountant, who took over the mandate in 2012. 

The Board of Directors supervises the external audi-
tors through the Audit Committee, which met four 
times in 2012. The external auditors participated in 
two of these meetings, discussing the reports on the 
2012 Audit Plan and the half-year review. Further de-
tails on the instruments which assist the Board of 
Directors in obtaining information on the activities of 
the external auditors can be found on p. 96. 

The worldwide fees paid to the auditors PwC were as 
follows: 

(in chF 1 000) 2012 2011

total audit fees 928 949

tax consultancy 1126 1384

legal 3 115

transaction services (neodent acquisition) 447 n/a

other 168 486

total non-audit fees 1744 1985

total 2673 2934

inFormation policY 
Straumann is committed to a policy of open, trans-
parent and continuous information. In accordance 
with the rules of the SIX Swiss Exchange, Straumann 
publishes detailed sales figures on a quarterly basis 
as well as annual and half-yearly reports. Detailed 
information is provided at the Shareholders’ General 
Meeting, the agenda of which is published in the 
company’s journals of record. A summary of the 
meeting and the minutes are published on the com-
pany’s website. The summary is also disseminated in 
the form of a media release. Where necessary or ap-
propriate, the company also publishes additional 
information on significant events. The CEO, CFO, the 
Head of Investor Relations and the Head of Corporate 

and the Heads of Communication & Marketing Ser-
vices, Product Management Surgical, Global Opera-
tions, Corporate Human Resources, Corporate Business 
Development & Licensing, Corporate Accounting, 
Planning & Controlling, Business Units Projects & 
Portfolio Planning; and the General Counsel.

management contractS 
The Board of Directors and the Executive Manage-
ment Board run the business directly. They have not 
delegated any managerial powers to persons or com-
panies outside Straumann. 

internal management  
Development 
Straumann continued the Strategic Management De-
velopment System (SMD) program initiated in 2008 
to attract, develop and deploy key people. The Group’s 
goal is to fill at least 50% of key management posi-
tions with internal candidates and this goal was 
again exceeded in 2012. With the exception of the 
Head of Sales Asia/Pacific, all of the open Executive 
Management Board positions were filled in 2012 
with internal candidates and almost all of the new 
positions in the Corporate Management Group were 
filled through internal promotions. For further infor-
mation on the Company’s Management development 
program, see p. 57 f.

compenSation, ShareholDingS 
anD loanS 
The compensation and equity holdings as well as the 
basic principles and elements of the programs deter-
mining the compensation and equity holdings of the 
members of the Board of Directors and the Executive 
Management Board and their related parties are dis-
closed in the Compensation Report on p. 112 f and 
also in the audited financial statements on p. F74 f. 

changeS in control anD DeFenSe 
meaSUreS 
The Articles of Association of Straumann Holding AG 
do not contain provisions for opting out or opting up. 
There are no provisions for changes in control re-
garding members of the Board of Directors, the Ex-
ecutive Management Board, or other management 
staff. Furthermore, there are no change-of-control 
clauses included in agreements and schemes bene-
fiting members of the Board of Directors and/or the 
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annUal report/compenSation report 
Straumann’s Annual Report is a key instrument for 
communicating with various stakeholder groups. It is 
published in English and in German in hardcopy and 
electronically on the company’s website in the Inves-
tor Relations section or on the special Annual Report 
webpage http://annualreport.straumann.com.

Straumann issues a Compensation Report as part of 
the Annual Report. The Compensation Report can be 
downloaded from the company’s website on the  
Annual Report webpage.  The printed version of the 
full Annual Report can be ordered from investor.rela-
tions@straumann.com. 

Straumann’s Annual Report continues to be among 
the leading benchmarks in Switzerland. In 2012, it 
was voted best in Switzerland for value reporting 
(print) in the prestigious BILANZ/HarbourClub 
Awards. This was one of several awards it collected.

meDia USeD For reporting pUrpoSeS 
The Company’s website is www.straumann.com. The 
Company’s journals of record are ‘Schweizerisches 
Handelsamtsblatt’ (‘SHAB’ – Swiss Official Gazette of 
Commerce) and the ‘Neue Zürcher Zeitung’. Further 
information requests should be addressed to the:  

•	 Head of Investor Relations:  
investor.relations@straumann.com,  
Tel. +41 61 965 11 11 

•	 Head of Corporate Communication:  
corporate.communication@straumann.com 
Tel. +41 61 965 11 11 

calenDar 
Straumann’s calendar of planned reporting dates and 
investor relations events in 2013 can be found on 
p. 145 and is also published and updated on the com-
pany’s website. 

Communication & Public Affairs are responsible for 
communication with investors and representatives 
of the financial community, media and other stake-
holders. 

In addition to personal contacts, discussions, and pre-
sentations in Europe, North America, and Asia, Strau-
mann held a Capital Markets Day Event and a finan-
cial results conference for the media and analysts in 
2012, each attended by around 50 participants. The 
latter was transmitted live via the Internet. 

Research analysts from 22 banks/national institu-
tions cover developments at the Straumann Group 
and are listed on p. 146 of this report as well as on the 
Investors section of the Straumann website under 
‘Analyst coverage’. 

Straumann also held three teleconference presenta-
tions for the media and analysts, each attended by 
approximately 60 participants. The presentation 
slides used for all these events are published on the 
company’s website and recordings are available for a 
limited period. 

Apart from this, Straumann frequently publishes me-
dia releases and briefing documents, which are ar-
chived and available from the company’s website: 
www.straumann.com. The company offers a media 
release subscription service via its website and takes 
care to ensure that investor-relevant media releases 
are disseminated broadly and in a timely manner ac-
cording to the rules of the SIX Swiss Exchange and 
with due regard for the principles of fair disclosure. 

The company does not update its releases, reports 
and presentations, which means that the informa-
tion they contain is only valid at the time of publica-
tion. Straumann advises against relying on past pub-
lications for current information. 
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risk management

Committed to implementing appropriate controls,  
processes and strategies in a comprehensive internal  

control framework

We are committed to implementing appropriate con-
trols, processes and strategies to identify, assess and 
manage risks associated with our activities in order 
to prevent or minimize the impact of unexpected 
events on our business and our ability to create value. 
Risk assessment and management must be embed-
ded in a comprehensive internal control framework 
and we address them through a holistic, disciplined 
and deliberate approach. For additional information 
see Group Notes 29 (p. F56 ff) and 32 (p. F63) and hold-
ing note 6 (p. F77). 

responsiBilities 
In accordance with Swiss corporate law and Strau-
mann’s Articles of Incorporation, the Board of Direc-
tors and the Executive Management Board bear the 
overall responsibility for assuring the viability and 
profitability of the company. The Board of Directors 
has delegated the task of risk management to the 
Chief Risk Officer (CRO), who is also the Chief Finan-
cial Officer. 

risk management 
Risk monitoring and control are management objec-
tives. The assessment process analyzes the implica-
tions and potential impact of external and internal 
factors on the achievement of the Group’s objectives, 
and provides a basis for managing them. Risks are 
categorized as follows: 
•	 Strategic 
•	 Operational 
•	 Financial and reporting
•	 Legal and compliance 

This matches the approach of the COSO (Committee of 
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commis-
sion), whose integrated internal control framework is 
one of the most widely used. For identified risks that 
arise from accounting and financial reporting, relevant 
control measures are defined throughout Straumann’s 
Internal Control System (ICS) framework. Various tools 
and aids are used to assess and manage risks. For in-
stance, foreign exchange risks are managed with an 
SAP treasury tool, while external consultants are used 
on a regular basis to assess insurance coverage risks. 

risk reporting 
A comprehensive corporate assessment report is pro-
duced annually and serves as a working document for 
the coming year. It includes all identified risks that are 
critical for Straumann’s business. The risks are ranked 
and prioritized. Action plans are defined and the im-
plementation of measures to reduce risk is moni-
tored. The report is prepared by Internal Audit and 
the Chief Risk Officer and discussed with the Execu-
tive Management Board. The Audit Committee of the 
Board of Directors assesses and discusses the risks on 
the basis of that report in consultation with the Chief 
Risk Officer and/or the relevant members of Senior 
Management on a regular basis. Key findings are pre-
sented to the Board. Pressing risks that emerge very 
rapidly are discussed by the Board at short notice. 

risk assessment 
strategiC risk 
Disruptive technologies
While innovation will continue, the Group does not 
believe that disruptive technologies represent a fun-
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operational risk 
legal anD intelleCtUal propertY risks
We operate in a competitive market, in which intel-
lectual property rights are of significant importance. 
We therefore actively pursue a strategy of protecting 
our intellectual property, patents and trademarks. At 
the time of writing, Straumann was not involved in 
litigation that is considered to be material.

manUFaCtUring anD sUpplier risk
Straumann has spread its manufacturing risk by es-
tablishing production centers for key products on 
both sides of the Atlantic. Implant system compo-
nents are produced in Villeret (CH) and Andover (US), 
while CADCAM prosthetics are made in Markkleeberg 
(D) and Arlington (US). 

With regard to suppliers, we pursue a ‘second source’ 
strategy, which offers a high degree of independence 
from single suppliers. We also keep more than one 
year’s stock of titanium, the key material for our im-
plant system. 

proDUCt risk anD treatment oUtCome 
We seek to minimize product risks by going well be-
yond the minimum statutory requirements and con-
ducting thorough, large-scale trials, under real-life 
conditions, followed by controlled, selective introduc-
tions and long-term product surveillance, wherever 
appropriate. We also offer a comprehensive range of 
education courses at all levels in all countries where 
our products are sold. 

FinanCial risk (see also p. F56 ff) 
eXCHange rate risk 
As the majority of our business is international and 
because we prepare our financial statements in Swiss 
francs, fluctuations in exchange rates affect both the 
Group’s operating results and the reported values of 
its assets, liabilities, revenue and expenses. 

Straumann’s Corporate Treasury is responsible for 
managing the risks created by currency fluctuations 
within the Group and within the scope of the policy 
approved by the Executive Management Board and 
the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors. 

The Group is exposed to transactional and transla-
tion risks. Hedging decisions are taken centrally by 

damental risk to its businesses, mainly because it 
drives substitution technologies itself. Basic research 
into novel tooth replacement technologies such as 
growth factors or stem cells will continue to evolve. 
These might improve product performance and ulti-
mately lead to combination devices – as in other 
medical device areas. Straumann’s expertise in oral 
tissue regeneration puts it in a position to exploit po-
tential synergies in this field. However, there are no 
novel tooth replacement technologies in develop-
ment that present a material risk to Straumann’s 
business. 

Health system changes and reimbursement
Reimbursement is rare in our markets. Nonetheless, 
although implant materials make up only about one-
fifth to one-sixth of the overall treatment costs, im-
plant manufacturers can be affected by changes in 
healthcare regulations that affect the overall cost to 
the patient. No material changes in reimbursement 
are foreseen in 2013. 

market environment
Straumann is active in specialty segments of the den-
tal industry, the estimated collective value of which is 
CHF 5 billion. Based on the low level of penetration, 
the aging population, the increasing number of pro-
fessionals trained in the procedures, and increasing 
awareness, there are today no discernible reasons 
why these markets should not continue to offer attrac-
tive prospects for growth in the long term (see discus-
sion of markets and regions on p. 22 ff). However, the 
current economic uncertainties and low consumer 
confidence might continue for some time and damp-
en market growth. 

One challenge facing Straumann is the need to ex-
pand our market reach and grow our organization in 
order to realize significant market potential. Our fu-
ture revenues also depend on our ability to defend and 
increase our business with existing customers, to en-
large our customer base, to develop innovative prod-
ucts and services that meet customers’ needs and to 
bring them to market in a timely manner. New market 
entrants and price pressure from discounters pose a 
threat to established companies like Straumann. How-
ever, the importance of clinical research and custom-
ers’ concerns about medical liability and sales support 
limit such threats from our point of view. 
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is minimized by ensuring that sufficient cash and cash 
equivalents are maintained to cover operational needs 
(see p. F59). For strategic acquisitions, we may consider 
entering into loan agreements, with the goal of repay-
ing loans with operating cash flow within a reasonable 
time frame. We aim to maintain an equity ratio of at 
least 50%.

Credit risks arise from the possibility that customers 
may not be able to settle their obligations as agreed. 
There are no significant concentrations of credit risk 
within the Group. Counterparty risk encompasses is-
suer risk on marketable securities, settlement risk on 
derivative and money market contracts, and credit risk 
on cash and time deposits. Exposure to these risks is 
closely monitored and kept within predetermined  
parameters. 

Further information on financial risk management is 
provided in Note 29 on financial risk management  
objectives and policies (see p. F56 ff), in Note 30 on  
financial instruments, and in the section on derivative  
financial instruments and hedging on p. F60 ff of the 
Group’s consolidated financial statements. 

insUranCe poliCies 
Straumann covers its inherent key business risks in the 
same way that it covers product or employer liability 
risks and property loss, i.e. through corresponding insur-
ance policies held with reputable insurance companies. 

pension liaBilitY risks 
The Group offers its staff competitive pensions. The 
pension funds are managed locally and invested by 
independent financial institutions. The investment 
strategy is determined by the Pension Fund Board 
and executed by the financial institution. Neither 
Straumann nor the trustees are allowed to influence 
the specific investment decisions. The pension funds 
publish regular reports for all members. The Swiss 
pension fund represents the largest pension plan of 
the Group. 

FinanCial reporting risk 
Straumann’s Internal Audit function acts as an ‘inde-
pendent’ and ‘objective’ assurance and consulting 
body, which reports directly to the Chief Financial 
Officer and to the Audit Committee of the Board of 
Directors. Internal Audit does not confine itself to 

the Corporate Treasury with the subsidiaries being 
co-responsible for identifying currency exposures 
and informing headquarters accordingly. 

The key objective is to limit the foreign currency 
transactional exposure of the Group. Transactional 
risk arises when the currency structure of Strau-
mann’s costs and liabilities deviates to some extent 
from the currency structure of the sales proceeds and 
assets, as well as from imbalances in the payment 
streams between the various currencies. Straumann 
hedges these risks on a selective basis by means of 
options, spot transactions, and forward transactions. 
The limitation and management of the translation 
exposure is of secondary priority. 

Major foreign currencies in Straumann’s business are 
the euro, the US dollar, the Swedish krona and the 
Japanese yen. Straumann invoices its subsidiaries in 
local currencies and its distributors mainly in Swiss 
francs. International exchange rate fluctuations im-
pact on the company’s assets and earnings, which are 
reported in Swiss francs. At the end of 2012, the 
Group’s gross transactional booked exposure to its 
most important currency, the euro, was approxi-
mately 21%; the euro accounted for 44% of Group 
sales. The US dollar, the Canadian dollar, the Austra-
lian dollar, and the British pound collectively made 
up approximately 10%, while gross transactional 
booked exposure in Asian currencies, including the 
yen, the Chinese renminbi, and the Korean won, 
amounted to around 64%. The charts on the opposite 
page illustrate our sales and cost base in the different 
currencies. 

In general, the target is to concentrate the currency 
risk mainly in Switzerland at the Swiss Group com-
panies. Subsidiaries abroad are usually invoiced by 
the Swiss companies in the local currency of the sub-
sidiaries. Each subsidiary invoices its local third-party 
customers in the local currency. 

Production companies and sales subsidiaries outside 
Switzerland avoid foreign currency exposure wher-
ever possible.  

To reduce investment risk on cash and cash-like posi-
tions, Straumann manages liquid funds centrally. In 
2012, Straumann set up a euro cash pool. Liquidity risk 
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these distribution charts represent the total net revenues (left) and the total cost of goods sold, selling and administrative  
costs as well as r & D expenses (right) in the various currencies. all numbers are rounded approximations.
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financial audits, but also monitors compliance with 
external and internal policies and guidelines. Acting 
in a consulting role, one of its main tasks is to assess 
internal processes and controls, propose improve-
ments, and assist in their implementation. The objec-
tive is to safeguard the Group’s tangible and intan-
gible assets and to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
Group’s risk management and governance processes. 

ComplianCe risk
legal ComplianCe 
It is essential for Straumann to ensure that the com-
pany in general and the individual employees conduct 
business in a legal, ethical and responsible manner. 

To this end, we have implemented a Code of Conduct 
since 2006. All employees are invited to report any 
breach of this internal policy to the Compliance Offi-
cer by e-mail or telephone. Infringements of the Code 
are tracked and appropriate measures taken against 
non-compliance. 

We monitor new laws and revisions and adapt our 
internal processes to cover changed or new legal re-
quirements.

Like other leading manufacturers, Straumann is ex-
posed to the risk of public perception of dental im-
plants being impaired by third parties, for example as 
a result of poor implant placement, inferior implant 
designs and quality, or unethical business practices. 

Many Straumann country organizations are members 
of associations of manufacturers of medical/dental 
products, such as Advamed in the USA, Comident in 
France and Fenin in Spain. These associations stand 
for the advancement and safe and effective use of 
medical technology. 

In 2012, we continued to implement the sales compli-
ance program that was introduced in the major mar-
kets in 2010.

regUlatorY ComplianCe 
Companies in the medical device industry face grow-
ing scrutiny from regulators around the world and 
increasing requirements for documentation – both for 
new and established products. Because Straumann 
already has substantial clinical data and research ca-

pabilities, this is not perceived as a risk. Furthermore, 
we have completed the documentation updates to 
meet new requirements for older products and we 
have implemented STED (Summary of Technical Docu-
mentation) to support compliance.

In Europe, the 2011 breast implant scandal and other 
compliance issues led to a call for tighter regulations 
and the ‘Re-Cast’ initiative. In 2012, the European Com-
mission submitted new regulations to the European 
Parliament for review. Following this and approval 
from the European Council, member states will begin 
incorporating the regulations in their national laws, 
which is expected in five years’ time.
 
The anticipated outcomes include greater surveillance, 
involvement of competent authorities for higher-class 
products, longer approval times, access to technical 
documentation, and further labeling requirements. 
We expect this will lead to a reduction in the number 
of Notified Bodies and an increase in their control.

Enforcement has increased in the USA, where the 
level of funding for FDA inspections and controls has 
risen. The 510(k) process for medical device regulation 
is under review, which has caused longer review 
times. One possible outcome is a requirement for more 
clinical evidence and validation documentation. As of 
2013, the ‘clock’ for the 510(k) review process will not 
start until the FDA has reviewed and checked that the 
submission contains all the required elements. It is 
likely that overall review times will again increase.

In Asia/Pacific and the rest of the world, regulatory 
authorities have started to inspect manufacturers in 
foreign countries. Straumann was prepared for this 
and has built up experienced teams of regulatory spe-
cialists in Basel, the USA, and Japan. New laws took 
effect in China in 2012, requiring clinical data for den-
tal implants.

Stricter requirements and regulations are also ex-
pected elsewhere in smaller markets, which will in-
crease the need for enhanced compliance and safe and 
efficient products.

QUalitY ComplianCe 
To avoid the risks associated with regulatory compli-
ance, we employ a qualified team of quality and 
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regulatory specialists. Focused quality objectives,  
supported by key quality performance indicators and 
comprehensive internal as well as supplier-related 
quality audit programs, assured our status of sub-
stantial compliance and helped to identify opportuni-
ties for improvements.

Stringent policies drive every step of product design, 
manufacturing and marketing across our businesses. 
Straumann has developed an audit program to ensure 
compliance with policies and procedures deployed at 
each manufacturing site. Many of our facilities have 
been certified to meet International Organization for 
Standardization (ISO) requirements for quality man-
agement (see table above).

In 2012, we successfully passed all Notified Body  
audits, which are required to maintain the certification 
status of the Quality- and Environmental Manage-
ment Systems at our manufacturing and design/de-
velopment sites.

Our Regeneratives manufacturing site in Malmö was 
inspected by the Health Authorities of Japan and Aus-
tralia, while our Design and Development Center in 
Basel was inspected by the Brazilian Health Authority.

Overall, there were no critical issues with any author-
ities related to the status of the Quality and Environ-
mental Management Systems at any of our sites.

iso CertiFiCation anD aUDits in 2012  

 

standard Certification of institut straumann ag  
(Basel, gräfelfing,  
Chemnitz, Berlin)

straumann  
villeret sa

Biora aB  
(malmö)

straumann  
manufacturing inc. 
(andover)

straumann  
CaDCam gmbH,  
(markkleeberg, 
gräfelfing)

iso 9001 Quality management system Basel, gräfelfing no no no no

iso 13485 medical device quality  
management system

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

iso 14001 environmental management system no Yes Yes Yes no

all quality audits were successfully completed in 2012.



Complex designs will be transmitted electronically to 
specialized high-precision centralized production centers 

rather than being manufactured locally. CADCAM prosthetics 
will still be milled from blocks of high-performance ceramic, 

or made with 3D printing technology (rapid prototyping).  
The whole manufacturing process, including logistics,  

will be fully automated, extremely efficient and very fast.

MANUFACTURINGMANUFACTURING



MANUFACTURING

CoNTINUed oN p. 128…

The dATA FoR The FIve-UNIT 
bRIdGe ARe TRANsMITTed vIA  
The hypeRNeT To The pRodUCTIoN 
FACIlITy...

... wheRe They ARe RoUTed To 
The RelevANT MAChINes.

The pRosTheTICs ARe MANUFACTURed 
UsING A 3d INdUsTRIAl pRINTeR.

The FINAl bRIdGe Is pACkAGed by A RoboT ANd seNT 
To The deNTAl pRACTICe oR deNTAl lAboRAToRy.

lAyeR by lAyeR, The New 
CAdCAM bRIdGe sTARTs To 
TAke shApe.

The MANUFACTURING CeNTeR MIlls 
oR pRINTs pRosTheTICs wITh 
INdUsTRIAl-GRAde pReCIsIoN ANd 
qUAlITy. The FUNdAMeNTAl pRINCI-
ple oF 3d pRINTING Is esseNTIAlly 
The sAMe As ThAT oF sTANdARd 
pRINTING, exCepT ThAT oTheR 
MATeRIAls ARe Used INsTeAd oF 
INk. The devICe CoNveRTs 3d 
IMAGes INTo A seRIes oF CRoss-
seCTIoNAl lAyeRs, whICh IT TheN 
pRINTs oN Top oF eACh oTheR 
UNTIl The FINAl pRosTheTICs ARe 
pRodUCed wIThoUT CAsTING,  
CUTTING, dRIllING, oR MAChINING.
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the new scheme, new employment contracts were 
issued for employees in 2012. 

•	 A new performance share plan based on total share-
holder return was implemented for Senior Manage-
ment (p. 120).

reportinG stanDarDs
This report meets the standards of the Corporate Gov-
ernance Guidelines and discloses information about 
Directors’ and Executives’ compensation as well as 
loans made to them and their equity participations 
in the company. The presentation of Straumann’s Cor-
porate Governance reflects the principles of the ‘Swiss 
Code of Best Practice for Corporate Governance’ of the 
Swiss Business Federation, economiesuisse. In accor-
dance with the IFRS financial reporting standards and 
Swiss law, the compensation paid/awarded to Direc-
tors and Executives is also presented in our audited 
Financial Report on p. F74.

responsiBilitY For compensation
The Board of Directors appoints the Human Resources 
Committee (HRC), determines its responsibilities, and 
passes all resolutions on the company’s compensation 
system. Straumann’s HRC corresponds to the Compen-
sation Committees in other companies and is entrusted 
with the design of the compensation system that ap-
plies to the Directors and the Executive Management. 
The HRC approves the compensation of the Executive 
Management Board. It also reviews the principles and 
programs for compensation, and ensures that the com-
pensation paid by the company is based on market 
and performance-related criteria. The HRC reports to 
the Board of Directors on compensation practices as 
well as on Executive compensation at least once a year 
and proposes changes when necessary. 

compensation of approved by

Directors Board of Directors / General 
assembly*

executive management Human resources committee / 
Board of Directors

senior management executive management Board

management and staff line management

 
*  straumann’s compensation report is presented  

to the shareholders’ General meeting annually as  
a conciliatory vote.

introDUction
This report provides an overview of Straumann’s 
compensation principles and practices. It provides 
information on the overall compensation of the gen-
eral staff, management, Executives and Directors in 
2012. It explains the equity participation programs 
and discloses the equity participations in the com-
pany of the Executives and Directors.

In 2011, the Human Resources Committee of the 
Board of Directors conducted a comprehensive review 
of Straumann’s overall approach to rewarding em-
ployees, including Board compensation. As a result, 
the company’s remuneration system was redesigned. 
The new system was published in our 2011 Compen-
sation Report, which was approved in a conciliatory 
vote by the shareholder’s Annual General Meeting 
(AGM). The redesign was supported by external con-
sultants from PricewaterhouseCoopers’ Human Re-
sources Consulting Practice, selected by Straumann 
through an extensive evaluation process considering 
several external specialists.

The new system is designed to further align the inter-
ests of leaders and staff throughout the company 
with those of our shareholders. Furthermore, it en-
hances Straumann’s attractiveness as a global em-
ployer, helping us to recruit and retain an engaged 
workforce and to reward individuals according to 
clear targets. It encourages entrepreneurism, above-
market performance, accountability and value cre-
ation, reflecting our core beliefs. The new compensa-
tion system is balanced, sustainable and in line with 
best practices.

Implementation is phased over two years, beginning 
with the Board of Directors, Executive and Senior 
Management in January 2012, and finishing with all 
other employees in January 2013. The following key 
activities were carried out in 2012:
•	 The compensation analysis carried out for Executive 

and Senior Management in 2011 was extended to 
the rest of the company in order to harmonize the 
overall pay mix structures across the Group (p. 115).

•	 The new short-term incentive scheme was intro-
duced for Executive and Senior Management and 
will become applicable for all employees worldwide 
in 2013. This will lead to harmonized variable pay 
and a unified system of measures. In preparation for 
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group of comparable companies in various industries 
selected according to the following criteria:
•	 Comparable scope and business complexity
•	 Common geographic footprint
•	 Competitiveness for talent.

The benchmark for the CEO includes information 
from the Ethos study. The relevant peer group has 
been determined by the HRC including more than 20 
companies from the Swiss mid-cap index SMIM. 

etHical, Fair stanDarDs
We are committed to fair and equal treatment of all 
our employees and seek to be in full compliance with 
International Labor Standards. Compensation is not 
influenced by gender or by non-performance-related 
criteria other than specific professional experience. 
Minimum wage regulations have no bearing on our 
compensation policy, as our compensation clearly 
surpasses them.

compensation elements 
total compensation
Overall, Straumann spent CHF 310 million on com-
pensation and benefits worldwide in 2012, which 
represents an average of CHF 122 000 per employee.

The total compensation of employees and managers 
comprises fixed and variable compensation compo-
nents, the mix of which is defined by role, profile, loca-
tion and strategic impact. For senior management, 
emphasis is placed on the long-term variable compo-
nent, in line with our strategic goal of promoting 
‘ownership’. 

FiXeD components
In 2012, the fixed compensation elements included:
•	 Base salary
•	 Pension plans  

(depending on local practices / regulations)
•	 Other benefits  

(depending on local practices / regulations)

Base salary
Each Straumann employee receives a base salary 
based on:
•	 Job profile
•	 Experience and skills 

Further information on the charter of the HRC can be 
found on p. 94 f in the section on Corporate Gover-
nance.

compensation principles 
DrivinG valUe tHroUGH compensation
We are convinced that a compensation system based 
on value creation encourages sustainable perfor-
mance, loyalty and entrepreneurship and is thus in 
the interest of management, employees and share-
holders. We are committed to compensating our staff, 
management and Directors in a way that is competi-
tive and rewards sustainable, long-term performance 
as well as present achievement.

It is Straumann’s view that the success of a company 
depends largely on the quality of its people and their 
level of engagement. A modern compensation system 
is an important instrument for attracting, retaining 
and motivating talented people. 

Straumann’s compensation system takes the afore-
mentioned factors into account in that it:
•	 Offers competitive salaries
•	 Fosters a high-performance culture that differenti-

ates and rewards above-average individual perfor-
mance, both in the short and long term

•	 Links variable long-term compensation to value 
generated by the company over the long term 
based on shareholder expectations

•	 Is benchmarked with other companies in the industry
•	 Provides employees with benefits based on good 

practices and regulations in local markets
•	 Is regularly reviewed and approved by the HRC.

compreHensive BencHmarKinG
An important aspect of our global compensation and 
benefits policy is to pay employees, Executives and 
Directors a base compensation that is close to the me-
dian of comparable companies in the respective (lo-
cal) market. The variable pay is set with the potential 
to move overall compensation toward the upper 
quartile for outstanding performance. 

Benchmark reviews for the Executive Management 
are conducted for Straumann by external, indepen-
dent specialists and include studies from Mercer and 
TowersWatson. Bespoke benchmarks include a peer 
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switzerland 
Straumann administers two contribution-based pen-
sion funds in Switzerland, which together make up 
the occupational benefits at Straumann. The basic 
insurance plan offers protection against the financial 

•	 Comparison with external benchmarks 
•	 Location and local regulations
•	 Strategic impact

salary progression 2012–2013
Given the difficult market environment and cost pres-
sures, in general no increases for Senior Management 
were granted for 2013. Only structural or very restric-
tive increases were allowed on a country basis.  

pension plans
Internal analyses carried out in 2011 showed that 
Straumann companies fulfill local legal requirements 
and sometimes offer additional coverage in the 
framework of legal structures or on a voluntary basis. 
In most cases, pension obligations are fully funded. 
Where this is not the case (non-funded or partly 
funded), liabilities are reported in the Annual Report 
following the actuarial rules. The next review is 
scheduled for 2013. 

Further information on pension plans is provided in 
Note 20 to the audited financial statements on p. F49 
ff. Information on pension fund risks is provided in 
the Risk Analysis on p. 106.

sUmmarY oF overall compensation 2012

Fixed variable share participation plan

short-term incentive long-term  
incentive

cash Discounted shares

General staff Yes Determined by bonus 
multiplier

no no Up to 100 offered to 
cH staff at 25%
discount, blocked for 
two years 

management Yes Determined by bonus  
multiplier and individual
multiplier

no no Up to 150 offered to 
cH staff at 25%
discount, blocked for 
two years 

senior
management

Yes 50% of bonus-above-target 
in shares at 33% discount

Yes 250–500 offered to 
cH staff at 25%
discount, blocked for 
two years 

executive
management

Yes Determined by company, 
business/service unit and 
individual performance

no Yes Up to 1000 offered to 
cH staff at 25%
discount, blocked 
for two years ceo Yes no Yes

Directors annual fee no no no part of annual fee 
allocated in non-
discounted shares

starting in 2012, the compensation mix for executive and senior 
management will shift further toward long-term variable remuner-
ation, reflecting a greater emphasis on long-term decision-making 
and sustainability. Directors will receive fixed attendance fees 
(partly allocated in shares) in line with good practice. 

 Base salary    short - term incentive
 long - term incentive

executive management

senior management

other management

General staff

35–40% 30% 30–35%

60–75% 15–25% 10–15%

75–90% 10–25%

90–100% 0–10%

tarGet paY miX corriDor
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share price over a period of seven trading days begin-
ning on the ‘ex-dividend’ day (see table below). 

Employees had the right to buy a minimum of ten and 
a maximum of 100 to 1000 shares in 2012, depending 
on hierarchical level (see table on p. 115). The shares 
are subject to a two-year blocking period starting on 
the 13th trading day after the ‘ex-dividend’ day, which 
is valid beyond the period of employment. They are 
dividend-bearing from the day of acquisition. 

The employee share plans for 2010–2012 are sum-
marized below:

employees  
participating

shares  
issued

Discount share  
price at issue

end of lock-up  
period

2010 160 16 704 cHF 198 19.04.2012

2011 154 15 447 cHF 174 06.04.2013

2012 138 16 564 cHF 109 24.04.2014

The shares required for these plans are held by the 
Group as treasury shares.

The Board of Directors is not eligible for this program.

variaBle components
In 2012, the variable compensation components in-
cluded one or more of the following:
•	 Performance-related short-term incentives
•	 Long-term incentives (Performance Share Plan)
•	 Discounted shares (blocked) for selected employees 

in Switzerland 

short-term incentive programs
The Group Bonus Plan applicable to employees in Swit-
zerland is tied directly to the incremental improve-
ment in economic profit generated by the company. In 
the case of management, bonuses are also tied to per-
sonal objectives. In addition, Senior Management was 
eligible for a variable compensation component ac-
cording to the Group Bonus Plan, part of which may be 
granted in the form of Straumann shares. 

In 2012, the Group’s economic profit was impacted by 
exceptional factors, most notably the impairment of 
the Regenerative business and charges related to the 
cost reduction initiative. The Board of Directors de-

consequences of old age, death and disability to all 
employees of Institut Straumann AG and Straumann 
Villeret S.A. For selected management with high vari-
able compensation elements, there is an additional 
bonus insurance plan.

europe 
In other European countries, Straumann offers retire-
ment insurance according to local practices. Accord-
ing to IFRS, the vast majority of European pension 
plans are considered funded or unfunded defined 
contribution plans.

Usa
A 401k retirement plan is provided to all Straumann 
USA employees aged over 21 to enable them to save 
for retirement. The 401k plan is a defined contribu-
tion plan whereby (a) the employee has the option of 
making deferral elections from his/her pay on a pre-
tax basis and (b) Straumann USA may make matching 
contributions should the employee elect to make de-
ferral elections. The plan is a tax-qualified plan under 
the Employee Retirement Income Security Act.

In addition to the 401k, Straumann USA has a Supple-
mental Executive Retirement Plan (SERP) for a select 
management group. The purpose of this plan is to 
provide eligible employees with defined employer 
contributions and the opportunity to elect to defer 
receipt of certain compensation that otherwise 
would be payable to them in cash. The plan is intend-
ed to be a non-qualified, unfunded, deferred compen-
sation arrangement for purposes of Title I of the Em-
ployee Retirement Income Security Act and is 
intended to comply with Section 409A of the Internal 
Revenue Code. According to IFRS, SERP is treated as a 
defined contribution plan.

other benefits
Straumann’s benefit programs are an integral part of 
the total compensation and are designed to enable 
the company to compete effectively for talent and 
retain it. Benefits are structured to support our overall 
business strategy, and are aligned with local legisla-
tion and practices. 

employee share participation plan
All employees in Switzerland have the opportunity to 
purchase Straumann shares for 75% of the average 
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lute terms, based on medium-term business plans 
and the relevant budget. The Board of Directors in 
consultation with Executive Management will set the 
absolute target for EP in Swiss francs annually. 

The main advantage of the economic profit (EP) con-
cept is that it goes beyond revenue growth and profit-
ability increase and takes into account the resources 
used to achieve these increases and the resulting ad-
ditional capital costs. Economic profit is thus calcu-
lated by deducting a capital charge from the net op-
erating profit after taxes (NOPAT). The Board may 
exclude certain extraordinary elements from the 
calculation of the EP.

The capital charge represents the cost of capital cal-
culated on the basis of an average return expected by 
investors. This scheme (see illustration on next page) 
has been used to calculate Straumann’s economic 
value added, which builds the basis for our bonus cal-
culation model. 

Business performance
Performance is measured by the target achievement 
of the respective organizational unit. These targets 
are derived from the annual budgets and set by the 
CEO together with the member of the Executive Man-
agement Board responsible for the respective organi-
zational unit. The key performance indicators are 
‘contribution’ and ‘market performance’.

service Unit performance
Service Unit performance is measured by the extent to 
which so-called functional targets relevant to an entire 

cided to exclude these factors in the bonus calculation 
for staff in Switzerland, who participate in the bonus 
plan. As a result, their bonus multiplier was one.

This correction does not apply for Executive and Se-
nior Management, who have already transitioned to 
the new short-term incentive scheme; the portion of 
their short-term incentive tied to the economic profit 
corresponds to zero for 2012.

All other bonus plans for local entities are tied to local 
financial targets and are in line with local practices. 
Achievement factors were determined strictly based 
on local performance of the respective entity. 

As previously mentioned, a new short-term incentive 
scheme was introduced in 2012 for Executive and Se-
nior Management and will be extended to all staff 
globally in 2013. It seeks to overcome the shortcom-
ings of the previous bonus scheme by further empha-
sizing individual performance and reducing the inher-
ent volatility of the previous system. 

The pay-out under the new short-term incentive 
scheme is based on a combination of the following 
performance criteria. 
•	 Company performance 
•	 Business/Service Unit performance
•	 Individual performance.

company performance
While economic profit (EP) remains a key perfor-
mance indicator for Straumann, the EP target will be 
set prior to the respective performance cycle, in abso-

tarGet elements overview

companY perFormance

inDiviDUal perFormance

BUsiness
perFormance

service Unit
perFormance (HQ)

this illustration shows the various performance criteria applicable to different businesses or service units.  
the short-term incentive for all bonus scheme participants is based on a combination of these criteria.

or sHort-term
incentive (BonUs)
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measurement of achievement
Financial targets 
The measurement scale for the achievement of finan-
cial targets (company and business targets) extends 
from 0% to a maximum of 200% and is based on a 
line joining three points as explained in the illustra-
tion opposite.

Individual and Service Unit targets
For individual and Service Unit target achievement, 
the assessment scale extends from 0–150%. It is 
based on descriptors with corresponding percentage 
ranges:
•	 Significantly exceeds expectations (131–150%) 
•	 Exceeds expectations (111–130%)
•	 Fully meets expectations (91–110%)
•	 Partly meets expectations (51–90%)
•	 Does not meet expectations (0–50%)

Short-term incentive calculation examples 
for a business role
The examples on p. 120 show what level of short-
term incentive a manager in a business role would 
expect to receive if the financial targets are achieved, 
missed or exceeded. The target of CHF 10 000 in the 
examples is purely for illustration purposes.

Service Unit are achieved. These targets are derived 
from the overall company strategy and are proposed 
by the Service Unit Head and approved by the CEO. 

individual performance
Individual performance is measured by the achieve-
ment of objectives established with the superior in 
the annual appraisal discussion. These may involve 
project targets, competency or skills development, 
contribution to team or departmental targets, etc. In-
dividual targets are set and measured by the line 
manager during the annual performance appraisal. A 
global performance management system ensures 
that the objectives are defined and their achievement 
is assessed during performance appraisals conducted 
at least once a year.

weighting of performance criteria
The weighting of the different targets depends on the 
role and responsibilities of the individual (see table 
opposite). Overall, there will be a stronger focus on 
individual targets as determined by management, 
making it possible to incentivize and reward above-
average individual performance appropriately.  

chart showing the various components of economic profit (value added) in 2012. nopat = net operating profit after taxes; 
coGs = cost of goods sold; opeX = operating expenses; eBit = earnings before interest and taxes.

valUe-BaseD manaGement – 2012 economic proFit (valUe aDDeD)

ECONOMIC PROFIT
cHF (13) m

NOPAT
CHF 37 m

NON-CURRENT ASSETS
CHF 353 m

NET REVENUE 
CHF 686 m

COGS
CHF (155) m

OPEX
CHF (470) m

CASH
CHF 115 m

NET WORKING CAPITAL
CHF 84 m

TAXES
CHF (19) m

EBIT
CHF 61 m

FINANCIAL RESULT 
CHF (5) m

CAPITAL CHARGE
CHF (50) m

COST OF CAPITAL (WACC) 
9%

CAPITAL
CHF 552 m
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Up to 2011, tradable options (non-tradable for US par-
ticipants) with a term of six years and a two-year 
vesting period were allocated. The exercise price was 
equal to the share price on 31 December / 1 January. 
The value of the options was determined at grant 
date and is expensed as a personnel expense from 
service commencement to the end of the vesting pe-
riod. The fair value of the options granted has been 
determined using the Black-Scholes valuation model. 
The calculation of the option value was performed by 
independent specialists. 

In 2012, no further option allocations were made. The 
number of options outstanding under the stock op-
tion plan developed as follows:

option plan

2012 2011 2010

as of 1 January 325 000 272 797 260 795

Granted options 0 64 585 63 933

exercised options 0 (4 562) 0

Forfeited options (15 832) (7 820) (5 970)

expired options (48 492) 0 (45 961)

as of 31 December 260 676 325 000 272 797

options available for 
exercise

152 520 152 405 97 582

long-term incentive programs
The long-term incentive plan is offered to the Execu-
tive Management Board, Senior Management and 
other key employees depending on role, responsibil-
ity, location, strategic impact and market practice. 
Participation in the long-term incentive scheme is 
determined by the Board of Directors. The Board of 
Directors is not eligible for this program.

sHort-term incentive tarGet weiGHtinG

   
Business employees service Unit employees

company Unit/department individual company Unit/department individual

chief executive officer 80% 20%

executive vice president 40% 40% 20% 80% 20%

senior vice president 20% 60% 20% 40% 35% 25%

vice president 15% 55% 30% 20% 50% 30%

management (Director,
senior manager, manager) 

10% 50% 40% 15% 50% 35%

staff 10% 20% 70% 10% 45% 45%

this table shows the weighting of the different types of performance measures according to the level of the employee and the 
organizational unit the employee is working in. 

ln the short-term incentive model, the scale for financial target 
achievement extends from 0% to a maximum of 200% and is 
based on a line joining three points: 0% (point a), 100% (mid-
point) and 200% (point B). the difference on the horizontal axis 
between the midpoint and point B must be equal to, or greater 
than, the difference between the midpoint and point a. the actual 
target achievement is measured by way of linear interpolation.

sHort-term incentive tarGet
acHievement (sti)

TARGET (FOR EXAMPLE IN CHF)

A
C

H
IE

VE
M

EN
T 

(%
)

miDpoint

0

100

200

a

B
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•	 Offer an attractive variable compensation element 
linked to total shareholder return

•	 Promote participation in the sustainable long-term 
value creation of the company

•	 Increase shareholdings of key employees
•	 Align participants’ interests with those of the share-

holders.

Predetermined transition rules were used to replace 
the existing option plan to ensure equitable and fair 
treatment of participants. As part of the total pay mix 
strategy, short-term incentive participation levels 
were decreased in favor of the long-term incentive 
participation. 

Grant 
Under the new plan, participants are granted Perfor-
mance Share Units (PSUs) entitling them to receive 
shares after a three-year vesting period. PSUs are 
granted once a year after the Annual General Meeting 
of shareholders. No cash investment is required from 
the participants. The number of PSUs granted is equal 

In 2012, no options were exercised under the scheme.

options available for exercise options expiring at year-end

2012 152 520 48 492

2013 204 766 48 709

2014 211 967 55 204

2015 156 763 48 607

2016 108 156 52 246

2017 55 910 55 910

total 309 168

performance share plan
Over the past years, the overall value progression of 
the options awarded has been negative, which has a 
substantial impact on the overall compensation of 
the Executive and Senior Management.

In 2012, Straumann’s existing option plan was there-
fore replaced by a new Performance Share Plan (PSP) 
with a different risk-payout profile. The instrument is 
designed to: 

these examples show what level of short-term incentive a member of management could expect  
if the targets are met, missed or exceeded. the examples are merely illustrative.

target incentive
cHF 10 000

target weight achievement % weighted achievement % payout

at-target performance

company performance 10% 100% 10.0% 1 000

Unit/department performance 50% 100% 50.0% 5 000

individual performance 40% 100% 40.0% 4 000

total 100% 100.0% 10 000

Underperformance

company performance 10% 0% 0.0% 0

Unit/department performance 50% 0% 0.0% 0

individual performance 40% 50% 20.0% 2 000

total 100% 20.0% 2 000

overperformance

company performance 10% 200% 20.0% 2 000

Unit/department performance 50% 200% 100.0% 10 000

individual performance 40% 150% 60.0% 6 000

total 100% 180.0% 18 000

incentive paYoUt calcUlation eXamples
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Total shareholder return 
Total shareholder return is the profit (or loss) realized 
by an investment at the end of a year or specific pe-
riod. It includes capital gains or losses from changes 
in the share price and dividends.

PSU fair value
The fair value of the PSUs granted has been deter-
mined using a Monte Carlo simulation algorithm. The 
valuation was performed by independent specialists, 
applying the following significant inputs into the 
model:

Grant date 18.04.2012

vesting date 17.04.2015

reference price at grant cHF 145.74

risk-free interest rate 0.18% p.a.

expected volatility 29.58% p.a.

expected dividend yield* 0%

estimated fair value cHF 110.25

 *assumed immediate reinvestment of dividend payment

to the participant’s long-term incentive value divided 
by the fair value of one PSU at the grant date. The long-
term incentive target value is a percentage of the total 
target compensation, which is determined in accor-
dance with the participant’s role in the organization. 

Allocation of shares
At the end of the performance period, the PSUs are 
irrevocably ‘acquired’ (vested) and converted into 
shares. They are forfeited if the individual leaves the 
company before they vest.

The number of shares allocated per PSU depends on 
the achievement of an absolute total shareholder  
return (TSR) target, which is determined by the Board 
of Directors and is set at 10% per annum for the 
three-year performance period. Performance against 
the TSR target is calculated using the average of the 
closing prices of the underlying share over the period 
of seven trading days starting on the ex-dividend 
date in the year of grant and in the year of vesting. 
The achievement factor is capped at 200%. 

Grant vesting value at grant value at vesting value 31.12.12

stmlG* wt 12.13 (stmn13) 2007 2009 89.00 52.50 0.50

stmKw* wt 12.14 (stmn14) 2008 2010 57.50 57.50 1.00

stmma* wt 12.15 (stmn15) 2009 2011 77.00 6.00 0.50

stmncc* wt 12.16 (stmn16) 2010 2012 53.50 3.00 3.00

stmncs* wt 12.17 (stmn17) 2011 2013 38.00 not vested not vested

valUe Development oF options

name/symbol Year security 
iD number

market
maker

type/ratio number strike price expiry

stmlG* 
wt 12.13 (stmn13)

2007 3669084 credit suisse 
Derivatives

american  
50:1

2 631 250 312.25 12.2013

stmKw* 
wt 12.14 (stmn14)

2008 4935845 credit suisse 
Derivatives

american  
50:1

2 314 700 185.50 12.2014

stmma* 
wt 12.15 (stmn15)

2009 10848946 credit suisse 
Derivatives

american  
50:1

2 016 450 292.50 12.2015

stmncc* 
wt 12.16 (stmn16)

2010 12217893 credit suisse 
Derivatives

american  
50:1

2 278 450 214.00 12.2016

stmncs* 
wt 12.17 (stmn17)

2011 14630069 credit suisse 
Derivatives

american  
50:1

2 226 400 162.10 12.2017

total valid warrants issued  13 651 500

sUmmarY oF all valiD warrants issUeD in tHe straUmann stocK option plan

*traded on the siX swiss exchange.
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the audited financial statements. His compensation 
for 2013 will be in line with his employment contract, 
with no severance payment.

The new CEO, Marco Gadola, is will join the company 
on 1 March 2013. His compensation will be  in line 
with that of the outgoing CEO. He will receive a one-
time payment to compensate for the benefits forfeited 
through resignation from his previous employment.

The Chairman of the Board, Gilbert Achermann, is act-
ing as CEO for the interregnum. 

All members of the Executive Management are subject 
to the new short-term and long-term incentive plans 
as described earlier. The total compensation of existing 
Executive Management Board members was not ad-
justed in 2012. However, shifts were made from short- 
to long-term incentives in order to reflect the desired 
mix in variable compensation and to emphasize their 

oUtstanDinG perFormance sHare Units

2012

as of 1 January 0

Granted psUs 41 747

exercised 0

Forfeited psUs (8 853)

expired psUs 0

as of 31 December 32 894

remUneration oF tHe eXecUtive  
manaGement BoarD
The tables on p. 125 show the compensation paid to 
the Executive Management Board (EMB) in 2012 in 
accordance with Articles 663bbis and 663c of the 
Swiss Code of Obligations.

To represent the Regions and leading Business Units 
at top management level, the Executive Management 
Board was expanded on 1 January 2012 from four to 
seven members as part of a new organizational de-
sign. Beat Spalinger (CEO), Thomas Dressendörfer 
(CFO), and Dr Sandro Matter (Head Business Unit 
Prosthetics) were joined by Dr René Willi (Head Busi-
ness Unit Surgical), Frank Hemm (Head Sales EMEA 
& LATAM) and Andy Molnar (Head Sales North Amer-
ica). Alexander Ochsner joined Straumann on 1 Sep-
tember 2012, as Head Sales Asia Pacific. Until his  
arrival, the position was filled by the CEO ad interim.

Franz Maier, Head of Global Sales, decided to leave the 
company to pursue his career outside Straumann. 
With effect of 1 January 2012, he relinquished his po-
sition as member of the Executive Management 
Board. In line with his contractual agreement, the 
monthly salary and relevant social contributions 
were paid until 31 December 2012. For 2012, Mr Ma-
ier will receive a bonus in line with the Group Bonus 
Plan. In line with the relevant regulations, he will not 
receive any PSUs for 2012. Vested options may be ex-
ercised in line with the relevant option plan. Mr Ma-
ier has forfeited options that would have vested on 1 
January 2014.

On 4 January 2013, Straumann announced that Beat 
Spalinger was leaving the company by mutual agree-
ment. He relinquished his position at the same time. 
His compensation in 2012 is disclosed on p. 125 and in 

the new compensation model awards shares according to  
the number of psUs allocated and the total shareholder return 
achieved per annum over a three-year vesting period. at the end 
of the performance period, no shares will be allocated for  
a tsr of 0% p.a. or less; one share will be granted per vested 
psU if the tsr is +10% p.a. and two shares per vested psU  
for a tsr of +20% p.a. or more (capped at 200%). For a tsr  
between 0% and 10% p.a. or between 10% and 20% p.a.,  
the number of shares allocated per vested psU is calculated  
on a linear basis.
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In 2012, Directors were entitled to fixed attendance 
fees reflecting their roles, responsibilities and expect-
ed working time. They did not receive a variable com-
pensation component. 75% of the attendance fee was 
paid in cash, the remaining 25% will be provided in 
Straumann shares at the end of the relevant service 
period, i.e. in April 2013. The shares are allocated at 
market value; no discount is granted and they are 
blocked for two years. The market value is equal to the 
average closing price on the SIX Swiss Stock Exchange 
over the seven trading days calculated from and start-
ing on the ex-dividend day (in line with the Employee 
Share Participation Plan).

Irrespective of role, all Directors are entitled to reim-
bursement from the company for their reasonable 
travel to and from Board meetings, or on behalf of the 
Board, and other expenses incident thereto, in accor-
dance with the Expense Regulations for members of 
the Board of Directors of Straumann Holding AG. 

The compensation of the Board of Directors is laid out 
in the tables on p. 125 in accordance with Articles 
663bbis and 663c of the Swiss Code of Obligations. 
None of the Board members received any compensa-
tion from the Straumann Group of companies other 
than that presented in those tables.

long-term commitment in their roles. Compensation 
for new Executive Management Board members was 
set according to the responsibility of the respective 
roles; it is based on external benchmarks and is in line 
with the new remuneration model. 

None of the Executive Management Board members 
received any compensation from the Straumann 
Group of companies other than that set out.

loans to eXecUtive manaGement 
In 2012, no loans, advances or credits were granted to 
any member of the Executive Management Board.

sHareHolDinGs oF tHe eXecUtive  
manaGement BoarD
The shareholdings in Straumann shares and stock  
options of the members of the Executive Manage-
ment Board who held office at the end of the year 
2012 are shown on p. 126 f. The shareholdings reflect 
private transactions, whereas the stock options reflect 
options received and held under the Group’s compen-
sation plans.

remUneration oF tHe BoarD 
oF Directors
There were no changes to the Board of Directors and 
its Committees in 2012. The compensation policy for 
2012 further aligned Directors’ compensation with 
current market practices. 

senior manaGement compensation elements (eXamples)

in 1 000 cHF Base salary short-term
incentive (sti)

long-term
incentive (lti)

total

target compensation at grant 240 100 60 400

target compensation depending on performance

at target performance1 240 100 100 440

minimum performance2 240 0 0 240

maximum performance3 240 190 261 691

1 sti: Financial and individual performance 100%; lti performance: 100%.    
2 sti: Financial and individual performance 0%; lti performance: 0%.    
3 sti: Financial performance 200%, individual performance: 150%; lti performance: 200%.    

this illustrative example shows the developments of the compensation elements for a member of senior management depending  
on performance level under the new compensation system. variable compensation values assume full-year participation in sti and 
three-year participation in lti plans.    
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compensation paiD to Former Directors
In 2012, no payments to former members of the 
Board were made. 

loans to memBers oF tHe BoarD  
oF Directors
In 2012, no loans, advances or credits were granted to 
any member of the Board of Directors.

approval oF tHe  
compensation report
This compensation report provides comprehensive 
transparency with regard to the company’s general 
compensation principles and in particular to the com-
pensation of the Executive Management Board and 
the Board of Directors. The Board of Directors will 
present this report to the shareholders for a concilia-
tory vote at the Shareholders’ General Meeting.
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2012
(in cHF 1 000) Fixed 

compensation
other 

compensation
total  

compensation

Board of Directors

Gilbert achermann (chairman)  840  143  983

Dr h.c. thomas straumann (vice chairman)  366  21  387

Dr sebastian Burckhardt  236  14  250

Dominik ellenrieder  236  14  250

roland Hess (chairman audit committee)  288  14  302

Ulrich looser (chairman strategy committee)  288  17  305

Dr Beat lüthi  236  17  253

stefan meister (chairman Hr committee)  288  17  305

total  2 778  257  3 035

(in cHF 1 000) Fixed 
compensation

performance 
bonus

performance 
share units

other 
compensation

total  
compensation

executive management Board

Beat spalinger (president & ceo)  750  131  0  197  1 078

other members (5; 6 as of 01.09.2012)  1 953  684  1 021  623  4 281

Former members  513  275  0  164  952

total  3 216  1 090  1 021  984  6 311

total  5 994  1 090  1 021  1 241  9 346

2011
(in cHF 1 000) Fixed 

compensation
performance 

bonus
other 

compensation
total  

compensation

Board of Directors

Gilbert achermann (chairman)  555  225  148  928

Dr h.c. thomas straumann (vice chairman)  211  100  18  329

Dr sebastian Burckhardt  159  50  13  222

Dominik ellenrieder  159  50  13  222

roland Hess (chairman audit committee)  212  50  16  278

Ulrich looser (chairman strategy committee)  212  50  16  278

Dr Beat lüthi  159  50  13  222

stefan meister (chairman Hr committee)  226  50  4  280

total  1 893  625  241  2 759

(in cHF 1 000) Fixed 
compensation

performance 
bonus

options other 
compensation

total  
compensation

executive management Board

Beat spalinger (president & ceo)  750 5031  380  241  1 874

other members (2; 3 as of 01.11.2011)  1 028  455  288  369  2 140

Former members  305  150  0  84  539

total  2 083  1 108  668  694  4 553

total  3 976  1 733  668  935  7 312

1  of which cHF 102 500 belong to the 2010 service period
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The following tables show the equity holdings in Straumann Holding AG of the Board of Directors and Execu-
tive Management Board and their related parties in line with articles 663bbis and 663c of the Swiss Code of 
Obligations.

2012
shares options psUs

vested 1 Jan 2013 1 Jan 2014 17 apr 2015

Board of Directors

Gilbert achermann  14 714  3 000  7 500  0

Dr h.c. thomas straumann 2 720 548  2 000  0  0

Dr sebastian Burckhardt  3 266  2 000  0  0

Dominik ellenrieder  1 656  2 000  0  0

roland Hess  1 120  0  0  0

Ulrich looser  320  0  0  0

Dr Beat lüthi  120  0  0  0

stefan meister  120  0  0  0

total 2 741 864  9 000  7 500  0

executive management Board

Beat spalinger  9 156  3 500  5 375  10 000  0

thomas Dressendörfer  1 800  0  0  584  2 740

Dr sandro matter  1 822  9 500  3 500  3 500  2 540

Dr rené willi  1 617  1 000  1 000  1 000  1 588

Frank Hemm  1 022  0  1 000  1 000  1 588

andy molnar  162  0  625  1 500  750

Dr alexander ochsner  0  0  0  0  0

total  15 579  14 000  11 500  17 584  9 206

total 2 757 443  23 000  19 000  17 584  9 206
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2011
shares options

vested 1 Jan 2012 1 Jan 2013 1 Jan 2014

Board of Directors

Gilbert achermann  15 464  0  6 000  7 500  0

Dr h.c. thomas straumann 4 283 638  3 000  0  0  0

Dr sebastian Burckhardt  3 266  3 000  0  0  0

Dominik ellenrieder  1 656  3 000  0  0  0

roland Hess  620  0  0  0  0

Ulrich looser  320  0  0  0  0

Dr Beat lüthi  120  0  0  0  0

stefan meister  120  0  0  0  0

total 4 305 204  9 000  6 000  7 500  0

executive management Board

Beat spalinger  6 156  0  3 500  5 375  10 000

thomas Dressendörfer  0  0  0  0  584

Dr sandro matter  1 322  7 500  3 500  3 500  3 500

Franz maier  5 529  0  3 500  3 500  3 500

total  13 007  7 500  10 500  12 375  17 584

total 4 318 211  16 500  16 500  19 875  17 584



A few weeks later the crown is mounted on the implant.  
Guy’s new tooth fits perfectly and feels great. He also  
has the peace of mind that his Straumann implant is  
guaranteed for life, as he steps into tomorrow’s world.

RestoRationRestoRation
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management
summary

Measures to lift operating margin significantly  
in the mid term

marKet recovery Held BacK
Following positive developments in the prior year, the 
markets for implant, restorative and regenerative 
dentistry collectively contracted in 2012 mainly due 
to the economic situation in Europe. This, together 
with the difficult environment in Japan and disrup-
tion in the Middle East, significantly depressed Strau-
mann’s sales. North America and other key growth 
markets like China and Brazil performed well but 
were unable to offset the shortfalls elsewhere (see p. 
28 f for regional performance).

Business performance
Group revenue for the full-year reached CHF 686 mil-
lion, down just less than 2% in local currencies or 1% 
in Swiss francs, reflecting the first overall positive cur-
rency effect since 2007. Straumann’s largest business, 
implants, succeeded in stabilizing sales, while the 
restorative business (CADCAM/digital) fell short of its 
strong prior-year performance. Regeneratives, on the 
other hand posted another year of solid growth.

operations and finances
In addition to the softer top line, the following factors 
were responsible for constrained profits:
•	 Continued investment in Sales & Marketing to cap-

ture growth potential in underpenetrated markets
•	 Higher investments in Research & Development to 

drive significant projects
•	 A goodwill impairment charge related to the regen-

erative business 
•	 One-time charges related to cost optimization initia-

tives and severances.
The latter two are referred to below as ‘exceptionals’.

gross margin improves to 78%
Excluding exceptionals of CHF 3 million, gross profit 
stood at CHF 534 million, CHF 6 million higher than 
in 2011. This was thanks to price increases, manufac-
turing efficiency gains, and a favorable business mix 
(lower scanner sales). Collectively these compensated 
for the reduction in volumes. The corresponding gross 
margin expanded 170 base points to 78%.

operating profit constrained
In October, the Straumann announced measures to 
improve its cost structure without compromising its 
growth prospects. Redundancies could not be avoided 
and social responsibilities and obligations were met. 
The cost-optimization initiatives and severances re-
sulted in an exceptional charge of CHF 18 million. 

Implementing the new organizational design was a 
major undertaking in 2012. It involved major changes 
in Sales, Products, Services and other areas, including 
the creation of business units with greater autonomy 
and dedicated sales forces. One consequence of this is 
that the smallest business, Regeneratives took on ad-
ditional responsibilities and activities that were pre-
viously shared. Although this is a very successful 
business in an attractive market, resources and in-
vestments are necessary to fuel dynamic growth and 
gain market share. In view of this, Straumann reduced 
its projection for cash-flow/returns in the segment, 
which triggered a goodwill impairment of CHF 21 
million in the second half of 2012.

A year earlier, in 2011, developments in Japan trig-
gered an impairment of intangible assets. Excluding 
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net profit margin reacHes 11% 
(eXcluding eXceptionals)
The net financial result was slightly positive com-
pared with a negative CHF 2 million in 2011. 

The contributions from Neodent and Dental Wings 
(of which Straumann holds 49% and 44% respectively) 
are disclosed in the income statement under ‘Share of 
result of associates’ (pp. F38 f). Together they contrib-
uted a positive CHF 7 million. However, considering 
amortization charges as part of the purchase-price 
allocation, the share of profit from the two entities 
was a negative CHF 6 million1. Going forward, these 
investments are expected to be accretive to IFRS earn-
ings in 2013.

Income taxes came to CHF 19 million, CHF 12 million 
more than in 2011, when the tax rate of 9% was con-
siderably reduced due to impairment of the intangi-
ble assets in Japan.

Taking the aforementioned factors and exceptionals 
into account, reported net profit amounted to CHF 36 
million, with the corresponding margin reaching 5%. 
Basic earnings per share amounted to CHF 2.36.

improved worKing capital
Net cash from operating activities decreased 18% to 
CHF 115 million, owing to: higher tax payments in the 
period, severance contributions, and increased operat-
ing expenses. Year on year, the change in net working 
capital improved by CHF 7 million due to a reduction 
in trade receivables and an increase in payables. With 

this and the aforementioned exceptionals in 2012, 
operating expenses increased CHF 26 million to CHF 
437 million. CHF 5 million of the increase were re-
lated to the reorganization project and the Neodent 
transaction in the first half of the year.

sg&a
Reported Selling, General & Administrative costs rose 
to CHF 424 million mainly due to the impairment of 
CHF 21 million and a charge of CHF 15 million related 
to cost optimization and severances.

r&d
Research & Development investments increased to 
CHF 49 million or 7% of revenue, reflecting the 
Group’s commitment to innovation. It also reflects 
the fact that Straumann has expanded its develop-
ment activities in digital solutions, in addition to 
maintaining a stocked R&D pipeline.

Due to the abovementioned items, earnings before 
interest, tax, depreciation, amortization (EBITDA) and 
exceptionals slid CHF 27 million to CHF 130 million, 
or 19% of sales. 

After ordinary amortization and depreciation charg-
es of approximately CHF 35 million, operating profit 
(EBIT) excluding exceptionals amounted to CHF 100 
million in comparison with CHF 120 million in 2011. 
Currency movements had no significant impact. The 
corresponding EBIT margin was 15%, slightly less 
than 3 percentage points lower than in the prior 
year. 

Key performance figures

 

2012  2011

reported excluding 
exceptionals

reported excluding
exceptionals

net revenue (cHf m) 686.3 693.6

gross profit margin (%) 77.5 77.9 76.2

eBitda margin (%) 17.1 19.0 22.7

eBit margin (%) 8.9 14.5 11.5 17.3

net profit margin (%) 5.3 10.2

‘exceptionals’ comprise the following: in 2011, the impairment of intangible assets in Japan of cHf 40m (and related tax effect);  
in 2012, the goodwill impairment of cHf 21m relating to the global regenerative business, and charges of cHf 18m related to the 
group’s cost optimization program and severances. 
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capital expenditure remaining more or less constant 
at CHF 19 million, free cash flow amounted to CHF 95 
million and the respective margin was 14%. 

The purchase consideration for the 49% stake in Neo-
dent amounted to CHF 261 million. Straumann also 
paid CHF 5 million for the 14% increase in its stake in 
Dental Wings. Net cash used for financing activities 
totaled CHF 63 million after the payment of CHF 58 
million for the ordinary dividend. Consequently, cash 
and cash equivalents at the end of 2012 amounted to 
CHF 141 million. The equity ratio amounted to 82% at 
the end of 2012.

dividend uncHanged
The Board of Directors will propose an ordinary divi-
dend of CHF 3.75 per share to the Shareholders at the 
Annual General Meeting on 5 April 2013. 

outlooK 2013 
(Barring unforeseen 
circumstances)
Straumann’s performance is expected to face con-
tinuing constraints due to the economy and consum-
er sentiment in Europe, while growth markets like  
North America, China and Brazil should continue to 
perform well. The Group will continue to invest selec-
tively in such growth markets.

Based on the overall business fundamentals, strategic 
plan and the outcome of its cost optimization pro-
gram, the Group assumes that it will be able to de-
liver improved profit levels in 2013, even if the market 
remains sluggish. In the mid term, it aims to return 
to  solid growth and to restore operating margin to a 
significantly higher level.

footnote
1 in 2012, the ifrs value was impacted by a one-time  

expense on the fair-value adjustment of the inventory.

Has the re-organization meant accounting 
changes?
It affected our internal management information sys-
tem and reporting structure. We had to adapt our 
external segment reporting to reflect our internal 
structure. The changes were made during the year, 
making it difficult to interpret the segment informa-
tion as several transactions fell into different reported 
segments in 2012. Also, it was not possible to recreate 
the new segment reporting information for 2011, lim-
iting our ability to provide comparative information. 
On the other hand, it increases transparency.

How will the changes regarding retirement 
obligations (IAS 19) affect equity and 2013 earnings?
As we applied the corridor method up to 2012, our 
equity position will be reduced by the application of 
the revised standard. But given the total shareholder 
equity of CHF 631 million, this will not substantially 
change our equity-related ratios.

Why did you stop the share purchase program? 
Our aim was to reduce our high cash position. Mean-
while, our investments in Neodent and Dental Wings 
reduced our liquidity by CHF 266 million.

When will your staged acquisition of Neodent  
be profit accretive?
Neodent is growing nicely and is very successful fi-
nancially. The 2012 profit contribution to Straumann 
was reduced significantly by the short-term effects of 
the IFRS purchase price allocation, i.e. amortization of 
the inventory step-up to fair value. This won’t recur 
in 2013, when we expect a positive contribution to 
IFRS earnings.

What currency effect do you expect in 2013?
Little – assuming the Swiss National Bank maintains  
the euro above CHF 1.20.

tHomas dressendörfer
chief financial officer, 
chief risk officer

Interview
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five-year overview

(in cHf million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

net revenue 778.7 736.4 737.6 693.6 686.3

 growth in % 9.1 (5.4) 0.2 (6.0) (1.1)

gross profit 631.5 586.8 587.0 528.5 531.5

 margin in % 81.1 79.7 79.6 76.2 77.5

operating result before depreciation  
and amortization (eBitda)

274.1 218.3 211.9 157.4 117.4

 margin in % 35.2 29.6 28.7 22.7 17.1

 growth in % 12.3 (20.3) (2.9) (25.7) (25.4)

operating result before amortization (eBita) 240.6 187.9 185.0 131.9 89.5

 margin in % 30.9 25.5 25.1 19.0 13.0

 growth in % 10.1 (21.9) (1.6) (28.7) (32.1)

operating profit (eBit) 40.4 165.3 164.3 79.9 61.0

 margin in % 5.2 22.5 22.3 11.5 8.9

 growth in % (80.0) 309.2 (0.6) (51.4) (23.7)

net profit 8.2 146.4 131.1 71.0 36.4

 margin in % 1.1 19.9 17.8 10.2 5.3

 growth in % (95.4) 1 693.2 (10.4) (45.9) (48.6)

Basic earnings per share (in cHf) 0.52 9.38 8.37 4.54 2.36

value added / economic profit (48.0) 96.1 88.4 29.7 (12.5)

 change in value added (177.4) 144.1 (7.6) (58.7) (42.2)

 change in value added in % (137.1) 300.2 (8.0) (66.4) (142.2)

 in % of net revenue (6.2) 13.0 12.0 4.3 (1.8)

number of employees (year-end) 2 201 2 170 2 361 2 452 2 517

number of employees (average) 2 141 2 162 2 287 2 415 2 530

sales per employee (average) in cHf 1 000 364 341 323 287 271

operating performance
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(in cHf million) 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

cash and cash equivalents  147.9  261.6  349.6  377.1  140.5 

net working capital (net of cash)  88.8  60.8  74.5  68.8  63.0 

 in % of revenue  11.4  8.2  10.1  9.9  9.2 

inventories  84.0  71.5  73.1  67.0  63.6 

 days of supplies  237  159  158  123  152 

trade receivables  96.6  95.4  92.3  94.1  91.8 

 days of sales outstanding  46  47  45  48  49 

Balance sheet total  728.2  802.9  853.9  811.3  772.6 

 return on assets in % (roa)  1.0  19.1  15.8  8.5  4.6 

equity  537.7  635.4  695.6  671.1  631.2 

 equity ratio in %  73.8  79.1  81.5  82.7  81.7 

 return on equity in % (roe)  1.4  25.0  19.7  10.4  5.6 

capital employed  417.8  363.7  337.7  273.1  221.7 

 return on capital employed in % (roce)  9.7  42.5  46.9  26.2  24.7 

cash generated from operating activities  198.8  245.1  175.8  140.2  114.6 

 in % of revenue  25.5  33.2  23.8  20.2  16.7 

investments (73.2) (38.2) (22.9) (25.9) (286.1)

 in % of revenue  9.4  5.2  3.1  3.7  41.7 

 thereof capital expenditures (55.4) (31.4) (22.1) (19.4) (19.4)

 thereof business combinations related (17.8) (6.9) (0.7) (0.4) (0.7)

 thereof investments in associates (6.1) (266.0)

free cash flow  144.4  214.7  154.2  121.1  95.2 

 in % of revenue  18.5  29.1  20.9  17.5  13.9 

dividend (2012: subject to shareholders' approval)  58.4  58.7  58.8  58.0  57.9 

pay-out ratio in % (excluding exceptionals)  32.6  40.1  44.8  59.4  76.8 

financial performance
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assets

(in cHf 1 000) 31 dec 2012 31 dec 2011

tangible fixed assets 104 042 118 088

intangible assets 75 595 100 740

investments in associates 249 239 6 624

deferred income tax assets 24 235 26 410

other non-current assets 2 769 3 391

total non-current assets 455 880 255 253

inventories 63 636 67 010

trade and other receivables 104 447 109 898

other current assets 8 140 2 051

cash and cash equivalents 140 504 377 053

total current assets 316 727 556 012

total assets 772 607 811 265

equity and liaBilities

(in cHf 1 000) 31 dec 2012 31 dec 2011

equity 631 206 671 118

provisions 13 467 8 817

deferred income tax liabilities 10 888 12 343

other non-current liabilities 10 032 8 090

total non-current liabilities 34 387 29 250

trade and other payables 93 964 89 656

provisions 2 602 1 034

other current liabilities 10 448 20 207

total current liabilities 107 014 110 897

total liabilities 141 401 140 147

total equity and liabilities 772 607 811 265

condensed consolidated 
statement of  

financial position 
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(in cHf 1 000) 2012 2011

revenue 686 253 693 581

cost of goods sold (154 733) (165 044)

gross profit 531 520 528 537

other income 1 763 2 673

selling and administrative costs (423 607) (412 274)

research and development costs (48 666) (39 016)

operating profit 61 010 79 920

finance income 16 693 29 078

finance expense (16 057) (31 570)

share of result of associates (5 743)  179

profit before income tax 55 903 77 607

income tax expense (19 465) (6 655)

net profit 36 438 70 952

attributable to:

 shareholders of the parent company 36 438 70 952

Basic earnings per share (in cHf) 2.36 4.54

diluted earnings per share (in cHf) 2.36 4.54

condensed consolidated  
income statement
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(in cHf 1 000) 2012 2011

net profit 36 438 70 952

depreciation of tangible fixed assets 27 404 25 498 

amortization of intangible assets 7 488 11 726 

impairment charges 21 520 40 239 

other non-cash items of income and expense 10 861 (11 699)

changes in net working capital 10 849 3 500 

net cash from operating activities 114 560 140 216

capital expenditures (19 426) (19 422)

purchase of investments in associates (265 973) (6 092)

contingent consideration paid (740) (431)

other cash flows from investing activities  591  329 

net cash used in investing activities (285 548) (25 616)

dividends paid (58 033) (58 762)

purchase of treasury shares (6 637) (34 741)

sale of treasury shares 1 687 2 682 

other cash flows used in financing activities (507)  974 

net cash used in financing activities (63 490) (89 847)

exchange rate differences on cash held (2 071) 2 697 

net (decrease) / increase in cash and cash equivalents (236 549) 27 450

cash and cash equivalents at 1 January 377 053 349 603

cash and cash equivalents at 31 december 140 504 377 053

for further explanation please see the financial report, published as a separate volume.

condensed consolidated 
casH flow statement 
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trend analysis

marKet and industry
The global market for tooth replacement has stag-
nated over the past five years, unable to recapture the 
highly attractive double-digit growth it enjoyed prior 
to the financial crisis. The main reasons for this lie in 
the difficult economic environment. In late 2008, the 
developed industrialized nations slid into one of the 
most severe recessions in decades, and have only par-
tially recovered since then. The situation for Strau-
mann was made worse by the fact that Europe, which 
has been especially hard hit, accounts for the lion’s 
share of the global market for implant dentistry.

Dental markets had previously shown little sensitiv-
ity to the economy, but against this backdrop patients 
have deferred treatment or opted for cheaper alterna-
tives. The reasons are three-fold: first, in most coun-
tries patients pay for dental implant procedures out 
of their own pockets. Second, disposable income for 
elective procedures has fallen due to tax increases 
and the general rise in healthcare costs. Finally, banks 
have become less willing to grant personal loans to 
individuals. 

straumann Has outperformed in difficult marKets

change in revenue in local currencies (in %)

 straumann     other leading implant companies*

*  market share-weighted growth rates of Zimmer, nobel Biocare, dentsply und Biomet / 3i.  
source: published company data and comments.

2008 2009 2010 20122011
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competition and pricing 
Historically attractive margins and double-digit 
growth rates led to a sharp increase in the number 
of competitors – prior to and even after the recession. 
This can be seen, for example, in the number of im-
plant manufacturers and sellers taking part in the 
largest dental trade fair in Europe, the International 
Dental Show in Cologne: between 2007 and 2011, it 
rose from 240 to around 420. The number of CAD-
CAM providers exhibiting increased over the same 
period from 40 to more than 200. The largest rise was 
in foreign implant manufacturers, more specifically 
Asian manufacturers and sellers. Many of these new 
entrants are not innovators but claim to be price 
leaders or offer imitations of established systems. 
Few can compete with Straumann when it comes to 
research and development, portfolio breadth and 
customer service. However, given the sluggish eco-
nomic environment, falling returns and an absence 
of geographic expansion, some observers forecast 
that the pendulum will soon move in the opposite 
direction, with the number of implant providers 
starting to decline due to consolidation and business 
closures. Premium providers appear to be defending 

their selling prices at present, and in some cases have 
even increased them. Competitive pressure has risen 
in the CADCAM market in recent years with regard 
to price and quality. As a result, non-precious metals 
such as cobalt-chrome and cheaper ceramics have 
increased in popularity. This negative price-mix 
trend is likely to continue. 

tecHnology 
The most important recent trend in prosthetic and 
restorative dentistry has been the automation of in-
dividual manufacturing stages and the simplification 
of working processes thanks to digitalization. Strau-
mann has established itself in digital dentistry 
through the acquisitions of etkon (2007, CADCAM), 
IVS (2009, guided surgery), and its stake in Dental 
Wings (2011 and 2012, software and scanners). The 
overall market for CADCAM devices and elements has 
grown faster than the implant market in the past five 
years, but has still not reached its full potential. A pre-
cise market definition remains difficult because the 
landscape is extremely varied. The input (impression) 
can come from scanners used by dentists or dental 
technicians, while the output (prosthetic elements) 

straumann revenue development By region

change in revenue in local currencies (in %)

 europe     north america     asia/pacific     rest of the world

in each case, the size of the bubble illustrates the comparative size of the region with regard to revenue,  
while its center marks the change versus the prior year.
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by financial investors, announced it was exploring 
ways to spin off its 3i dental business. In CADCAM, 
the acquisition of Wieland Dental by Ivoclar Vivadent 
of Liechtenstein made headlines. Various partner-
ships were also signed, especially in digital dentistry. 
The driving factors here were the greater resources 
needed to develop digital software and equipment, 
the complexity in the field and the desire for stan-
dardization. Straumann’s acquisitions over the past 
five years are summarized in the table above left. 

currencies
The appreciation of the Swiss franc against the major 
currencies has been one of the main trends in recent 
years. The average dollar/Swiss franc exchange rate 
fell 19% between 2008 and 2012, from 1.19 to 0.93. 
The euro lost more than a quarter of its value against 
the Swiss franc over the same period, falling from 1.65 
to 1.20. The sustained downtrend in the euro came to 
an end when the Swiss National Bank set a floor of 
1.20 for the EUR/CHF rate and intervened in the mar-
ket to protect this. Currency trends have been the 
main reason for the negative move in Straumann’s 
margins in the past five years. 

straumann 
Straumann has outperformed its main peers over the  
five-year period (see chart on p. 140) and achieved 
average growth of 4% over this period (in local curren-
cies), 3.5% of it organic. In the last three years, how-
ever, sales and profits have been hurt by the soft mar-
ket environment and strong negative currency effects. 
Changes in the market have also resulted in a one-
time impairment of assets that has reduced the re-
ported earnings of Straumann. In view of its solid 

can come from a local dental laboratory or a special-
ized central milling center. Closed CADCAM systems 
with incompatibility issues and incomplete solutions 
have discouraged dental professionals from investing. 
Some leading suppliers have reacted to this by signing 
cooperation agreements. Hardware manufacturers, 
dental software companies and milling machine pro-
ducers are coming closer together. Since 2011, Strau-
mann together with Dental Wings and 3M ESPE have 
been pioneers in their collaboration to create a stan-
dardized, open software platform, which will lower 
entry barriers and unlock growth potential. 

Apart from this, the industry has benefitted consider-
ably from advances in material technology. The past 
five years have seen the introduction of a high-perfor-
mance alloy for implants and high-end ceramics and 
nanomaterials for prosthetics. This trend will con-
tinue. Many manufacturers are working to develop 
metal-free implants, improved bone augmentation 
materials and more natural looking prosthetic com-
ponents. 

As well as the above, industry experts are also fore-
casting a sharper distinction between the manufac-
ture of simpler (tooth-borne) and more complex (im-
plant-borne, extended) prosthetic elements. The idea 
is that in the future, the former will be milled directly 
in the dental practice, while complex reconstructions 
will be made in specialized milling centers. Also, pre-
colored high-performance materials have made it 
possible in some situations to produce dental crowns 
that no longer require finishing, saving time and cost. 

consolidation 
Industry consolidation has been driven by a number 
of major acquisitions in recent years: at the end of 
2010, Danaher took a 75% stake in Implant Direct and 
Dentsply moved up to become the world’s third larg-
est supplier by buying Astra Tech of Sweden in 2011. 
The three largest companies together now make up 
just under 50% of the global dental implant market. 
In 2012, global market leader Straumann took a 49% 
stake in the Brazilian market leader Neodent and Zim-
mer acquired Exopro, also in Brazil. Both strategic 
transactions were deliberately intended to boost pres-
ence in the world’s second largest market for im-
plants and in Latin America. There was excitement in 
the middle of the year when Biomet, which is owned 

maJor acquisitions in past five years 

year company Business rationale

2008 ormedent spol sro czech distributor

2009 ivs solutions ag computer-guided surgery

2011 dental wings inc.  
(30% stake) 

software standardization

open digital dentistry ag 
(30% stake)

standard software  
platform distribution

2012 neodent [JJgc indústria  
e comércio de materiais  
dentários s.a.] (49% stake)

emerging markets dental 
implant manufacturer

dental wings inc.  
(increase to 44% stake) 

software standardization
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ment in order to maintain its competitive advantage 
in research and continuing education. 

people
The number of employees in Switzerland has risen 
over the past five years, albeit less sharply than else-
where. As a result, only 34% of the global team are 
currently employed in Switzerland, whereas five 
years ago this figure stood at 36%. The main shift was 
toward Asia and Europe, and was primarily the result 
of acquisitions and our international expansion strat-
egy. From an operational perspective, the trend was 
toward sales, research and development, and admin-
istration. Consequently, production, which in 2008 
accounted for one-third of all employees, now ac-
counts for less than a quarter. This shift is also the 
result of efficiency savings in manufacturing and 
operational improvements. 

outlooK
In the aftermath of the economic crisis, Straumann 
has seen little improvement in the trends in unem-
ployment and consumer sentiment in the largest 
region, Europe. As described in the Group’s global 
market outlook, demographic trends, raising aware-
ness and continuing education will determine the 
future growth of the industry. According to Strau-
mann’s estimates, this potential growth could aver-
age in the mid to high single-digit range in the com-
ing years. The objective of the cost management 
strategy, which the company implemented in late 
autumn, was to maintain the Group’s competitive-
ness in the areas of innovation, market launches, pro-
duction and sales while still earning an attractive 
capital return in the coming years. As part of its Vi-
sion 2020 (see p. 14 f), which was published in May, 
the company is attempting to identify the industry 
trends in the coming years. 

balance sheet and despite the prolonged economic 
crisis in its most important region, Europe, Strau-
mann has deliberately pursued an expansionary in-
vestment policy, increasing its presence in growth 
markets like China, Brazil and the USA, expanding its 
business divisions and setting up three dedicated 
sales units. 

capital eXpenditure and sales 
In the run-up to the recession in 2008, Straumann 
went through a period of above-average capital ex-
penditure as it sought to keep up with the double-
digit growth in demand and drive forward the expan-
sion and integration of the production facilities 
acquired. Heavy investments were made in upgrad-
ing, automating and expanding production, improv-
ing quality systems and production technologies for 
new products and IT systems. The investment re-
quired for fixed assets, plants, equipment and intan-
gibles therefore fell from 7% in 2008 to around 3% of 
revenue, which is roughly where it has remained ever 
since. 

Straumann has acquired some of its sales partners in 
recent years, so as to gain greater influence on distri-
bution channels. Most of these purchases were made 
before 2008. Since then only the Czech sales partner 
Ormedent spol sro has been acquired, for an amount 
in the low single-digit millions, and a subsidiary was 
set up in China in 2010 to work closely with the long-
standing distribution partner. The percentage of di-
rect sales has only risen marginally, and amounted to 
94% of Group revenue in 2012. Direct access means 
customer proximity and provides an opportunity to 
stand out in customer service. 

innovation and researcH 
Contrary to the general trend toward short-term sav-
ings on research and innovation, Straumann contin-
ued to invest around 5–6% of its revenue in research 
and development and, in tandem with the expansion 
of its business sectors, also broadened the scope of its 
research. The company entered the computer-assist-
ed dental prosthetic modelling and manufacturing 
market in 2007 and has been developing hardware 
and software applications since then. The company 
has also upheld its commitment to customer service 
and continuing education. Looking to the future, 
Straumann intends to continue this level of invest-
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sHare performance

2012 was marked by the European financial crisis, 
widespread expansive monetary policy and ex-
change rate intervention. In its fourth year, the crisis 
gave investments a bumpy start which lasted until 
March. Despite rising share prices, investments saw 
their weakest phase in early summer. Although eq-
uity upside potential remained intact, many market 
participants were deterred, in particular due to fears 
of a euro-zone break-up. The European Central Bank’s 
announcement of a program of unlimited buying of 
government bonds in struggling countries in the euro 
zone led to a significant improvement in sentiment. 
Although this decision did not entirely diminish fears 
regarding the sovereign debt crisis in Europe, it did 
calm the markets.

Financial news continued to focus on the lower 
growth prospects in some emerging markets and the 
US Presidential election. Hurricane Sandy and the US 
budget crisis (or ‘fiscal cliff’) also caused turmoil on 
the international stock markets in the fourth quarter. 
The artificial strength of the Swiss franc – a major 
issue on the local stock market in 2011 – decreased 
slightly in 2012 with the decision by the Swiss Na-
tional Bank (SNB) to introduce a fixed floor of CHF 
1.20 for the euro.

Despite negative economic news and political uncer-
tainty, the Swiss equity market and its leading SMI 
index delivered a surprisingly positive performance, 
gaining 15% over the year and slightly outperforming 
the MSCI World®, which rose by 12%. 

While in 2011, defensive index heavyweights such as 
Nestlé, Roche and Novartis set the pace, luxury goods 
manufacturers Richemont and Swatch as well as 
Swiss Re, Actelion and Syngenta led the SMI in 2012. 
Despite scandals surrounding the LIBOR rates, many 
bank stocks recovered and proceeded to clearly out-
perform the overall market. Of the major Swiss banks, 
however, only UBS was able to benefit from this 
global trend; insurance stocks also performed well. 

As in 2011, Swiss small and mid-caps underper-
formed. The SMIM small and mid-cap index gained 
11% in 2012. As previously, volatility among the 30 
stocks making up the SMIM index was high. The best-
performing share in 2012 rose 105%, while the worst 
slumped 54%.

Straumann belongs to this mid-cap segment. Our 
share price performance in 2012 was disappointing 
at -31% (or -29% taking into account the dividend of 
CHF 3.75). While performance was in line with the 
market as a whole in 2011, both of the dental stocks 
listed on the Swiss market lost considerable ground 
in 2012. Although demand for implant-supported 
restorations was very pleasing in North America and 
the emerging markets, almost 50% of the global res-
toration market continues to be focused in Europe. As 
the tooth restoration market relies on patients’ abil-
ity to finance non-reimbursed treatment, the strained 
economic situation, government cost-saving mea-
sures and the record high levels of unemployment in 
some parts of Europe are hampering demand consid-
erably. The industry still has yet to provide proof that 
a return to the attractive growth rates of the past is 
possible. 

Straumann was able to keep pace with its key com-
petitors in this difficult sector environment and has 
set its strategic course for the future with a stake in 
Neodent in Brazil (see p. 35) and a new organization-
al structure. In this uncertain economic environment, 
investors favor medical device stocks, which are 
viewed as being less susceptible to economic trends 
– for example, stocks in companies active in the treat-
ment of immunological disorders or degenerative 
diseases and trauma surgical interventions. 

The average daily closing price of the Straumann 
share ranged between CHF 99 and CHF 176. Total 
shareholder return for 2012 was negative at CHF 46 
per share. The average daily trading volume was 
around 67 700 shares.
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stocK eXcHange information
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ex date 9 april 2013

payment date 12 april 2013

security id 001 228 007

isin cH 0012 280 076

  at last day of trading

HigHest/lowest values

sHare price development

sHare price data     

(in cHf) 2012 2011 

price date price date

first trading day*  170.70 3.1. 215.70 3.1.

lowest*  99.00 15.11. 134.80 23.9.

Highest*  176.00 2.2. 242.00 9.2.

last trading day*  112.00 28.12. 162.10 30.12.

average  135.79 192.86  

tax value  112.00 162.10  

total shareholder return, gross of tax (in %) (28.6) (23.1)  

share price performance (in %) (30.9) (24)  

market capitalization 31 dec (in cHf million)  1 756  2 541  

* value reflects closing price.
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2  24 feb   chicago midwinter dental  
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announced, strategy update  
at cmd in amsterdam

5  15 Jun  competitor 3i reports soft  
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8  18 oct  discontinuation of itero 
  distribution

9  30 oct q3 results
10  26 oct 10% of shares change ownership
11  30 nov  msci index reshuffle

 stmn share price     volumes traded   
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calendar

Key reporting dates in 2013
21 february 2012 full-year results

5 april annual general meeting

30 april q1 sales

20 august q2 sales and H1 results

31 october q3 and 9m sales

planned investor relations events 
and conferences in 2013
Members of Straumann’s Executive Management 
and/or Investor Relations team plan to take part in the 
following events, subject to availability.

roadsHows & conferences
26 february Zurich investor meetings

14 march cologne investor meetings

25 march exane Bnp paribas Healthcare  
conference (paris)

26 march london investor meetings

27 march edinburgh investor meetings

2 may frankfurt investor meetings

28 may new york investor meetings

29 may toronto investor meetings

30 may deutsche Bank Healthcare 
conference (Boston)

28 June milano investor meetings

26 august stockholm investor meetings

27 august copenhagen and london investor meetings

19 september uBs Best of switzerland  
conference (wolfsberg)

23 september geneva investor meetings

24 september vienna investor meetings

26 september new york investor meetings

27 september chicago investor meetings

5 december Berenberg european conference
(london)

6 december london investor meetings

 
If you are interested in meeting Straumann’s top
management at one of the meetings, please contact  
investor.relations@straumann.com. 

selected dental meetings in 2013
30 January  
– 3 february

38th yankee dental congress (Boston)

5– 7 february aeedc dubai 2013 (dubai)

21–23 february chicago dental society 148th midwinter 
meeting (chicago)

1–2 march the dentistry show (Birmingham)

7–9 march academy of osseointegration’s  
28th annual meeting (tampa)

7–9 march pacific dental conference (vancouver)

12–16 march 35th international dental show (cologne)

20–23 march international association for dental  
research general session (seattle)

11–13 april california dental association (anaheim)

11–13 april 8th forum dental del mediterráneo  
(Barcelona)

25–27 april British dental conference & exhibition (london)

2–4 may international osteology symposium 
(monaco)

2–4 may ontario dental associations’  
annual spring meeting 2013 (toronto)

9–12 June sino-dental – china international dental 
exhibition & scientific conference (Beijing)

10–13 July 21st congresso internacional de odontologia 
do rio de Janeiro (rio de Janeiro)

28–31 august fdi annual world dental congress 
(istanbul)

25–28 september latin american osseointegration  
congress (são paulo)

26–28 september canadian academy of restorative  
dentistry and prosthodontics’ 21st annual 
scientific meeting (vancouver)

28 september  
– 1 october

99th annual meeting of the american 
academy of periodontology (philadelphia)

7–12 october 95th annual meeting of the american  
association of oral and maxillofacial  
surgeons (orlando)

16–19 october 21st annual scientific meeting of the  
european association for osseointegration 
(dublin)

24–26 october colloquium dental (Brescia)

31 october  
– 3 november

american dental association annual  
session (new orleans)

29 november  
– 4 december

greater new york dental meeting 2013 
(new york)
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researcH  
coverage

contacts
& puBlications

group Headquarters
straumann Holding ag
Peter Merian-Weg 12, 4002 Basel
Tel. + 41 61 965 11 11, Fax + 41 61 965 11 01

investor relations
Fabian Hildbrand
Tel. + 41 61 965 13 27, Fax + 41 61 965 11 23
investor.relations@straumann.com

media relations
Mark Hill Thomas Konrad
Tel. + 41 61 965 13 21 Tel. + 41 61 965 15 46
corporate.communication@straumann.com

general inquiries
Corporate Communication
Tel. +41 61 965 11 11, Fax +41 61 965 11 03

puBlications and  
furtHer information
The Straumann Annual Report is published in Febru-
ary and presented at the analysts’ and press confe-
rence. It is also available online at www.straumann.
com. The half-year interim report is published in the 
form of a media release in August. Other media re-
leases include the quarterly sales reports published 
in April for the first quarter and in October for the 
third quarter. Where necessary or appropriate, Strau-
mann also publishes additional information on key 
significant events. Press releases and presentations 
can be downloaded from the Straumann homepage at 
www.straumann.com. Please see Information Policy 
on p. 102 f.

Bank am Bellevue
Gina Francioli
Tel. +41 44 267 72 37

Bank of America
Merrill Lynch
Ed Ridley-Day
Tel. +44 207 995 4585

Bank Vontobel
Carla Bänziger
Tel. +41 58 283 70 21

Barclays Capital
Alex Kleban
Tel. +44 203 555 21 55

Berenberg Bank
Thomas Jones
Tel. +44 203 207 7877

Citigroup
Jonathan Beake
Tel. +44 207 986 5441
 
Commerzbank AG
Oliver Metzger
Tel. +49 69 136 81573

Credit Suisse
Christoph Gretler
Tel. +41 44 333 79 44

Deutsche Bank
Yi-Dan Wang
Tel. +44 207 545 9999

Exane BNP 
Paribas
Julien Dormois
Tel. +33 1 44 95 69 49

Goldman Sachs
Veronika Dubajova
Tel. +44 207 774 1901

Helvea
Simon Götschmann
Tel. +41 43 388 92 64

HSBC Trinkhaus 
& Burkhardt
Hendrik Lofruthe
Tel. +49 211 910 2373

Jefferies
Ingeborg Øie
Tel. +44 207 029 8704

Kepler Capital Markets
Maja Pataki
Tel. +41 43 333 66 23

MainFirst Bank
Stephan Vollert
Tel. +41 43 888 61 54

Morgan Stanley
Michael Jüngling
Tel. +44 207 425 5975

Nomura
Martin Brunninger
Tel. +44 207 102 8476

Northcoast Research
Ed Snyder
Tel. +1 216 468 6903

Sanford C. Bernstein
Lisa Clive /  
Peter Lennox-King
Tel. +44 207 170 5052

UBS
Martin Wales
Tel. +44 207 5688 428

Zürcher Kantonalbank
Sibylle Bischofberger Frick
Tel. +41 44 292 37 34
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country organizations
australia & new zealand
Straumann Australia P/ L
7 Gateway Court
Port Melbourne
Victoria
Tel. + 61 3 9646 7060
Fax + 61 3 9646 7232
info.au@straumann.com

austria & Hungary
Straumann GmbH
Florido Tower
Floridsdorfer Hauptstrasse 1
1210 Vienna
Tel. + 43 1 29 40 660
Fax + 43 1 29 40 666
info.at@straumann.com

Belgium
Straumann SA/ NV
Belgicastraat 3, box 3
1930 Zaventem
Tel. + 32 2 790 10 00
Fax + 32 2 790 10 20
info.be@straumann.com

Brazil
Straumann Brasil Ltda
Rua Funchal, 263 – 12°andar
Vila Olímpia
04551-060 São Paulo
Tel. + 55 11 3058 6888
Fax + 55 11 3058 6899
info.br@straumann.com

canada
Straumann Canada Ltd
3115 Harvester Road 
Burlington, Ontario L7N 3N8
Tel. + 1 905 319 2900
Fax + 1 905 319 2911
info.can@straumann.com

cHina 
Straumann (Beijing) 
Medical Device Trading Co., Ltd.
11Fl, Tower B, Jiaming Centre
No. 27, Dongsanhuan Beilu
Chaoyang District
Beijing 100020
Tel. +86 10 5775 6555
Fax +86 10 5775 6556
info.cn@straumann.com

czecH repuBlic
Straumann sro
Na Žertvách 2196
18000 Prague 8
Tel. +420 284 09 4650
Fax +420 284 09 4659
info.cz@straumann.com

denmark
Straumann Danmark ApS
Nygårds Plads 21, 1
2605 Brøndby
Tel. + 45 46 16 06 66
Fax + 45 43 61 25 81
info.dk@straumann.com

Finland
Straumann Oy
Fredrikinkatu 48 A 7 krs.
00100 Helsinki
Tel. + 358 9 694 28 77
Fax + 358 9 694 06 95
info.fi@straumann.com

France
Straumann SARL
3, rue de la Galmy-Chessy
77701 Marne-la-Vallée
Cedex 4
Tel. + 33 1 64 17 30 00
Fax + 33 1 64 17 30 10
info.fr@straumann.com

germany
Straumann GmbH
Jechtinger Strasse 9
79111 Freiburg
Tel. + 49 761 450 10
Fax + 49 761 450 11 49
info.de@straumann.com

Straumann CADCAM GmbH
Lochhamer Schlag 6
82166 Gräfelfing
Tel. + 49 89 309 07 50
Fax + 49 89 309 07 51 19

Straumann CADCAM GmbH
Koburger Strasse 45
04416 Markkleeberg
Tel. + 49 34 13 50 35 40
Fax + 49 34 13 50 35 469

italy
Straumann Italia srl
Viale Bodio 37a
20158 Milan
Tel. + 39 02 3932 831
Fax + 39 02 3932 8365
info.it@straumann.com

Japan
Straumann Japan KK
Sapia Tower 16F, 1-7-12 
Marunouchi, Chiyoda-ku 
Tokyo 100-0005
Tel. + 81 3 5218 2600
Fax + 81 3 5218 2601
info.jp@straumann.com

mexico
Straumann México SA 
de CV
Rubén Darío # 281
int. 1702 Piso 17
Col. Bosque de Chapultepec
11580 México DF.
Tel. + 52 55 5282 6262
Fax + 52 55 5282 6289
info.mx@straumann.com

netHerlands
Straumann BV
Einsteinweg 15
3404 LE Ijsselstein
Tel. + 31 30 604 66 11
Fax + 31 30 604 67 28
informatie@straumann.com
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straumann’s products and services are available   
in more than 70 countries through our subsidiaries  
and a broad network of distributors.

straumann locations
production facilities
distributors

norway
Straumann AS
Nedre Vollgate 3
P. O. Box 1751 Vika
0122 Oslo
Tel. + 47 23 35 44 88
Fax + 47 23 35 44 80
info.no@straumann.com

portugal (BrancH)
Straumann SA
Lagoas Park, Edificio 11
Piso 3
2740-244 Porto Salvo
Tel. + 351 214 229 170
Fax + 351 214 212 144
info.pt@straumann.com

singapore
Straumann Singapore Pte Ltd
1 Maritime Square
#09-04 HarbourFront Centre
Singapore 099253

soutH korea
Straumann Dental 
Korea Inc.
1005 Korea Trade Tower
Samseong 1-dong
Gangnam-gu
Seoul 135-729
Tel. +822 2149 3800~4
Fax +822 2149 3810
info.kr@straumann.com

spain
Straumann SA
Edificio Arroyo - A
Avda. de Bruselas, 38 - Planta 1
28108 Alcobendas-Madrid
Tel. + 34 902 400 979
Fax + 34 916 308 166
info.es@straumann.com

sweden
Straumann AB
Fabriksgatan 13
41250 Gothenburg
Tel. + 46 31 708 75 00
Fax + 46 31 708 75 29
info.se@straumann.com

Biora AB
Medeon Science Park
20512 Malmö
Tel. + 46 40 32 13 33
Fax + 46 40 32 13 55

switzerland
Institut Straumann AG
Peter Merian-Weg 12
4002 Basel
Tel. + 41 61 965 11 11
Fax + 41 61 965 11 01
info@straumann.com

Straumann Villeret SA 
Champs du Clos 2
Case postale 32
2613 Villeret BE
Tel. + 41 32 942 87 87
Fax + 41 32 942 87 88

united kingdom
Straumann Ltd
3 Pegasus Place
Gatwick Road
Crawley 
West Sussex
RH10 9AY
Tel. + 44 1293 651230
Fax + 44 1293 651239
info.uk@straumann.com

usa
Straumann USA, LLC /
Straumann Manufacturing, 
Inc.
60 Minuteman Road
Andover, MA 01810
Tel. + 1 978 747 2500
Fax + 1 978 747 2490
info.usa@straumann.com

Straumann 
Manufacturing, Inc.
113th Street 916A
Arlington, TX 76011
Tel. + 1 817 701 11 81 
Fax: + 1 817 701 12 36
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glossary

aButment
A component that connects the 
implant with the prosthesis and 
protrudes into the oral cavity

Boneceramic
Straumann’s fully synthetic bone 
substitute for bone augmentation 
procedures

Bone level implant
Implant where the connection 
between the implant and the 
abutment is placed at the level of 
the bone crest

Bridge
An appliance used literally to 
bridge the gap left by missing 
teeth by using one or more false 
teeth fixed to crowns anchored to 
tooth stumps or implants

cadcam
Computer-aided design/
computer-aided manufacturing: 
a computer system is used both 
for designing a product and  
for controlling manufacturing 
processes

cares
Computer-Aided Restoration  
Service

crossFit
Straumann’s self-guiding internal 
implant-abutment connection, 
featuring four internal grooves 
that prevent rotation and ensure 
precise fit and a conical interface 
for lasting mechanical stability

crown
A tooth-shaped cap attached to a 
tooth stump or implant abutment

dental tecHnician
Dental professional who manu-
factures patient-specific crowns, 
bridges, dentures and other 
dental prosthetics according to 
the dentist’s specifications

dwos
Dental Wings Open Software,  
an open software platform that  
allows prosthetics to be designed 
using data from multiple sources

edentulous
Having no teeth (can refer to  
upper and/or lower jaw)

enamel matrix derivative 
(emdogain)
An extract of enamel matrix  
proteins, which are involved in 
the development of cementum, 
periodontal ligament and bone

gBr
Guided bone regeneration

glass ceramic
Ceramic of lithium disilicate or  
similar high-performance  
materials that combines strength 
with translucence

guided surgery
Surgery in which 3D imaging 
technologies are used to plan the 
position, depth and angle of an 
implant

HydropHilic
Readily absorbing or attracting 
water, or having chemical groups 
that interact with water

inlays and onlays
An inlay is an individualized solid  
filling cemented into a tooth  
cavity that can also carry a bridge, 
while an onlay is the same but 
extends to replace a cusp or cover 
the whole tooth

intra-oral scanning
Digital scanning to create a 3D 
image of the patient’s teeth that 
avoids the conventional process 
of impression-taking followed  
by model casting

iti
International Team for  
Implantology

loading
Subjecting an implant to biting  
pressure by fitting a temporary/ 
permanent crown

memBragel
Straumann’s proprietary PEG-
based resorbable barrier mem-
brane, applied as a quick-setting 
gel

memBrane
A barrier used e. g. in GBR to pre-
vent rapidly growing tissue from 
occupying space into which new 
bone should form, and to stabilize 
bone augmentation materials

Dental/medical terms
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nano ceramic
Tooth restoration material 
combining nanoceramic 
components with 
a cross-linked resin matrix

narrow neck implant
Small diameter implant for  
limited interdental spaces 
or narrow bone ridges

nis
Non-interventional study,   
designed to evaluate products 
in everyday clinical settings, 
where the clinician can use 
the product as deemed suitable, 
within treatment guidelines

one-stage procedure
Surgical procedure whereby 
the implant is placed but not 
covered by the gum tissue 
during healing, so no second 
surgical procedure is necessary 
to uncover the implant

osseointegration
The integration of an implant 
with the surrounding bone

peri - implantitis
Inflammatory tissue pathology 
and/or progressive bone loss at  
implant site, resulting from  
plaque accumulation and bacterial 
infiltration around dental implants

periodontics
Branch of dentistry concerned 
with the care and treatment 
of the supporting tissues 
of the teeth from the gingiva 
to the adjacent alveolar bone and 
ligament

periodontist
Dental professional specialized in  
the tissue and bone surrounding  
the teeth and in treating diseases 
that affect them

periodontitis
Progressive disease of the 
periodontal tissues, resulting 
in the gradual loss of the tooth 
and supporting structures

polyetHylene glycol (peg)
A hydrophilic polymer (macro-
molecule of repeating units) that  
interacts with cell membranes 
and promotes the fusion of cells

prostHodontist
A dental professional who 
carries out prosthetic restorations 
on natural teeth and implants 

rct
Randomized controlled trial

restorative dentistry
Branch of dentistry concerned 
with the replacement or re-
construction of a tooth or teeth

roxolid
Straumann’s alloy of titanium 
and zirconium, designed 
specifically for dental implants 
in sites with limited available 
space and where greater strength 
is required

scan & sHape
A Straumann CARES brand  
service, where experienced dental 
technicians generate CADCAM-
based, customized abutments 
from a model or wax-up, exactly 
to customer specifications

screw-retained Bars  
and Bridges
Bars and bridges that are used to  
connect two or more dental im-
plants; bars are commonly used 
to support partial or full dentures

sla
Sandblasted with Large grit and  
Acid etched, SLA refers to a 
second-generation implant 
surface technology introduced 
by Straumann in 1998 

slactive
Straumann’s third-generation  
implant surface technology. 
By virtue of its hydrophilic 
properties, healing time is cut 
in half

soFt tissue level implant
Implant where the connection 
between the implant and the 
abutment is placed at the level  
of the soft tissue, so that the soft  
tissue surrounds the polished  
collar of the implant

titanium
Metallic element isolated from  
minerals as an iron-gray powder; 
available in many forms and 
used in many dental and ortho-
pedic applications

two-stage procedure
Surgical procedure whereby the  
implant is inserted and a healing 
cap placed, which is covered 
by the gum tissue during 
healing; a second surgical 
procedure is performed later, 
where the healing cap is 
removed and an abutment and 
provisional prosthesis is placed

veneer
Thin layer of restorative material  
covering a tooth surface in order 
to protect damaged surfaces or 
improve esthetics

zirconia
ZrO2 – the white oxide of 
zirconium used on account of 
its infusibility and luminosity 
in dental implants, prosthetics, 
enamels and glazes

zirconium
A grayish-white, string, ductile 
metallic element obtained from 
zircon and used in ceramic 
and refractory compounds as 
an alloying agent
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amortization  
Systematic allocation of the de-
preciable amount of an intangible  
asset over its useful life

cagr
Compound Annual Growth 
Rate, annualized growth rate 
over a multiple-year period

depreciation  
Systematic allocation of the  
depreciable amount of a tangible 
asset

earnings per sHare (eps)
Net profit divided by the number  
of shares

eBit  
Earnings before interest and  
taxes; also referred to here as  
operating profit

eBitda  
Earnings before interest, taxes, 
depreciation and amortization

eBit margin  
Operating profit (EBIT) divided  
by group net revenue in %

economic proFit (ep)  
See compensation report,   
(p. 118)

equity ratio  
Shareholder equity divided  
by total  assets in %

erp  
Enterprise resource planning

Free casH Flow 
Net cash from operating 
activities less capital 
expenditures plus net proceeds 
from property, plant and 
equipment

Free casH Flow margin 
Free cash flow divided 
by Group net revenue in %

goodwill  
Future economic benefits arising 
from assets that are not capable 
of being  individually identified 
and separately recognized

iFrs  
International Financial Reporting 
Standards

impairment loss 
The amount by which the car-
rying amount of an asset or  
a cash-generating unit exceeds  
its recoverable value

net proFit margin  
Net profit divided by Group 
net revenue in %

opex
Operating expenses, also called  
non-manufacturing expenses,  
including R&D, SG&A and other 
general expenses

organic growtH
Organic growth is the growth  
excluding the effect from business  
combination and currency effects

pay-out ratio  
Dividend paid divided by net  
profit over the same period in %

revenues  
Sales, see p. F20

roa  
Return on assets; net profit  
divided by average assets in %

roce  
Return on capital employed;  
earnings before interest and  
taxes divided by average capital  
employed in %

roe  
Return on equity; net profit  
divided by average equity in %

sales  
See ‘sale of goods’ on p. F20

total sHareHolder 
return (tsr)  
Profit or loss realized by an  
investment at the end of a  
specified calendar year. TSR 
includes capital gains/losses 
from increases/decreases in 
stock price as well as received 
dividends

wacc  
Weighted average cost of capital

write-down  
See impairment loss

Financial terms
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index

510(k): 108

a
Absence (due to accidents/
sickness): 58f
Abutments: 7, 13, 22, 37, 38, 42f, 64, 
74f, F32, F36f
Accidents, workplace: 58f
Accounting policies and 
principles: 102, 104, 133, F9ff, F55, 
F66, F80
Acquisitions: 3, 7, 16ff, 35, 43, 84, 
102, 106, 133, 140ff, 144, F24, F36ff
Administration costs: 107, 132, 137, 
F3, F71
Annual General Meeting (AGM), 
Shareholders General Meeting: 
8, 81, 87f, 102, 113, 120, 124, 133, 145, 
F8, F19, F42, F53, F66, F78, F80
Amortization: 132ff, 138, F5, F13ff, 
F23, F28ff, F35f, F51, F71
Andover: 51, 63, 65ff, 83, 105, 109, 
F64, F72
Arlington: 64, 66, 105
Asia, Asia/Pacific: 2, 8, 15, 17, 22, 25, 
32f, 53, 57, 82, 84f, 108, 140, F26, F30, 
F38
Auditors: 87f, 96, 102, F66f, F80f

B
Balance sheet: 6, 135, 142, F9f, F17, 
F22, F49f, F70, F73, F80
Biora: 83, 109, F36, F64, F72
Board of Directors: 8, 81, 84, 87ff, 
102, 104, 106, 108, 113, 116ff, 121, 
123ff, 133, F8, F21, F46f, F54f, F63, 
F66, F73ff, F80
Bone Level Implant: 33, 37, 46, 63
BoneCeramic: 25, 40
Bonus(es): 58, 94, 115ff, 122, 125, F19, 
F74
Borrowings: F12, F17, F56ff
Brand(s), branding: 8, 16ff, 33
Business focus: see ‘Strategic 
focus’
Business units: 7, 53, 82, 84, 95, 97f, 
116ff, 122, 131, F25ff, F28f

c
Calendar of events: 103, 145
Capital structure: 85ff, F60
CARES: 7, 16f, 24, 27, 29, 31, 38, 41ff, 
47, 64
Cash and short-term deposits: 2f, 
6, 87, 106, 115, 132f, 135f, 138, F2, F5ff, 
F17, F19ff, F28f, F30f, F40f, F50, F56, 
F58f, F70
Cash equivalents: 6, 106, 133, 135f, 
138, F2, F5, F17, F28f, F30f, F41, F56, 
F59, F70
Cash-generating unit(s): F11, F13ff, 
F36ff
Cash flow: 2f, 6, 106, 131, 133, 135, 
138, F5f, F11, F15ff, F23f, F37, F56ff, 
F61f, F66
CEO: 5, 8, 51, 82, 84, 88, 97, 115, 122, 
125, F25f, F74
Ceramic(s): 23, 64ff, 74, 76, 140f
Child labor: 62
China: 5ff, 16, 25f, 33, 37, 43, 54, 62, 
83, 101, 108, 131, 133, 142, F25, F64, 
F72
Clinical trials and development, 
clinical research: 14, 37ff, 45ff, 84, 
105
Code of Conduct: 18, 59, 62, 65, 82, 
108
Compensation: 17, 58f, 81, 85ff, 102f, 
113ff, 120ff, F19, F42, F46, F54f, F73ff
Competition and competitors: 14ff, 
23, 29, 31, 33, 140f, 143
Conditional shares: 85f, F19, F42, F73
Contact addresses: 146, 148f
Contingencies: F53f
Core beliefs: 12f, 18, 113
Corporate governance: 12, 80ff, 113
Cost of goods: 107, 118, 137, F3, F40
Costs, treatment: 16, 31, 105
Costs, financial: 106f, 117, 131, 132f, 
137, F3, F11ff, F20ff, F26, F28ff, F33ff, 
F37f, F49f, F52, F54, F59
Credit risk: 106, F40, F56, F58
Customers: 7, 13, 16ff, 24, 27, 29, 31, 
35, 37, 41ff, 45f, 51, 53f, 56, 59, 64, 81, 
84, 105f, F14f, F32, F36, F40, F58
Customized abutments: 7, 37f, 42

d
Dental Wings: 7f, 16, 40f, 84, 132f, 
140f, F38f, F72
Dentures and overdentures: 38, 42, 
47, 61
Depreciation: 132, 134, 138, F5, F12f, 
F15, F28ff, F33f, F51, F71
Derivative(s): 106, F18, F21ff, F40, 
F56ff, F61f
Digital Solutions: 12, 15, 17, 43, 132
Diversity (inc. women, gender): 
58f
Dividend(s): 3f, 8, 88, 116, 121, 133, 
135, 138, 143, F5ff, F16, F20, F24, F39, 
F48, F53, F60, F78

e
Earnings per share: 3, 132, 134, 137, 
F3, F52f
EBIT: 2, 6, 118, 132, 134
EBITDA: 35, 132, 134
Ectodermal dysplasia: 62
Education: 8, 12, 14, 16f, 23, 27, 31, 33, 
35, 42ff, 51, 53f, 55f, 58f, 60f, 105, 142, 
F20, F25f
Emdogain: 7, 16, 25, 29, 31, 38ff, 47, 
64
Emerging markets: 4, 8, 15, 22f, 33, 
81, 141, 143
Emissions: 66f
Employee benefits: 114ff, F9, F11, 
F18f, F42, F49ff, F52, F55
Energy consumption: 51, 65ff
Environmental protection and 
monitoring: 51f, 62, 65ff, 109
Equal opportunity: 51, 58f
Equity: 2, 84ff, 102, 106, 113, 126, 133, 
135f, F2, F6f, F9, F12, F41, F45f, F50, 
F57f, F60ff, F70, F73, F75
etkon: 140
Europe: 5ff, 15ff, 22, 24f, 28f, 35, 53, 
57, 62, 85, 108, 116, 131, 133, 139f, 142, 
F25f, F30
Events after balance sheet: F63
Executive Management Board: 60, 
81f, 84, 88, 93f, 96ff, 102, 104, 106, 
113ff, 117, 119, 122ff, 126f, F19, F21, F25, 
F46, F54f, F63, F73ff
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F
Financial assets: 2, 105f, 118, 136, 
142, F2, F8, F11ff, F16, F20ff, F28ff, 
F32, F39f, F44ff, F49ff, F56ff, F70
Fluctuation: 6, 58, 105f, F56f
Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA): 108
Forced labor: 62
Free cash flow: 2, 133, 135
FTSE4Good: 50

g
General dentists: 14, 27, 31, 53
Germany: 12, 25, 29, 42, 54, 64, 66, 
83, F24, F26, F32, F42, F53, F64, F72
Goals/targets/objectives: 5f, 8, 31, 
33, 42, 47, 52f, 57ff, 61ff, 82, 87, 93f, 
96f, 102, 104, 106, 108f, 113ff, 142, 
F16, F19, F23, F59f, F63, F77
Goodwill: 6, 131f, F10f, F13, F15, F21, 
F35ff
Government grants: F21, F42
Gräfelfing: 66, 83, 109, F64
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI): 
52, 157

H
Headquarters (Basel): 12, 64, 66, 
82ff, 96, 109, F8, F64, F72
Hedging (hedge): 106, F4, F6f, F22f, 
F56ff, F61f
History: 12
Human rights: 62

i
Iberia: 55, 101, F26
IFRS: 35, 113, 116, 132f, F8ff, F25f, F66
Impairment: 6, 117, 131f, 138, 142, F5, 
F8, F10ff, F15ff, F30, F34ff, F40, F44, 
F51
Income statement: 132, 137, F3f, F9, 
F12, F45f, F49, F56, F71
Independent experts: 72ff
Information policy (inform): 102f
Innovation: 7, 14ff, 37, 39ff, 45ff, 54, 
105, 132, 142
Insurance: 104, 106, 116, 143, F18, 
F54
Intangible assets: 108, 131f, 136, 138, 
142, F2, F5, F13ff, F28, F32, F35ff, F45f, 
F51, F70
Intellectual property: 41, 82, 105
Internal audit: 82, 94, 96, 104, 108, 
F25f, F63, F77

International Team for 
Implantology (ITI): 8, 12, 14, 43ff, 51, 
55f, 60, F54f
Interviews
 Achermann, Gilbert: 81
 Belser, Urs: 76
 Ciocco, Massimo: 77
 Dressendörfer, Thomas: 133
 Froum, Stuart: 75
 Gahlert, Michael: 74
 Hemm, Frank: 29
 Matter, Sandro: 42
 Molnar, Andy: 31
 Ochsner, Alexander: 33
 Willi, René: 41
Intra-oral scanning: 13, 24, 41, 77, 82, 
F25, F32
Inventories: 133, 135f, F2, F5, F17, F40, 
F45f
Investment property: F2, F5, F13, 
F20, F32, F34, F51
Investments: 6f, 31, 45f, 64, 131ff, 
135f, 142, F2, F9f, F16, F21f, F24, 
F28ff, F39, F50, F58ff, F62, F70f, F72
Investments in subsidiaries: 84, 
F21f, F46, F64
Investor relations: 82, 88, 103, 145, 
F25f
Investor relations calendar: 145
ISO certification: 109
Italy: 25, 29, 54, 83, F26, F36, F49, 
F51, F64
iTero: 7, 24, 41, 77
IVS: 140f, F24

J
Japan: 5f, 25, 33, 37, 39, 47, 54f, 83, 
108f, 131f, F25f, F36, F38, F44f, F64, 
F72
Job creation: 31, 58

k
Key figures: inside front cover
Korea: 5, 25, 33, 37, 54, 83, 106, F25f, 
F64, F72

l
Latin America: 7, 15ff, 35, 82, 141, 
F26
Launches: see ‘Product launches’
Legal structure: 84
Leipzig/Markkleeberg: 63f, 66f, 105, 
109

Liabilities: 105f, 115, 136, F2, F5, F8ff, 
F17ff, F28ff, F38f, F42, F45f, F49, F51, 
F54, F56ff, F70
Liquidity risk: 6, 106, 133, F56, F59
Litigation: 105, F43, F54
Loans: 102, 106, 113, 123f, F4, F17, F39, 
F56ff, F70
Logistics: 6, 59, 63f, 82, F25f
Loxim: 7, 29, 38f, 63

m
Malmö: 63, 66, 83, 109, F36, F64, F72
Margin(s): 4, 6, 8, 15, 17, 35, 63, 81, 
131ff, 140f, F11, F37
Market penetration/share: 6f, 15, 
22ff, 29, 31, 33, 35, 47, 74, 139
Market(s): 5ff, 14ff, 22ff, 29, 31, 33, 35, 
44, 47, 51, 54, 81, 105, 108f, 114, 131, 
133, 139ff, F14, F37f
Meetings and congresses: 145
MembraGel: 40, 46
Membrane: 24f, 40
Minority interests: 82
Mission: 12, 18, 95

n
Narrow Neck CrossFit (NNC): 7, 38
Neodent: 7, 17f, 23, 35, 84, 132f, 141, 
143, F38
North America: 5, 8, 15, 17, 22, 25, 
30f, 35, 40, 43, 53, 57f, 82, 84, 103, 131, 
133, 140, 143, F26, F30

o
Operating expense: 118, 132, F34, F53
Operating profit: 2, 117f, 131f, 134, 
137, F3, F28ff
Options, stock: 87, 106, 119ff, 125ff, 
F19, F46, F48, F52, F74ff, F78
Other income: 137, F3, F6f, F12, F23f, 
F28ff, F51f
Outlook: 8, 25ff, 31, 33, 35, 42, 44, 56, 
59, 64, 133, 142

p
Patents: 105, F36
Payables: 133, 136, F2, F5, F17f, f22, 
F28ff, F42f, F56, F59, F70
Pensions: 106, 114ff, F11, F18, F49, 
F51f
Periodontal disease, periodontitis: 
16, 25, 39, 75
Personnel expense: 59, 119, F19, F47, 
F52
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Pipeline: 7, 41, 46f, 132
Post-employment benefits: F11, 
F50, F55
Product launches: 7, 17f, 24, 29, 37ff, 
41f, 46
Production: 6, 14, 52, 59, 63ff, 82, 96, 
105, 106, 142, F64, F72
Profit: 2, 5f, 15, 59, 81, 117f, 131ff, 134, 
137f, 141, F3ff, F11ff, F28ff, F34, F37ff, 
F52f, F57ff, F71, F78
Property: 106, F2, F5, F12, F28, F33, 
F45f, F50f
Prosthetics: 6f, 12ff, 23f, 27, 29, 31, 35, 
37f, 40ff, 64, 76, 82, 105, 140f, F8, F38
Provisions: 136, F2, F5, F18, F43, F70

q
Quality of life: 51, 60

r
Raw materials: 31, 65ff, F17, F40
Receivables: 133, 135, 136, F2, F5, 
F28ff, F39ff, F58, F70
Reclassification: F12, F16, F33, F35
Regenerative system/products: 6, 
12, 15ff, 24f, 27, 29, 39, 51, 63, 82, 84, 
109, 131, F11, F25, F28, F36ff
Regions: 6, 22ff, 53, 57, 82, 105, 122, 
140, 142
Related-party transactions: 126, 
F54
Research & Development (R&D): 
6f, 16, 45f, 51, 59, 82, 131f, 137, 140, 142, 
F3, F14
Revenue recognition: F20, F34, F49
Risk, financial: 105ff, 108, F56ff
Risk assessment: 105, F63, F77
Risk management: 52, 92, 96, 104ff, 
108, F23, F56ff, F63, F77
ROA (Return on Assets): 2, 135, F11, 
F49, F50f
ROCE (Return on Capital 
Employed): 2, 135
ROE (Return on Equity): 2, 135, F50
RoW (Rest of the World): 15, 22, 34f, 
53, 57f, 85, 140, F26, F30f
Rounding: F8
Roxolid: 7, 29, 37f, 41, 46f, 63

s
Safety: 51f, 65
Salaries/wages: 58f, 114f, 123, F40, 
F43, F51f, F55
Sales force: 7, 14, 16, 29, 43, 51, 131

Sales/revenue: 2, 4, 22f, 28ff, 35, 107, 
118, 131f, 134f, 137, 139f, F3, F28ff, 
F38f, F40, F43
Scan & Shape: 7, 17, 24, 27, 29, 31, 38, 
42f, 47
Segment information: 7, 15, 17f, 
22ff, 33, 35, 47, 51, 53, 84f, 105, 131, 
133, 143, F25ff, F28ff
Selling, General & Administrative 
(SG&A) costs: 107, 132, 137, F3, F37f
Services: 12, 18, 43f, 54, 105, 131
Share capital: 83, 85ff, F2, F6f, F19, 
F24, F41f, F64, F70, F72f
Share/stock options: 87, 106, 119ff, 
125ff, F19, F46, F48, F52, F74ff, F78
Share price: 3, 5, 8, 81, 116, 119, 121, 
143f, F15, F19, F47f, F53
Share purchase program: 6, 87, 133
Share-based payments: 94, F5f, 
F19, F42, F46ff, F52, F55, F73
Shareholders’ equity: 85f, 102, 106, 
113, 126, F2f, F6f, F73
Shareholders: 8, 52, 81, 82ff, 113f, 
120, 133, 135, 137, F2ff, F6f, F9, F24, 
F42, F52f, F60, F73
Shares: 12, 81f, 84ff, 115f, 120ff, 126f, 
138, 143ff, F5ff, F17, F19, F24, F41f, 
F46f, F52ff, F60, F70, F72f, F75f, F78
SLA: 16, 23, 37, 46
SLActive: 7, 33, 37ff, 41, 46f
Soft Tissue Level Implant: 16, 37
Sponsoring: 8, 60ff
Staff training and learning: 16, 43, 
53, 58f
Strategic focus: 17
Strategy: 7f, 15f, 18, 31, 42, 81, 105f, 
116, 118, 142
Stress-free implant anchor: 38, 42
Subsidiaries: 7, 12, 16, 43, 84, 96, 
106, 142, F8, F46, F64
Surgical: 12, 15, 38, 41, 42, 45, 82, 143
Surveys: 43, 53, 54, 59
Sustainability: 50ff, 115

t
Tangible assets: 108, 136, 138
Taxes: 117f, 132, 136, 139, F2ff, F11f, 
F21f, F26, F28ff, F40, F44ff, F70f
TiBrush: 38f, 47
Titanium: 37f, 65ff, 74, 105
Total shareholder return: 113, 120ff, 
143f, F46
Treasury shares: 84, 87, 116, 138, 
F5ff, F17, F41f, F52, F54, F70, F73, F78

Trends: 14, 26, 51, 139ff, F48

u
UK: 25, 29, 54, 83, F26, F53, F64, F72
USA: 25f, 54, 63f, 66, 83, 85, 108, 116, 
142, F25f, F32, F64, F72

v
Villeret: 51, 63, 65f, 68, 83, 105, 109, 
116, F64, F72, F76
Vision: 12, 55, 81
Vision 2020: 6f, 12, 14ff, 23, 81, 92f, 
142

w
Waldenburg: F34
Waste: 65, 67f
Water consumption: 51, 66ff
Working capital: 118, 132, 135, 138, 
F5

z
Zirconium: 66f, 76
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points to note

concerning Forward-looking 
statements
This report contains certain forward-looking state-
ments, which can be identified by the use of terminol-
ogy such as ‘to transfer’, ‘to increase’, ‘to result in’, ‘will’, 
‘to carry out’, ‘next’, ‘intention’, ‘to restore’, ‘expect’, 
‘outlook’, ‘guidance’, ‘optimistic’, ‘may’, ‘might’, ‘could’ 
or similar wording. Such forward-looking statements 
reflect the current views of management and are sub-
ject to known and unknown risks, uncertainties and 
other factors that may cause actual results, perfor-
mance or achievements of the Group to differ materi-
ally from those expressed or implied. These include 
risks related to the success of and demand for the 
Group’s products, the potential for the Group’s prod-
ucts to become obsolete, the Group’s ability to defend 
its intellectual property, the Group’s ability to develop 
and commercialize new products in a timely manner, 
the dynamic and competitive environment in which 
the Group operates, the regulatory environment, 
changes in currency exchange rates, the Group’s abil-
ity to hire and retain key talented individuals, to gen-
erate revenues and profitability, to realize its expan-
sion projects in a timely manner, and to maintain its 
business relationships with suppliers, customers and 
other third parties.

Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties 
materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove 
incorrect, actual results may vary materially from 
those described in this report. Straumann is providing 
the information in this release as of this date and 
does not undertake any obligation to update any 
forward-looking statements contained in it as a result 
of new information, future events or otherwise.

In case of doubt or differences of interpretation, the 
English version of the Annual Report shall prevail 
over the German text. 

trademarks & Brands
The following trademarks or brands are used by 
Straumann Holding AG and/or its affiliated compa-
nies: Straumann® Allograft, BIORA®, Straumann® 
BoneCeramic™, Bone Control Design™, Straumann® 
Bone Level Implant, Straumann® CARES®, Straumann® 
CARES® Scan & Shape, coDiagnostiX®, coDoctor™, 
coNaviX™, Consistent Emergence Profiles™, Coron®, 
CrossFit®, Straumann® Dental Implant System, Em-
dogain®, ETKON®, Straumann® gonyX™, Straumann® 
Guided Surgery Kit, LOXIM™, Straumann® Membra-
Gel®, More than implants™, polycon®, PrefGel™, Strau-
mann® Regenerative System, Roxolid®, SLA®, SLActive®, 
SLBioActive™, Straumann® Soft Tissue Level Implant, 
synOcta®, TiBrush™, ticon®, Variobase™, X-STREAM™, 
Young Professional™, Zerion®, ZLA™, ZLActive™.

otHer trademarks
3M, ESPE and Lava™ are registered trademarks of 3M 
Company, USA, or 3M Deutschland GmbH (used un-
der license in Canada). DWOS is a registered trade-
mark of Dental Wings Inc., Canada.  IPS e.max® and 
IPS Empress® are registered trademarks of Ivoclar 
Vivadent AG, Liechtenstein. iTero® is a registered 
trademark of Align Technology, Inc., USA. LifeNet 
Health® is a registered trademark of LifeNet Health 
Corporation, USA. LOCATOR® is a registered trade-
mark of Zest IP Holdings, LLC, USA. SFI-Anchor® is a 
registered trademark of Cendres+ Métaux SA, Swit-
zerland. Swiss Performance Index (SPI)®, Swiss Mar-
ket Index (SMI)® and SMI MID (SMIM)® are registered 
trademarks of SIX Swiss Exchange AG, Switzerland.

product availaBility
The availability and indications of the products 
mentioned and/or illustrated in this report may vary 
according to country.
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Straumann’s detailed financial report is 
published as a separate volume, which 
can be viewed or downloaded through 
our website:
http://annualreport.straumann.com/en/2012/ 
financial-report  

Printed hard copies can be ordered from: 
Corporate Communication or Investor Relations 
Institut Straumann AG
Peter Merian-Weg 12
CH-4002 Basel
Tel. +41 61 965 11 11
E-mail:  corporate.communication@straumann.com
   investor.relations@straumann.com 
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STRAUMANN
Straumann is a global leader in implant and restorative dentistry
and oral tissue regeneration. For a brief overview of our company,

vision and mission, please see p. 12 ff

As part of Straumann’s Vision 2020 project, which was concluded 
in 2012, we analyzed trends and expert insights to assemble a  

picture of how our field, business and company might look in the  
next decade. A central challenge was to predict how technological  

advances and demographics would change dental practices. The story  
illustrating this Annual Report shares some of those insights.

stepping
into

tomorrow's
world

stepping
into

tomorrow's
world

IMpRINT
Published by: Institut Straumann AG, Basel
Concept and realization: Eclat, Erlenbach/Zurich
Consultant on sustainability: sustainserv, Zurich and Boston
‘Vision’ illustrations: Pascal Müller
Photography: Howard Brundrett 
Independent expert interviews: Abbott Chrisman, Oliver Klaffke
Print: Neidhart + Schön AG, Zurich
Basel, 10 February 2013
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